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Preface
Data mining is a branch of computer science that is used to automatically extract
meaningful, useful knowledge and previously unknown, hidden, interesting
patterns from a large amount of data to support the decision-making process.
This book presents recent theoretical and practical advances in the field of data
mining. It reports on a number of data mining methods, including classification,
clustering, and association rule mining.
This book brings together many different successful data mining studies in various
areas such as health, banking, education, software engineering, animal science, and
the environment. The goal is to help data miners, researchers, academics, and
scientists who wish to apply data mining techniques in their studies. The references
collected in this book may be used as further reading lists.
The main strength of the book is the wealth of the case studies contained within.
Chapters cover a number of innovative and recently developed data mining
applications. Another important feature of the book is the clear introduction and
background information provided at the beginning of each chapter.
The authors of this book have been actively working in the data mining field for
years and thus have a lot of experience. They have the skills, knowledge, and
expertise needed to share with us about real-world data mining applications. They
have aimed at providing readers with a comprehensive understanding of data
mining methods and thus present research results in various domains from
different points of view. They explain the fundamental data mining techniques for
extracting information from a large dataset.
It was not possible for me to accomplish this book without the outstanding
contributions of many people. I would like to thank the contributing authors for
their excellent works. Much appreciation goes to them for the time and effort they
put in. I would also like to thank my husband for his love and support during the
editing of this book. I also extend many thanks to Lada Bozic and Marijana Francetic
for facilitating administrative matters. Finally, I express my gratitude to the
publisher, IntechOpen, for giving me the opportunity to complete this book.
I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I enjoyed editing it.

Dr. Derya Birant
Associate Professor,
Dokuz Eylül University,
Department of Computer Engineering,
Turkey

Chapter 1

Deep Learning: Exemplar Studies
in Natural Language Processing
and Computer Vision
Selma Tekir and Yalin Bastanlar

Abstract
Deep learning has become the most popular approach in machine learning in
recent years. The reason lies in considerably high accuracies obtained by deep
learning methods in many tasks especially with textual and visual data. In fact,
natural language processing (NLP) and computer vision are the two research areas
that deep learning has demonstrated its impact at utmost level. This chapter will
firstly summarize the historical evolution of deep neural networks and their fundamental working principles. After briefly introducing the natural language
processing and computer vision research areas, it will explain how exactly deep
learning is used to solve the problems in these two areas. Several examples
regarding the common tasks of these research areas and some discussion are also
provided.
Keywords: deep learning, machine learning, natural language processing,
computer vision, transfer learning

1. Introduction
Early approaches of artificial intelligence (AI) have sought solutions through
formal representation of knowledge and applying logical inference rules. Later on,
with having more data available, machine learning approaches prevailed which
have the capability of learning from data. Many successful examples today, such as
language translation, are results of this data-driven approach. When compared to
other machine learning approaches, deep learning (deep artificial neural networks)
has two advantages. It benefits well from vast amount of data—more and more of
what we do is recorded every day, and it does not require defining the features to be
learned beforehand. As a consequence, in the last decade, we have seen numerous
success stories achieved with deep learning approaches especially with textual and
visual data.
In this chapter, first a relatively short history of neural networks will be provided, and their main principles will be explained. Then, the chapter will proceed to
two parallel paths. The first path treats text data and explains the use of deep
learning in the area of natural language processing (NLP). Neural network methods
first transformed the core task of language modeling. Neural language models have
been introduced, and they superseded n-gram language models. Thus, initially the
task of language modeling will be covered. The primary focus of this part will be
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representation learning, where the main impact of deep learning approaches has
been observed. Good dense representations are learned for words, senses,
sentences, paragraphs, and documents. These embeddings are proved useful in
capturing both syntactic and semantic features. Recent works are able to compute
contextual embeddings, which can provide different representations for the same
word in different contextual units. Consequently, state-of-the-art embedding
methods along with their applications in different NLP tasks will be stated as the use
of these pre-trained embeddings in various downstream NLP tasks introduced a
substantial performance improvement.
The second path concentrates on visual data. It will introduce the use of deep
learning for computer vision research area. In this aim, it will first cover the
principles of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)—the fundamental structure
while working on images and videos. On a typical CNN architecture, it will explain
the main components such as convolutional, pooling, and classification layers.
Then, it will go over one of the main tasks of computer vision, namely, image
classification. Using several examples of image classification, it will explain several
concepts related to training CNNs (regularization, dropout and data augmentation).
Lastly, it will provide a discussion on visualizing and understanding the features
learned by a CNN. Based on this discussion, it will go through the principles of how
and when transfer learning should be applied with a concrete example of real-world
four-class classification problem.

2. Historical evolution of neural networks and their fundamental
working principles
2.1 Historical evolution of neural networks
Deep neural networks currently provide the best solutions to many problems in
computer vision and natural language processing. Although we have been hearing
the success news in recent years, artificial neural networks are not a new research
area. In 1943, McCulloch and Pitts [1] built a neuron model that sums binary inputs,
and outputs 1 if the sum exceeds a certain threshold value, and otherwise outputs 0.
They demonstrated that such a neuron can model the basic OR/AND/NOT

Figure 1.
A neuron that mimics the behavior of logical AND operator. It multiplies each input (x1 and x2 ) and the bias
unit ðþ1Þ with a weight and thresholds the sum of these to output 1 if the sum is big enough (similar to our
neurons that either fire or not).
2
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functions (Figure 1). Such structures are called neurons due to the biological inspiration: inputs (xi ) represent activations from nearby neurons, weights (wi ) represent the synapse strength to nearby neurons, and activation function ( f w) is the cell
body, and if the function output is strong enough, it will be sensed by the synapses
of nearby neurons.
In 1957, Rosenblatt introduced perceptrons [2]. The idea was not different from
the neuron of McCulloch and Pitts, but Rosenblatt came up with a way to make
such artificial neurons learn. Given a training set of input-output pairs, weights are
increased/decreased depending on the comparison between the perceptron’s output
and the correct output. Rosenblatt also implemented the idea of the perceptron in
custom hardware and showed it could learn to classify simple shapes correctly with
20  20 pixel-like inputs (Figure 2).
Marvin Minsky who was the founder of MIT AI Lab and Seymour Papert
together wrote a book related to the analysis on the limitations of perceptrons [4].
In this book, as an approach of AI, perceptrons were thought to have a dead end. A
single layer of neurons was not enough to solve complicated problems, and
Rosenblatt’s learning algorithm did not work for multiple layers. This conclusion
caused a declining period for the funding and publications on AI, which is usually
referred to as “AI winter.”
Paul Werbos proposed that backpropagation can be used in neural networks [5].
He showed how to train multilayer perceptrons in his PhD thesis (1974), but due to
the AI winter, it required a decade for researchers to work in this area. In 1986, this
approach became popular with “Learning representations by back-propagating
errors” by Rumelhart et al. [6]. First time in 1989, it was applied to a computer
vision task which is handwritten digit classification [7]. It has demonstrated excellent performance on this task. However, after a short while, researchers started to
face problems with the backpropagation algorithm. Deep (multilayer) neural networks trained with backpropagation did not work very well and particularly did not
work as well as networks with fewer layers. It turned out that the magnitudes of

Figure 2.
Mark I Perceptron at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, hardware implementation of the first perceptron
(source: Cornell University Library [3]).
3
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backpropagated errors shrink very rapidly and this prevents earlier layers to learn,
which is today called as “the vanishing gradient problem.” Again it took more than a
decade for computers to handle more complex tasks. Some people prefer to name
this period as the second AI winter.
Later, it was discovered that the initialization of weights has a critical importance for training, and with a better choice of nonlinear activation function, we can
avoid the vanishing gradient problem. In the meantime, our computers got faster
(especially thanks to GPUs), and huge amount of data became available for many
tasks. G. Hinton and two of his graduate students demonstrated the effectiveness of
deep networks at a challenging AI task: speech recognition. They managed to
improve on a decade-old performance record on a standard speech recognition
dataset. In 2012, a CNN (again G. Hinton and students) won against other machine
learning approaches at the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
image classification task for the first time.
2.2 Working principles of a deep neural network
Technically any neural network with two or more hidden layers is “deep.”
However, in papers of recent years, deep networks correspond to the ones with
many more layers. We show a simple network in Figure 3, where the first layer is
the input layer, the last layer is the output layer, and the ones in between are the
hidden layers.
In Figure 3, a j ðiÞ denotes the value after activation function is applied to the
inputs in jth neuron of ith layer. If the predicted output of the network, which is
a1 ð4Þ in this example, is close to the actual output, then the “loss” is low. Previously
mentioned backpropagation algorithm uses derivatives to carry the loss to the
ð4Þ
, whereas
previous layers. ∂a∂L
ð4Þ represents the derivative of loss with respect to a1
1
∂L
∂a1 ð2Þ

represents the derivative of loss with respect to a second layer neuron a1 ð2Þ . The

derivative of loss with respect to a1 ð2Þ means how much of the final error (loss) is
neuron a1 ð2Þ responsible for.
Activation function is the element that gives a neural network its nonlinear
representation capacity. Therefore, we always choose a nonlinear function. If activation function was chosen to be a linear function, each layer would perform a
linear mapping of the input to the output. Thus, no matter how many layers were
there, since linear functions are closed under composition, this would be equivalent
to having a single (linear) layer.

Figure 3.
A simple neural network with two hidden layers. Entities plotted with thicker lines are the ones included in
Eq. (1), which will be used to explain the vanishing gradient problem.
4
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The choice of activation function is critically important. In early days of multilayer networks, people used to employ sigmoid or tanh , which cause the problem
named as vanishing gradient. Let’s explain the vanishing gradient problem with the
network shown in Figure 3.
 

 ∂L
∂L
¼ wð2Þ � σ 0 zð3Þ � wð3Þ � σ 0 z1 ð4Þ �
ð
2
Þ
∂a1
∂a1 ð4Þ

(1)

Eq. (1) shows how the error in the final layer is backpropagated to a neuron in
the first hidden layer, where wðiÞ denotes the weights in layer i and z j ðiÞ denotes the
weighted input to the jth neuron in layer i. Here, let’s assume sigmoid is used as the
activation function. Then, a j ðiÞ denotes the value after the activation function is


applied to z j ðiÞ , i.e., a j ðiÞ ¼ σ z j ðiÞ . Finally, let σ 0 denote the derivative of sigmoid
function. Entities in Eq. (1) are plotted with thicker lines in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the derivative of sigmoid, where we observe that the highest
point derivative is equal to 25% of its original value. And most of the time, deriva

tive is much less. Thus, at each layer wð jÞ � σ 0 zð jþ1Þ ≤ 0:25 in Eq. (1). As a result,
∂L
products decrease exponentially. ∂a∂L
ð2Þ becomes 16 (or more) times smaller than ∂a ð4Þ .
1
1
Thus, gradients become very small (vanish), and updates on weights get smaller,
and they begin to “learn” very slowly. Detailed explanation of the vanishing gradient problem can be found in [8].

Figure 4.
Derivative of the sigmoid function.

Figure 5.
Plots for some activation functions. Sigmoid is on the left, rectified linear unit is in the middle, and leaky
rectified linear unit is on the right.
5
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Today, choices of activation function are different. A rectified linear unit
(ReLU), which outputs zero for negative inputs and identical value for positive
inputs, is enough to eliminate the vanishing gradient problem. To gain some other
advantages, leaky ReLU and parametric ReLU (negative side is multiplied by a
coefficient) are among the popular choices (Figure 5).

3. Natural language processing
Deep learning transformed the field of natural language processing (NLP). This
transformation can be described by better representation learning through newly
proposed neural language models and novel neural network architectures that are
fine-tuned with respect to an NLP task.
Deep learning paved the way for neural language models, and these models
introduced a substantial performance improvement over n-gram language models.
More importantly, neural language models are able to learn good representations in
their hidden layers. These representations are shown to capture both semantic and
syntactic regularities that are useful for various downstream tasks.
3.1 Representation learning
Representation learning through neural networks is based on the distributional
hypothesis: “words with similar distributions have similar meanings” [9] where
distribution means the neighborhood of a word, which is specified as a fixed-size
surrounding window. Thus, the neighborhoods of words are fed into the neural
network to learn representations implicitly.
Learned representations in hidden layers are termed as distributed representations [10]. Distributed representations are local in the sense that the set of activations to represent a concept is due to a subset of dimensions. For instance, cat and
dog are hairy and animate. The set of activations to represent “being hairy” belongs
to a specific subset of dimensions. In a similar way, a different subset of dimensions
is responsible for the feature of “being animate.” In the embeddings of both cat and
dog, the local pattern of activations for “being hairy” and “being animate” is
observed. In other words, the pattern of activations is local, and the conceptualization is global (e.g., cat and dog).
The idea of distributed representation was realized by [11] and other studies
relied on it. Bengio et al. [11] proposed a neural language model that is based on a
feed-forward neural network with a single hidden layer and optional direct connections between input and output layers.
The first breakthrough in representation learning was word2vec [12]. The
authors removed the nonlinearity in the hidden layer in the proposed model architecture of [11]. This model update brought about a substantial improvement in
computational complexity allowing the training using billions of words. Word2vec
has two variants: continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and Skip-gram.
In CBOW, a middle word is predicted given its context, the set of neighboring
left and right words. When the input sentence “creativity is intelligence having fun”
is processed, the system predicts the middle word “intelligence” given the left and
right contexts (Figure 6). Every input word is in one-hot encoding where there is a
vocabulary size (V) vector of all zeros except the one in that word’s index. In the
single hidden layer, instead of applying a nonlinear transformation, the average of
the neighboring left and right vectors (wc ) is computed to represent the context. As
the order of words is not taken into consideration by averaging, it is named as a bagof-words model. Then the middle word’s (wt ) probability given the context
6
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Figure 6.
CBOW architecture.

(pðwt jwc Þ) is calculated through softmax on context-middle word dot product
vector (Eq. (2)). Finally, the output loss is calculated based on the cross-entropy
loss between the system predicted output and the ground-truth middle word.
pðwt jwc Þ ¼ P

exp ðwc � wt Þ
�
�
j ∈ V exp w j � wt

(2)

In Skip-gram, the system predicts the most probable context words for a given
input word. In terms of a language model, while CBOW predicts an individual
word’s probability, Skip-gram outputs the probabilities of a set of words, defined by
a given context size. Due to high dimensionality in the output layer (all vocabulary
words have to be considered), Skip-gram has higher computational complexity than
CBOW (Figure 7). To deal with this issue, rather than traversing all vocabulary in
the output layer, Skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) [13] formulates the
problem as a binary classification where one class represents the current context’s
occurrence probability, whereas the other is all vocabulary terms’ occurrence in the
present context. In the latter probability calculation, a sampling approach is incorporated. As vocabulary terms are not distributed uniformly in contexts, sampling is
performed from a distribution where the order of the frequency of vocabulary
words in corpora is taken into consideration. SGNS incorporates this sampling idea
by replacing the Skip-gram’s objective function. The new objective function
(Eq. (3)) depends on maximizing PðD ¼ 1jw, cÞ, where w, c is the word-context
pair. This probability denotes the probability of ðw, cÞ coming from the corpus data.
Additionally, PðD ¼ 0jui , cÞ should be maximized if ðui , cÞ pair is not included in the
corpus data. In this condition, ðui , cÞ pair is sampled, as the name suggests negative
sampled k times.
X�
w, c

k �
�
�� X
�
��
! !
�! � !
log σ w � c
log σ �u
þ
i c

(3)

i¼1

Both word2vec variants produced word embeddings that can capture multiple
degrees of similarity including both syntactic and semantic regularities.
A regular extension to word2vec model was doc2vec [14], where the main goal is
to create a representation for different document levels, e.g., sentence and
7
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Figure 7.
Skip-gram architecture.

paragraph. Their architecture is quite similar to the word2vec except for the extension with a document vector. They generate a vector for each document and word.
The system takes the document vector and its words’ vectors as an input. Thus, the
document vectors are adjusted with regard to all the words in this document. At the
end, the system provides both document and word vectors. They propose two
architectures that are known as distributed memory model of paragraph vectors
(DM) and distributed bag-of-words model of paragraph vectors (DBOW).
DM: In this architecture, inputs are the words in a context except for the last
word and document, and the output is the last word of the context. The word
vectors and document vector are concatenated while they are fed into the system.
DBOW: The input of the architecture is a document vector. The model predicts
the words randomly sampled from the document.
An important extension to word2vec and its variants is fastText [15], where they
considered to use characters together with words to learn better representations for
words. In fastText language model, the score between a context word and the
middle word is computed based on all character n-grams of the word as well as the
word itself. Here n-grams are contiguous sequences of n letters like unigram for a
single letter, bigram for two consecutive letters, trigram for three letters in succession, etc. In Eq. (4), vc represents a context vector, zg is a vector associated with
each n-gram, and Gw is the set of all character n-grams of the word w together with
itself.
sðw, cÞ ¼

�
X�
zTg vc

(4)

g ∈ Gw

The idea of using the smallest syntactic units in the representation of words
introduced an improvement in morphologically rich languages and is capable to
compute a representation for out-of-vocabulary words.
The recent development in representation learning is the introduction of contextual representations. Early word embeddings have some problems. Although they can
learn syntactic and semantic regularities, they are not so good in capturing a mixture
of them. For example, they can capture the syntactic pattern look-looks-looked.
8
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In a similar way, the words hard, difficult, and tough are embedded into closer points
in the space. To address both syntactic and semantic features, Kim et al. [16] used
a mixture of character- and word-level features. In their model, at the lowest level
of hierarchy, character-level features are processed by a CNN; after transferring
these features over a highway network, high-level features are learned by the use
of a long short-term memory (LSTM). Thus, the resulting embeddings showed
good syntactic and semantic patterns. For instance, the closest words to the word
richard are returned as eduard, gerard, edward, and carl, where all of them are
person names and have syntactic similarity to the query word. Due to characteraware processing, their models are able to produce good representations for
out-of-vocabulary words.
The idea of capturing syntactic features at a low level of hierarchy and the
semantic ones at higher levels was realized ultimately by the Embeddings from
Language Models (ELMo) [17]. ELMo proposes a deep bidirectional language model
to learn complex features. Once these features are learned, the pre-trained model is
used as an external knowledge source to the fine-tuned model that is trained using
task-specific data. Thus, in addition to static embeddings from the pre-trained
model, contextual embeddings can be taken from the fine-tuned one.
Another drawback of previous word embeddings is they unite all the senses of a
word into one representation. Thus, different contextual meanings cannot be
addressed. The brand new ELMo and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) [18] models resolve this issue by providing different representations for every occurrence of a word. BERT uses bidirectional Transformer
language model integrated with a masked language model to provide a fine-tuned
language model that is able to provide different representations with respect to
different contexts.
3.2 NLP with neural network solutions
In NLP, different neural network solutions have been used in various downstream tasks.
Language data are temporal in nature so recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
seem as a good fit to the task in general. RNNs have been used to learn long-range
dependencies. However, because of the dependency to the previous time steps in
computations, they have efficiency problems. Furthermore, when the length of
sequences gets longer, an information loss occurs due to the vanishing gradient
problem.
Long short-term memory architectures are proposed to tackle the problem of
information loss in the case of long sequences. Gated recurrent units (GRUs) are
another alternative to LSTMs. They use a gate mechanism to learn how much of the
past information to preserve at the next time step and how much to erase.
Convolutional neural networks have been used to capture short-ranging dependencies like learning word representation over characters and sentence representation over its n-grams. Compared to RNNs, they are quite efficient due to
independent processing of features. Moreover, through the use of different convolution filter sizes (overlapping localities) and then concatenation, their learning
regions can be extended.
Machine translation is a core NLP task that has witnessed innovative neural
network solutions that gained wide application afterwards. Neural machine translation aims to translate sequences from a source language into a target language
using neural network architectures. Theoretically, it is a conditional language model
where the next word is dependent on the previous set of words in the target
sequence and the source sentence at the same time. In traditional language
9
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modeling, the next word’s probability is computed based solely on the previous set
of words. Thus, in conditional language modeling, conditional means conditioned
on the source sequence’s representation. In machine translation, source sequence’s
processing is termed as encoder part of the model, whereas the next word prediction task in the target language is called decoder. In probabilistic terms, machine
translation aims to maximize the probability of the target sequence y given the
source sequence x as follows.
arg max Pð yjxÞ
y

(5)

This conditional probability calculation can be conducted by the product of
component conditional probabilities at each time step where there is an assumption
that the probabilities at each time step are independent from each other (Eq. (6)).
�
� �
� �
�
�
�
Pð yjxÞ ¼ P y1 jx P y2 jy1 , x P y3 jy1 , y2 , x , … , P yt j y1 , … , yt�1 , x
t
Y
�
�
¼
P yi jy1 , … , yi�1 , x

(6)

i¼1

The first breakthrough neural machine translation model was an LSTM-based
encoder-decoder solution [19]. In this model, source sentence is represented by the
last hidden layer of encoder LSTM. In the decoder part, the next word prediction is
based on both the encoder’s source representation and the previous set of words in
the target sequence. The model introduced a significant performance boost at the
time of its release.
In neural machine translation, the problem of maximizing the probability of a
target sequence given the source sequence can be broken down into two components by applying Bayes rule on Eq. (5): the probability of a source sequence given
the target and the target sequence’s probability (Eq. (7)).
arg max Pðxj yÞPð yÞ
y

(7)

In this alternative formulation, PðxjyÞ is termed as translation model and Pð yÞ is
a language model. Translation model aims to learn correspondences between source
and target pairs using parallel training corpus. This learning objective is related to
the task of learning word-level correspondences between sentence pairs. This
alignment task is vital in that a correct translation requires to generate the counterpart word(s) for the local set of words in the source sentence. For instance, the
French word group “tremblement de terre” must be translated into English as the
word “earthquake,” and these correspondences must be learned in the process.
Bandanau et al. [20] propose an attention mechanism to directly connect to each
word in the encoder part in predicting the next word in each decoder step. This
mechanism provides a solution to alignment in that every word in translation is
predicted by considering all words in the source sentence, and the predicted word’s
correspondences are learned by the weights in the attention layer (Figure 8).
Attention is a weighted sum of values with respect to a query. The learned
weights serve as the degree of query’s interaction with the values at hand. In the
case of translation, values are encoder hidden states, and query is decoder hidden
state at the current time step. Thus, weights are expected to show each translation
step’s grounding on the encoder hidden states.
Eq. (8) gives the formulae for an attention mechanism. Here hi represents each
hidden state in the encoder (VALUES in Figure 8), wi is the query vector coming
10
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Figure 8.
Sequence-to-sequence attention.

from the current hidden state of the decoder (each QUERY in Figure 8), αi
(WEIGHTS in Figure 8) are attention weights, and K (OUTPUT in Figure 8) is the
attention output that is combined with the last hidden state of the decoder to make
the next word prediction in translation.
αi ¼ P

exp ðhi � wi Þ
�
�
j exp h j � w j

oi ¼ αi hi
X
K¼
oi

(8)

i

The success of attention in addressing alignment in machine translation gave rise
to the idea of a sole attention-based architecture called Transformer [21]. The
Transformer architecture produced even better results in neural machine translation. More importantly, it has become state-of-the-art solution in language modeling and started to be used as a pre-trained language model. The use of it as a pretrained language model and the transfer of this model’s knowledge to other models
introduced performance boost in a wide variety of NLP tasks.
The contribution of attention is not limited to the performance boost introduced
but is also related to supporting explainability in deep learning. The visualization of
attention provides a clue to the implicit features learned for the task at hand.

4. Computer vision and CNNs
To observe the performance of the developed methods on computer vision
problems, several competitions are arranged all around the world. One of them is
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [22]. This event contains several tasks
which are image classification, object detection, and object localization. In image
classification task, the aim is to predict the class of images in the test set given a set
of discrete labels, such as dog, cat, truck, plane, etc. This is not a trivial task since
11
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different images of the same class have quite different instances and varying viewpoints, illumination, deformation, occlusion, etc.
All competitors in ILSVRC train their model on ImageNet [22] dataset.
ImageNet 2012 dataset contains 1.2 million images and 1000 classes. Classification
performances of proposed methods were compared according to two different
evaluation criteria which are top 1 and top 5 score. In top 5 criterion, for each image
top 5 guesses of the algorithm are considered. If actual image category is one of
these five labels, then the image is counted as correctly classified. Total number of
incorrect answers in this sense is called top 5 error.
An outstanding performance was observed by a CNN (convolutional neural
network) in 2012. AlexNet [23] got the first place in classification task achieving
16.4% error rate. There was a huge difference between the first (16.4%) and second
place (26.1%). In ILSVRC 2014, GoogleNet [24] took the first place achieving 6.67%
error rate. Positive effect of network depth was observed. One year later, ResNet
took the first place achieving 3.6% error rate [25] with a CNN of 152 layers. In the
following years, even lower error rates were achieved with several modifications.
Please note that the human performance on the image classification task was
reported to be 5.1% error [22].
4.1 Architecture of a typical CNN
CNNs are the fundamental structures while working on images and videos.
A typical CNN is actually composed of several layers interleaved with each other.
4.1.1 Convolutional layer
Convolutional layer is the core building block of a CNN. It contains plenty of
learnable filters (or kernels). Each filter is convolved across width and height of
input images. At the end of training process, filters of network are able to identify
specific types of appearances (or patterns). A mathematical example is given to
illustrate how convolutional layers work (Figure 9). In this example, a 5 � 5 RGB
image is given to the network. Since images are represented as 3D arrays of numbers, input consists of three matrices. It is convolved with a filter of size 3 � 3 � 3
(height, weight, and depth). In this example, convolution is applied by moving the
filter one pixel at a time, i.e., stride size = 1. First convolution operation can be seen
at Figure 9a. After moving the kernel one pixel to the right, second convolution
operation can be seen at Figure 9b. Element-wise multiplication ⊙ is applied in
each convolution phase. Thus the operation in Figure 9a is shown below Eq. (9).
2
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(9)

Convolution depicted in Figure 9 is performed with one filter which results in
one matrix (called activation map) in the convolution layer. Using n filters for the
input in Figure 9 produces a convolution layer of depth n (Figure 10).
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Figure 9.
Convolution process. (a) First convolution operation applied with filter W1. Computation gives us the
top-left member of an activation map in the next layer. (b) Second convolution operation, again applied
with filter W1.

Figure 10.
Formation of a convolution layer by applying n number of learnable filters on the previous layer. Each
activation map is formed by convolving a different filter on the whole input. In this example input to the
convolution is the RGB image itself (depth = 3). For every further layer, input is its previous layer. After
convolution, width and height of the next layer may or may not decrease.

4.1.2 Pooling layer
Pooling layer is commonly used between convolutional layers to reduce the
number of parameters in the upcoming layers. It makes the representations smaller
and the algorithm much faster. With max pooling, filter takes the largest number in
the region covered by the matrix on which it is applied. Example input, on which
2 � 2 max pooling is applied, is shown in Figure 11. If the input size is w � h � n,
then the output size is ðw=2Þ � ðh=2Þ � n. Techniques such as min pooling and
average pooling can also be used.
Standard CNNs generally have several convolution layers, followed by pooling
layers and at the end a few fully connected layers (Figure 12). CNNs are similar to
standard neural networks, but instead of connecting weights to all units of the
previous layer, a convolution operation is applied on the units (voxels) of the
previous layer. It enables us scale weights in an efficient way since a filter has a
fixed number of weights and it is independent of the number of the voxels in the
previous layer.
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Figure 11.
Max pooling.

Figure 12.
A typical CNN for image classification task.

Figure 13.
An example of softmax classification loss calculation. Computed loss, Li, is only for the ith sample in the dataset.

4.1.3 Classification layer
What we have in the last fully connected layer of a classification network is the
output scores for each class. It may seem trivial to select the class with the highest
score to make a decision; however we need to define a loss to be able to train the
network. Loss is defined according to the scores obtained for the classes. A common
practice is to use softmax function, which first converts the class scores into normalized probabilities (Eq. (10)):
eoj
pj ¼ P o
k
ke

(10)

where k is the number of classes, oj are the output neurons (scores), and pj are
the normalized probabilities. Softmax loss is equal to the log of the normalized
probability of the correct class. An example calculation of softmax loss with three
classes is given in Figure 13.
4.2 Generalization capability of CNNs
The ability of a model to make correct predictions for new samples after trained
on the training set is defined as generalization. Thus, we would like to train a CNN
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with a high generalization capacity. Its high accuracy should not be only for training
samples. In general, we should increase the size and variety of the training data, and
we should avoid training an excessively complex model (simply called overfitting).
Since it is not always easy to obtain more training data and to pick the best complexity for our model, let’s discuss a few popular techniques to increase the generalization capacity.
4.2.1 Regularization loss
This is a term, RðW Þ, added to the data loss with a coefficient (λ) called
regularization strength (Eq. (10)). Regularization loss can be a sum of L1 or L2
norm of weights. The interpretation of RðW Þ is that we want smaller weights to be
able to achieve smoother models for better generalization. It means that no input
dimension can have a very large influence on the scores all by itself.
L¼

N
1X
Li þ λ � RðW Þ
N i¼1

(11)

4.2.2 Dropout
Another way to prevent overfitting is a technique called dropout, which corresponds to removing some units in the network [26]. The neurons which are
“dropped out” in this way do not contribute to the forward pass (computation of
loss for a given input) and do not participate in backpropagation (Figure 14). In
each forward pass, a random set of neurons are dropped (with a hyperparameter of
dropping probability, usually 0.5).
4.2.3 Data augmentation
The more training samples for a model, the more successful the model will be.
However, it is rarely possible to obtain large-size datasets either because it is hard to
collect more samples or it is expensive to annotate large number of samples. Therefore, to increase the size of existing raw data, producing synthetic data is sometimes
preferred. For visual data, data size can be increased by rotating the picture at
different angles, random translations, rotations, crops, flips, or altering brightness
and contrast [27].
4.3 Transfer learning
Short after people realized that CNNs are very powerful nonlinear models for
computer vision problems, they started to seek an insight of why these models

Figure 14.
Applying dropout in a neural net.
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perform so well. To this aim, researchers proposed visualization techniques that
provide an understanding of what features are learned in different layers of a CNN
[28]. It turns out that first convolutional layers are responsible for learning
low-level features (edges, lines, etc.), whereas as we go further in the convolutional
layers, specific shapes and even distinctive patterns can be learned (Figure 15).
In early days of observing the great performance of CNNs, it was believed that
one needs a very large dataset in order to use CNNs. Later, it was discovered that,
since the pre-trained models already learned to distinguish some patterns, they
provide great benefits for new problems and new datasets from varying domains.
Transfer learning is the name of training a new model with transferring weights
from a related model that had already been trained.
If the dataset in our new task is small but similar to the one that was used in pretrained model, then it would work to change the classification layer (according to
our classes) and train this last layer. However, if our dataset is also big enough, we
can include a few more layers (starting from the fully connected layers at the end)
to our retraining scheme, which is also called fine-tuning. For instance, if a face
recognition model trained with a large database is available and you would like to
use that model with the faces in your company, that would constitute an ideal case
of transferring the weights from the pre-trained model and fine-tune one or two
layers with your local database. On the other hand, if the dataset in our new task is
not similar to the one used in pre-trained model, then we would need a larger
dataset and need to retrain a larger number of layers. An example of this case is
learning to classify CT (computer tomography) images using a CNN pre-trained on
ImageNet dataset. In this situation, the complex patterns (cf. Figure 15c and d) that
were learned within the pre-trained model are not much useful for your new task.
If both the new dataset is small and images are much different from those of a
trained model, then users should not expect any benefit from transferring weights.
In such cases users should find a way to enlarge the dataset and train a CNN from
scratch using the newly collected training data. The cases that a practitioner may
encounter from the transfer learning point of view are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 15.
Image patches corresponding to the highest activations in a random subset of feature maps. First layer’s high
activations occur at patches of distinct low-level features such as edges (a) and lines (b); further layers’ neurons
learn to fire at more complex structures such as geometric shapes (c) or patterns on an animal (d). Since
activations in the first layer correspond to small areas on images, resolution of patches in (a) and (b) is low.

Very similar dataset

Very different dataset

Very little data

Replace the classification layer

Not recommended

A lot of data

Fine-tune a few layers

Fine-tune a larger number of layers

Table 1.
Strategies of transfer learning according to the size of the new dataset and its similarity to the one used in pretrained model.
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Figure 16.
Example images for each class used in the experiment of transfer learning for animal classification.

Figure 17.
Training and validation set accuracies obtained (a) with transfer learning and (b) without transfer learning.

To emphasize the importance of transfer learning, let us present a small experiment where the same model is trained with and without transfer learning. Our task
is the classification of animals (four classes) from their images. Classes are zebra,
leopard, elephant, and bear where each class has 350 images collected from the
Internet (Figure 16). Transfer learning is performed using an AlexNet [23] pretrained on ImageNet dataset. We have replaced the classification layer with a fourneuron layer (one for each class) which was originally 1000 (number of classes in
ImageNet). In training conducted with transfer learning, we reached a 98.81%
accuracy on the validation set after five epochs (means after seeing the dataset five
times during training). Readers can observe that accuracy is quite satisfactory even
after one epoch (Figure 17a). On the other hand, in training without transfer
learning, we could reach only 76.90% accuracy even after 40 epochs (Figure 17b).
Trying different hyperparameters (regularization strength, learning rate, etc.)
could have a chance to increase accuracy a little bit more, but this does not alleviate
the importance of applying transfer learning.
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5. Conclusions
Deep learning has become the dominant machine learning approach due to the
availability of vast amounts of data and improved computational resources. The
main transformation was observed in text and image analysis.
In NLP, change can be described in two major lines. The first line is learning
better representations through ever-improving neural language models. Currently,
self-attention-based Transformer language model is state-of-the-art, and learned
representations are capable to capture a mix of syntactic and semantic features and
are context-dependent. The second line is related to neural network solutions in
different NLP tasks. Although LSTMs proved useful in capturing long-term dependencies in the nature of temporal data, the recent trend has been to transfer the pretrained language models’ knowledge into fine-tuned task-specific models. Selfattention neural network mechanism has become the dominant scheme in pretrained language models. This transfer learning solution outperformed existing
approaches in a significant way.
In the field of computer vision, CNNs are the best performing solutions. There
are very deep CNN architectures that are fine-tuned, thanks to huge amounts of
training data. The use of pre-trained models in different vision tasks is a common
methodology as well.
One common disadvantage of deep learning solutions is the lack of insights due
to learning implicitly. Thus, attention mechanism together with visualization seems
promising in both NLP and vision tasks. The fields are in the quest of more
explainable solutions.
One final remark is on the rise of multimodal solutions. Till now question
answering has been an intersection point. Future work are expected to be devoted
to multimodal solutions.
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Chapter 2

Contribution to Decision Tree
Induction with Python: A Review
Bouchra Lamrini

Abstract
Among the learning algorithms, one of the most popular and easiest to understand is the decision tree induction. The popularity of this method is related to three
nice characteristics: interpretability, efficiency, and flexibility. Decision tree can be
used for both classification and regression kind of problem. Automatic learning of a
decision tree is characterised by the fact that it uses logic and mathematics to
generate rules instead of selecting them based on intuition and subjectivity. In this
review, we present essential steps to understand the fundamental concepts and
mathematics behind decision tree from training to building. We study criteria and
pruning algorithms, which have been proposed to control complexity and optimize
decision tree performance. A discussion around several works and tools will be
exposed to analyze the techniques of variance reduction, which do not improve or
change the representation bias of decision tree. We chose Pima Indians Diabetes
dataset to cover essential questions to understand pruning process. The paper’s
original contribution is to provide an up-to-date overview that is fully focused on
implemented algorithms to build and optimize decision trees. This contributes to
evolve future developments of decision tree induction.
Keywords: decision tree, induction learning, classification, pruning,
bias-variance trade-off

1. Introduction
Decision tree induction is the most known and developed model of machine
learning methods often used in data mining and business intelligence for prediction
and diagnostic tasks [1–4]. It is used in classification problems, regression problems
or time-dependent prediction. The main strength of decision tree induction is its
interpretability characteristics. It is a graphical method designed for problems
involving a sequence of decisions and successive events. More precisely, his results
formalise the reasoning that an expert could have to reproduce the sequence of
decisions and find a characteristic of an object. The main advantage of this type of
model is that a human being can easily understand and reproduce decision sequence
to predict the target category of a new instance. The results provide a graphic
structure or a base of rules facilitates understanding and corresponds to human
reasoning.
Learning by decision tree is part of supervised learning, where the class of each
object in the database is given. The goal is to build a model from a set of examples
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associated with the classes to find a description for each of the classes from the
common properties between the examples. Once this model has been built, we can
extract a set of classification rules. In this model, the extracted rules are then used to
classify new objects whose class is unknown. The classification is done by travelling
a path from the root to a leaf. The class returned (default class) is the one that is
most frequent among the examples on the sheet. At each internal node (decision
node) of the tree, there is a test (question) which corresponds to an attribute in the
learning base and a branch corresponding to each of the possible values of the
attribute. At each leaf node, there is a class value. A path from the root to a node
therefore corresponds to a series of attributes (questions) with their values
(answers). This flowchart-like structure with recursive partitioning helps user in
decision-making. It is this visualisation, which easily mimics the human-level
thinking. That is why decision trees are easy to understand and interpret.
Another advantage of decision tree induction is its ability to automatically identify the most discriminating features for an use case, i.e., the most representative
data inputs for a given task. This is explained by its flexibility and autonomy as a
model with little assumption on the hypothesis space. It is an approach that remains
particularly useful for input space problems and a powerful tool able to handle very
large-scale problems, thus particularly useful in big data mining. However, it is
generally less accurate than other machine learning models like neural networks.
In brief, this learning algorithm has the following three essential characteristics:
• Interpretability: Because of its flowchart-like structure, the way attributes
interact to give a prediction is very readable.
• Efficiency: The induction process is done by a top-down algorithm which
recursively splits terminal nodes of the current tree until they all contain
elements of only one class. Practically, the algorithm is very fast in terms of
running time and can be used on very large datasets (e.g. of millions of objects
and thousands of features).
• Flexibility: This method does not make any hypothesis about the problem
under consideration. It can handle both continuous and discrete attributes.
Predictions at leaf nodes may be symbolic or numerical (in which case, trees
are called regression trees). In addition, the tree induction method can be easily
extended by improving tests at tree nodes (e.g. introducing linear
combinations of attributes) or providing a prediction at terminal nodes by
means of another model.
The review is organised into three parts. The first aims at introducing a brief
history of decision tree induction. We present mathematically basics and search
strategy used to train and build a decision tree. We discuss the supervised learning
problem and the trade-off between a model’s ability to minimise bias and variance.
In this regard, we are extending our investigation to fundamental aspects, such as
ensemble meta-algorithms and pruning methods, which we must put in advance for
building an optimal decision tree. In the second section, we introduce some results
obtained by means of the Scikit-Learn Python modules and Pima Indians Diabetes
data in order to feed our discussions and our perspectives in terms of future developments and applications of Python community. The third section is devoted to the
improvements of decision tree induction in order to improve its performance. We
have collected some technical discussions that we raise given our experience in
Research and Development (R&D). Finally, the conclusions give a general synthesis
of the survey developed and discuss some ideas for future works.
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2. A brief history of decision tree induction
There are many induction systems that build decision trees. Hunt et al. [5] were
the first in this field to study machine learning using examples. Their concept
learning system (CLS) framework builds a decision tree that tries to minimise the
cost of classifying an object. There are two types of costs: (1) the cost of determining
the value of a property of the object OA exhibited by the object and (2) the
misclassification cost of deciding that the object belongs to class C when its real
class is K. The CLS method uses a strategy called Lookahead which consists of
exploring the space of all possible decision trees to a fixed depth and choosing an
action to minimise the cost in this limited space and then moving one level down in
the tree. Depending on the depth of the Lookahead chosen, CLS can require a
substantial amount of computation but has been able to unearth subtle patterns in
the objects shown to it.
Quinlan [6] proposed Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), which takes up certain
concepts of CLS. ID3 was developed following a challenge induction task on the
study of end of chess games posed by Donald Michie. Analogue concept learning
system (ACLS) [7] is a generalisation of ID3. CLS and ID3 require that each attribute used to describe the object takes its values in a finite set. In addition to this type
of attribute, ACLS allows the use of attributes whose values can be integer. ASSISTANT [8], which is a descendant of ID3, allows the use of continuous attributes and
builds a binary decision tree. ASSISTANT avoids overfitting by using a pruning
technique, which has resulted in ASSISTANT-86 [9]. Another descendant of ID3 is
[10, 11], which will be explained later.
There is another family of induction systems, such as the algorithm of the star
AQ [12], which induces a set of decision rules from a base of examples. AQ builds an
R function that covers positive examples and rejects negative ones. CN2 [13] learns
a set of unordered rules of the form “IF-THEN” from a set of examples. For this,
CN2 performs a top-down search (from general to specific) in the rule space,
looking for the best rule, then removes the examples covered by this rule and
repeats this process until no good rule is found. CN2’s strategy is similar to that of
AQ in that it eliminates the examples covered by the discovered rule, but it also
differs in that it specialises a starting rule instead of generalising it.
Statisticians have attributed the authorship of decision tree building to Morgan
and Sonquist [1], who are the first researchers to introduce the automatic interaction detector (AID) method. This method is applied to learning problems whose
attribute to predict (the class) is quantitative. It works sequentially and is independent of the extent of linearity in the classifications or the order in which the
explanatory factors are introduced. Morgan and Sonquist were among the first to
use decision trees and among the first to use regression trees.
Several extensions have been proposed: theta AID (THAID) [2] and chi-squared
AID (CHAID) [3] which uses chi-square as the independence gap to choose the best
partitioning attribute. There is also a method proposed by [4] called classification
and regression tree (CART) which builds a binary decision tree using the feature
and threshold that yield the largest information gain at each node.
Quinlan [11] then proposes the C4.5 algorithm for IT community. C4.5 removed
the restriction that entities must be categorical by dynamically defining a discrete
attribute based on numerical variables. This discretization process splits the continuous attribute value into a discrete set of intervals. C4.5 then converts the trees
generated at the end of learning step into sets of if-then rules. This accuracy of each
rule is well taken into account to determine the order in which they must be
applied. Pruning is performed by removing the rule’s precondition if the precision
of the rule improves without it.
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Many decision tree algorithms have been developed over the years, for example,
SPRINT by Shafer et al. [14] and SLIQ by Mehta et al. [15]. One of the studies
comparing decision trees and other learning algorithms was carried out by TjenSien et al. [16]. The study shows that C4.5 has a very good combination of error rate
and speed. C4.5 assumes that the training data is in memory. Gehrke et al. [17]
proposed Rainforest, an approach to develop a fast and scalable algorithm. In [18],
Kotsiantis represents a synthesis of the main basic problems of decision trees and
current research work. The references cited cover the main theoretical problems
that can lead the researcher into interesting directions of research and suggest
possible combinations of biases to explore.
2.1 Mathematical basics and search strategy
The automatic learning of the rules in a decision tree consists in separating the
learning objects into disjoint sub-samples of objects (which have no elements in
common) where the majority of objects ideally have the same value for the output
variable, i.e. the same class in the case of a classification problem. Each internal
node performs a test on an input attribute. This test is determined automatically
based on the initial training sample and according to test selection procedures that
differ from one tree induction algorithm to another. For attributes with numerical
values (or after encoding data), the test consists in comparing the value of an
attribute with a numerical value which is called discretization threshold. According
to the algorithm used, the terminal nodes of the tree are labelled either by the
majority class of objects in the training sample which have reached this sheet
following successive separations or by a distribution of probabilities of the classes
by frequency of these objects in each class.
As indicated above, the main learning algorithms using decision trees are C4.5
[11] and CART [4]. The CART algorithm is very similar to C4.5, except for a few
properties [19, 20], but it differs in that it supports numerical target variables
(regression) and does not compute rule sets. The CART algorithm can be used to
construct classification and regression decision trees, depending on whether the
dependent variable is categorical or numeric. It also handles missing attribute
values. The decision tree built by the CART algorithm is always a binary decision
tree (each node has only two child nodes), also called hierarchical optimal discriminate analysis (HODA). The measurement of impurity (or purity) used in the
decision tree by CART is the Gini index (C4.5 uses the notion of entropy) for
classification tasks. In regression tasks, the fit method takes inputs and target
arguments as in the classification setting, only that in this case target, it is expected
to have floating point values (continuous values) instead of integer values. For a leaf
Li , common criteria to minimise as for determining locations for future splits are
mean squared error (MSE), which minimises the Li þ 1 error using mean values at
terminal nodes, and mean absolute error (MAE), which minimises the Li error
using median values at terminal nodes.
Several software for decision trees building are available, most of them
referenced in the literature. We cite the chi-squared automatic interaction detector
(CHAID) method implemented in the SIPINA1 tool which seeks to produce a tree of
limited size, allowing to initiate a data exploration. WEKA2 uses C4.5 algorithm,
and there is no need to discretize any of the attributes, and scikit-learn Python
library uses an optimised version of the CART algorithm. The current (version
1

http://eric.univ-lyon2.fr/�ricco/sipina.html

2

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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0.22.1) implementation of scikit-learn library does not support categorical variables.
A data encoding is mandatory at this stage (the labels transform into a value
between 0 and nbClasses-1). The algorithm options are described in the Python
documentation3.
The algorithm below generally summarises the learning phase of a decision tree
which begins at the top of the tree with a root node containing all the objects of the
learning set:

In order for the tree to be easily interpreted, its size must be minimum. Thus, the
test selection procedure applied at each node aims to choose the test (the attributethreshold pair) which separates the objects from the current sub-sample in an
optimal way, i.e. which reduces the uncertainty linked to the output variable within
successor nodes. An entropy measurement (score based on a normalisation of the
Shannon information measurement) allows to evaluate the gain of information
provided by the test carried out. Once the model has been built, we can infer the
class of a new object by propagating it in the tree from top to bottom according to
the tests performed. The chosen test separates the current sample of objects into
two sub-samples which are found in the successors of this node. Each test at a node
makes it possible to direct any object to one of the two successors of this node
according to the value of the attribute tested at this node. In other words, a decision
tree is seen as a function which attributes to any object the class associated with the
terminal node to which the object is directed following tests to the internal nodes of
the tree. Figure 1 illustrates an example using two input attributes with the
partitioning of the input space it implies.
The induction algorithm continues to develop the tree until the terminal nodes
contain sub-samples of objects that have the same output value. The label associated
with a leaf in the tree is determined from the objects in the learning set that have
been directed to this leaf. The majority class among the classes of these objects can
be used or even the distribution of class probabilities if a stop criterion has
interrupted development before reaching “pure” nodes.
The principal objective of an induction algorithm is to build on the learning data
a simpler tree whose reliability is maximum, i.e. the classification error rate is
minimal. However, a successful and very precise model on the learning set is not
necessarily generalizable to unknown examples (objects), especially in the presence
of noisy data. In this case, two sources of error expressed in the form of bias
(difference between the real value and the estimated value) and the variance can
generally influence the precision of a model. Several bibliographic analyses ([21]
3

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html#
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Figure 1.
An example of a decision tree and the partition it implies (Figure taken from https://www.kdnuggets.com/
website).

and the references cited in this work, [22]) have shown that decision trees suffer
from a significant variance which penalises the precision of this technique. A tree
may be too large due to too many test nodes determined at the bottom of the tree on
sub-samples of statistically unreliable size objects. The choice of tests (attributes
and thresholds) at the internal nodes of a decision tree can also depend on a sample
to another which contributes to the variance of the models built. For these reasons,
the criteria for stopping the development of a tree or simplification techniques such
as pruning procedures is to find a good compromise between the complexity of the
model and its reliability on an independent sample. These techniques can only
improve the first source of error (bias) mentioned above. Different variance reduction techniques are proposed in the literature, notably the ensemble metaalgorithms such as bagging, random forests, extra-trees and boosting.
The ensemble meta-algorithms are effective in combination with decision trees.
These methods differ by their way of adapting the original tree induction algorithm
and/or aggregating the results. Bagging, random forests and extra-trees methods
have several similarities. They independently build T constitutive trees. The predictions of different trees are aggregated as follows: each tree produces a vector of
class probabilities. The T trees probability are additional in a weight vector, and the
class that receives the most weight according to this one is assigned to the object.
Note that these three methods use a random component and their precision can
then vary slightly from one execution to another. Boosting method produces
sequentially (and deterministically) the set of trees unlike these three methods
using a different aggregation procedure. These methods have been successfully
applied to numerous applications, notably in bioinformatics [23] and in networks
[24]. Maree [22] presents a bibliographical analysis of these methods. His work
covers the problem of automatic image classification using sets of random trees
combined with a random extraction of sub-windows of pixel values.
2.2 Pruning
Pruning is a model selection procedure, where the models are the pruned subtrees of the maximum tree T 0 . Let T be the set of all binary sub-trees of T having
the same root as T 0 . This procedure minimises a penalised criterion where the
penalty is proportional to the number of leaves in the tree [25]. Defining the
optimal size of a decision tree consists in stopping the pre-pruning or reducing the
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post-pruning of the tree to have the best pruned sub-tree from the maximum tree to
the sense of the generalisation error, i.e. improving the predictive aspect of the tree,
on the one hand, and reducing its complexity, on the other hand. To this end,
several pruning methods have been developed, such as:
• Minimal cost complexity pruning (MCCP), also called as post-pruning for the
CART algorithm [4]. This method consists in constructing a nested sequence of
sub-trees using a formulation called minimum cost complexity. In Section
2.2.1, we detail the general concept of this method that Scikit-Learn Library
adopted in its implementation.
• Reduced error pruning (REP) consists of estimating the real error of a given subtree on a pruning or test set. The pruning algorithm is performed as follows:
“As long as there is a tree that can be replaced by a leaf without increasing the
estimate of the real error, then prune this tree”. This technique gives a slightly
congruent tree in the sense that some examples may be misclassified. The study
of Elomaa and Kääriäinen [26] presents a detailed analysis of the REP method.
In this analysis, the two authors evoke that the REP method was introduced by
Quinlan [27] but the latter never presented it in an algorithmic way, which is a
source of confusion. Even though REP is considered a very simple, almost
trivial algorithm for pruning, many different algorithms have the same name.
There is no consensus whether REP is a bottom-up algorithm or an iterative
method. Moreover, it is not apparent that the training or pruning set is used to
determine the labels of the leaves that result from pruning.
• Pessimistic error pruning (PEP). In order to overcome the disadvantages of the
previous method, Quinlan [27] proposed a pruning strategy which uses a single
set of construction and pruning of the tree. The tree is pruned by examining
the error rate at each node and assuming that the true error rate is considerably
worse. If a given node contains N records in which E among them are
misclassified, then the error rate is estimated at E=N. The central concern of
the algorithm is to minimise this estimate, by considering this error rate as a
very optimistic version of the real error rate [28, 29].
• Minimum error pruning (MEP) was proposed by Niblett and Bratko [30],
critical value pruning (CVP) by Mingers [31] and error-based pruning (EBP)
proposed by Quinlan as an improvement of the PEP method, for the
algorithm C4.5.
2.2.1 Pre-pruning
Pre-pruning consists in fixing a stopping rule which allows to stop the growth of
a tree during learning phase by fixing a local stopping criterion which makes it
possible to evaluate the informational contribution of the segmentation relating to
the node that is being processed. The principle of the CHAID algorithm [32] is
based on the same principle by accepting segmentation if the measure of information gain (χ 2 difference in independence or t from Tschuprow [3]) calculated on a
node is significantly higher than a chosen threshold. According to Rakotomalala
et al. [32, 33], formalisation involves a test of statistical hypothesis: the null
hypothesis is the independence of the segmentation variable with the class attribute.
If the calculated χ 2 is higher than the theoretical threshold corresponding to the risk
of the first kind that we have set (respectively if the p-value calculated is lower than
the risk of first kind), we accept the segmentation.
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One of the cons of this algorithm is that it prematurely stops the building process
of the tree. Furthermore, the use of the statistical test is considered critical. This is a
classic independence test whose variable tested is produced at the end of several
optimisation stages: search for the optimal discretization point for continuous variables and then search for the segmentation variable which maximises the measure
used. The statistical law is no longer the same from one stage to another. The
correction of the test by the introduction of certain procedures known as the
Bonferroni correction [33] is recommended, but in practice, this type of correction
does not lead to improvement in terms of classification performance. We also cite
the work of [34], which proposes two pruning approaches: the first is a method of
simplifying rules by the test of statistical independence to modify the pruning
mechanism of the algorithm CHAID, and the second uses validation criteria
inspired by the discovery technique of association rules.
The depth (maximum number of levels) of the tree and the minimum number
of observations from which no further segmentation attempts are made also
remain two practical options that can be fixed at start learning to manage the
complexity of the model. However, the choice of these parameters remains a critical
step in the tree building process because the final result depends on these parameters that we have chosen. To this is added the fact that the evaluation is local
(limited to a node) and we take more account of the global evaluation of the tree. It
is therefore necessary to propose a rule which is not too restrictive (respectively not
too permissive) to obtain a suitable tree and not undersized (respectively not
oversized).
2.2.2 Post-pruning
The algorithm for building a binary decision tree using CART browses for each
node the m attributes ðx1 , x2 , … , xm Þ one by one, starting with x1 and continuing up
to xm . For each attribute, it explores all the possible tests (splits), and it chooses the
best split (dichotomy) which maximises the reduction in impurity. Then, it
compares the m best splits to choose the best of them. The function that measures
impurity should reach its maximum when the instances are fairly distributed
between the different classes and its minimum when a class contains all the
examples (the node is pure). There are different functions which satisfy these
properties. The function used by CART algorithm is Gini function (Gini impurity
index). Gini function on a node t with a distribution of class probabilities on this
node P (j|t), c = 1, ..., k is:
GðpÞ ¼ ϕðPð1jtÞ, Pð2jtÞ, … , PðkjtÞÞ
X
PðcjtÞ:ð1 � PðcjtÞÞ
¼

(1)

c

If a split s on a node t splits the subset associated with this node into two subsets,
left tG with a proportion pG and right tD with a proportion pD , we can define the
impurity reduction measure as follows:
ΔGðs, tÞ ¼ GðtÞ � pG ∗ GðtG Þ � pD ∗ GðtD Þ

(2)

On each node, if the set of candidate splits is S, the algorithm searches the best
split s ∗ such that:
ΔGðs ∗ , tÞ ¼ max s ∈ S ΔGðs, tÞ
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~ The set
Suppose we got some splits and came up with a set of terminal nodes T.
of splits, used in the same order, determines the binary tree T. We have IðtÞ ¼
GðtÞpðtÞ. So the impurity function on the tree is:
I ðT Þ ¼

X
~
t∈T

I ð tÞ ¼

X
GðtÞ ∗ pðtÞ

(4)

~
t∈T

GðtÞ is the impurity measure on the node t, and pðtÞ is the probability that an
instance belongs to the node t.
It is easy to see that the selection of the splits which maximise Δi ðs, tÞ is equivalent to the selection of the splits which minimise the impurity IðT Þ on all the trees. If
~ and we use a split s which partitions the node into two parts
we take any node t ∈ T
� has the following impurity:
tD and tG , the new tree T
� �
X
� ¼
IðtÞ þ IðtD Þ þ IðtG Þ
I T

(5)

~ ftg
T�

Because we have partitioned the subset arrived at t and tD and tG , reducing the
impurity of the tree is therefore:
� �
� ¼ I ð T Þ � I ðtD Þ � I ðtG Þ
I ðT Þ � I T

(6)

ΔIðs, tÞ ¼ IðtÞ � IðtG Þ � IðtD Þ

(7)

It only depends on the node t and the splits s. So, to maximise the reduction of
impurity in the tree on a node t, we maximise:

The proportions pD are defined as follows: pD ¼ pðtD Þ=pðtÞ, pG ¼ pðtG Þ=pðtÞ and
pG þ pD ¼ 1. So, Eq. (7) can be written as follows:
�
�
ΔIðs, tÞ ¼ GðtÞ � pG ∗ GðtG Þ � pD ∗ GðtD Þ ∗ pðtÞ
¼ ΔGðs, tÞ ∗ pðtÞ

(8)

Since pðtÞ is the only difference between ðs, tÞ and ðs, tÞ, the same splits s ∗
maximises both expressions.
The stop splitting criterion used by CART was very simple: for a threshold β > 0,
a node is declared terminal (leaf) if maxΔIðs, tÞ ≤ β. The algorithm assigns to each
terminal node the most probable class.
Post-pruning is a procedure that appeared with the CART method [4]. It was
very widely taken up in different forms thereafter. The principle is to build the tree
in two phases. (1) The first phase of expansion consists in producing the purest
possible trees and in which all segmentations are accepted even if they are not
relevant. This is the principle of hurdling building. (2) In the second phase, we try
to reduce the tree by using another criterion to compare trees of different sizes. The
building time of the tree is of course longer. It can be penalising when the database
is very large while the objective is to obtain a tree that performs better in classification phase.
The idea that was introduced by Breiman et al. [4] is to construct a sequence of
trees T 0 , ::, T i , ::, T t , which minimise a function called cost complexity metric (previously mentioned). This function combines two factors: the classification error rate
and the number of leaves in the tree using α parameter.
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For each internal node, Ne and T 0 , the relationship is defined as:
αðpÞ ¼

ΔRSemp
∣T p ∣ � 1

(9)

where ΔRSemp is the number of additional errors that the decision tree makes on
the set of samples S when we prune it at position p. ∣p∣ � 1 measures the number of
sheets deleted. The tree T iþ1 is obtained by pruning T i at its node which has the
smallest value of αðpÞ parameter. We thus obtain a sequence T 0 , ::, T i , ::, T t of
elements of T, the last of which is reduced to a leaf. To estimate the error rate for
each tree, the authors suggest using two different methods, one based on crossvalidation and the other on a new test base.

3. Decision tree classifier building in Scikit-Learn
Today there are several best machine learning websites that propose tutorials to
show how decision trees work using the different modules of python. We quote for
example three popular websites: Towards Data Science,4 KDnuggets,5 and Kaggle.6
Developers offer in a few lines of optimised code how to use decision tree method
by covering the various topics concerning attribute selection measures, information
gain, how to optimise decision tree performance, etc.
From our side, we choose Pima Indians Diabetes datasets (often used in classification problems) to examine the various tuned parameters proposed as arguments
by Scikit-Learn package. The Pima are a group of Native Americans living in
Arizona. A genetic predisposition allowed this group to survive normally to a diet
poor of carbohydrates for years. In the recent years, a sudden shift from traditional
agricultural crops to processed foods, together with a decline in physical activity,
made them develop the highest prevalence of type 2 diabetes, and for this reason
they have been subject of many studies. The original dataset is available at UCI
Machine Learning Repository and can be downloaded from this address,7 “diabetesdata.tar.Z”, containing the distribution for 70 sets of data recorded on diabetes
patients, several weeks to months worth of glucose, insulin and lifestyle data per
patient. The dataset includes data from 768 women with 8 characteristics, in particular:
1. Number of times pregnant (NTP)
2. Plasma glucose concentration in 2 h in an oral glucose tolerance test (PGC)
3. Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) (DBP)
4. Triceps skinfold thickness (mm) (TSFT)
5. Two-hour serum insulin (mu U/ml) (HSI)
6. Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)2) (BMI)
4

https://towardsdatascience.com/decision-tree-algorithm-explained-83beb6e78ef4

5

https://www.kdnuggets.com/2020/01/decision-tree-algorithm-explained.html

6

https://www.kaggle.com/dmilla/introduction-to-decision-trees-titanic-dataset

7

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Pima+Indians+Diabetes
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7. Diabetes pedigree function (DPF)
8. Age (years)
The last column of the dataset indicates if the person has been diagnosed with
diabetes or not.
Without any data preparation step (cleaning, missing values processing, etc.),
we partitioned the dataset into a training data (75%) to build the tree and test data
(25%) for prediction. Then we kept the default settings which we can see through
the profile class function (Figure 2).
The Scikit-Learn documentation8 explains in detail how to use each parameter
and offers other modules and functions to search information and internal structures of classifier from training to building step. Among these parameters, we
highlight in this review the following four we use to optimise the tree:
• criterion: Optional (default = “gini”). This parameter allows to measure the
quality of a split, use the different-different attribute selection measure and
supports two criteria, “gini” for the Gini index and “entropy” for the
information gain.
• max_depth: Optional (default = None), the maximum depth of a tree. If None,
then nodes are expanded until all the leaves contain less than
min_samples_split samples. A higher value of maximum depth causes
overfitting, and a lower value causes underfitting.
• min_samples_leaf: Optional (default = 1), the minimum number of samples
required to be at a leaf node. A split point at any depth will only be considered
if it leaves at least min_samples_leaf training samples in each of the left and
right branches. This may have the effect of smoothing the model, especially in
regression.
• min_impurity_decrease: Optional (default = 0.0). A node will be split if this
split induces a decrease of the impurity greater than or equal to this value.
The weighted impurity decrease equation is the following:


N t =N ∗ impurity  N tR =N t ∗ righti mpurity  N tL =N t ∗ lefti mpurity

(10)

where N is the total number of samples, N t is the number of samples at the
current node, N tL is the number of samples in the left child and N tR is the number of
samples in the right child. N, N t , N tR and N tL all refer to the weighted sum, if
sample_weight is passed.

Figure 2.
Default setting to create decision tree classifier without pruning.

8

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.tree.DecisionTreeClassifier.html
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In this example, each internal node has a decision rule that divides the data. The
node impurity is set by default at Gini ratio. A node is pure when all the objects
belong to the same class, i.e. impurity = 0. The unpruned tree resulting from this
setting is inexplicable and difficult to understand. In Figures 3 and 4, we will show
you how to adjust some tuned parameters to get an optimal tree by pruning.
“export_graphviz” and “pydotplus” modules convert the decision tree classifier
to a “dot” file and in “png/pdf/..” format. Using various options of this modules,
you can adjust leaf colours and edit leaf content, important descriptors, etc.
Personally, I really enjoyed doing it during my R&D works.

Figure 3.
Decision tree without pruning. Accuracy = 0.72.

Figure 4.
Feature importance. Decision tree without pruning.
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We will now adjust only one parameter, the maximum depth of the tree. This
will control the tree size (number of levels). On the same data, we set
maximum_depth at 4. Next, we set “min_impurity_decrease” at 0.01 and
min_samples_leaf at 5. We will see that this pruned tree is less complex and easier to
understand by a field expert than the previous flowchart. We will see that we have
good accuracy with this setting. Accuracy can be computed by comparing actual
test set values and predicted values (Figures 5–8).
Most important features of Pima Indians Diabetes dataset is shown in
Figures 4, 6 and 8. We can see the root node is glucose, which can show the glucose
has the max information gain, so it confirm the common sense and the clinical

Figure 5.
Decision tree pruned by mean of maximum depth parameter. Accuracy = 0.79.

Figure 6.
Feature importance. Decision tree after pruning (corresponding to Figure 5 results).
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Figure 7.
Decision tree pruned by mean maximum depth and impurity parameters. Accuracy = 0.80.

diagnosis basis. Body mass index (BMI) and age are also found among the first
important variables. According to consulting relevant information, we know there
are three indicators to determine the diabetes mellitus, which are fasting blood
glucose, random blood glucose and blood glucose tolerance. Pima Indians Diabetes
dataset only has blood glucose tolerance. Prevalence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension and dyslipidaemia increase with higher BMI (BMI 25 kg/m2). On the other
hand, type 2 diabetes usually begins after age 40 and is diagnosed at an average age
of 65. This is why the French National Authority for Health recommends renewing
the screening test every 3 years in people over 45 years and every year if there is
more than one risk factor.
Despite the stop criterion of tree depth, the trees generated may be too deep for
a good practical interpretation. The notion of “accuracy” associated with each level
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Figure 8.
Feature importance. Decision tree after pruning (corresponding to Figure 7 results).

Prédit/réel

Classe A

Classe B

Classe A

VA (Vrais A)

FA (Faux A)

Classe B

FB (Faux B)

VB (Vrais B)

Table 1.
Confusion matrix.

of the tree will make it possible to present a partial tree sufficiently precise. This is
based on the confusion matrix: The accuracy P is the ratio of well-classified
elements to the sum of all elements and is defined by the following expression
(Table 1):
P¼

VA þ VB
VA þ VB þ FA þ FB

(11)

The accuracy associated with a level of the tree is calculated by summing the VA,
VB, FA and FB taking into account the labels A or B of each node, and we add to VA
or VB the elements corresponding to pure nodes A or B in the previous levels. We
can thus decide to choose the partial tree according to the desired accuracy.

4. Discussions
Decision trees accept, like most learning methods, several hyper-parameters that
control its behaviour. In our use case, we used Gini index like information criteria to
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split the learning data. This criterion has directed the method to build a tree with a
maximum of 15 levels and to accept a node as a leaf if it includes at least five
learning instances. Impurity (entropy) is a measure of disorder in dataset; if we
have zero entropy, it means that all the instances of the target classes are the same,
while it reaches its maximum when there is an equal number of instances of each
class. At each node, we have a number of instances (from the dataset), and we
measure its entropy. Setting impurity to a given value (chosen according to expertise and tests) will allow us to select the questions which give more homogeneous
partitions (with the lowest entropy), when we consider only the instances for which
the answer to the question is yes or no, that is to say when the entropy after answer
to the question decreases.
During my previous R&D work, we used the CART algorithm implemented in
the scikit-learn library. This implementation is close to the original one proposed by
[4]; however there is no parameter for penalising the deviance of the model by its
complexity (number of leaves) in order to build a sequence of trees nested in the
prospect of optimal pruning by cross-validation. The generic function of k-fold
cross-validation “GridSearchCV” can be used to optimise the depth parameter but
with great precision in pruning. The depth parameter eliminates a whole level and
not the only unnecessary leaves to the quality of the prediction. On the other hand,
the implementation anticipates those of model aggregation methods by integrating
the parameters (number of variables drawn, importance, etc.) which are specific to
them. On the other hand, the graphical representation of tree is not included and
requires the implementation of another free software like “Graphviz” and
“Pydotplus” modules.
The pros and cons of decision trees are known and described in almost all the
articles and works developed in this field. We highlight some that we consider
important for industrial applications. Selecting features is an extremely important
step when creating a machine learning solution. If the algorithm does not have good
input functionality, it will not have enough material to learn, and the results will not
be good, even if we have the best machine learning algorithm ever designed. The
selection of characteristics can be done manually depending on the knowledge of
the field and the machine learning method that we plan to use or by using automatic
tools to evaluate and select the most promising. Another common problem with
datasets is the problem of missing values. In most cases, we take a classic imputation
approach using the most common value in the training data, or the median value.
When we replace missing values, we should understand that we are modifying the
original problem and be careful when using this data for other analytical purposes.
This is a general rule in machine learning. When we change the data, we should
have a clear idea of what we are changing, to avoid distorting the final results.
Fortunately, decision tree requires fewer data preprocessing from users. It is used
with missing data, and there is no need to normalise features. However, we must be
careful in the way we describe the categorical data. Having a priori knowledge of
the data field, we can favour one or more modalities of a descriptor to force the
discretization process to choose a threshold, which highlights the importance of the
variables. Moreover, Geurts [21] has shown that the choice of tests (attributes and
thresholds) at the internal nodes of the tree can strongly depend on samples, which
also contributes to the variance of the models built according to this method.
Decision tree can easily capture nonlinear patterns, which is important in big
data processing. Nevertheless it is sensitive to noisy data, and it can overfit it. In big
data mining, online data processing is subject to continuous development (upgrade,
environment change, catching up, bugs, etc.) impacting the results expected by
customers and users. To this, the problem of variation that can be reduced by
bagging and boosting algorithms (that we mentioned in Section 2.1) is added.
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Decision tree is biased with imbalance dataset. It is recommended to balance
dataset before training to prevent the tree from being biased towards the classes
that are dominant. According to scikit-learn documentation “class balancing can be
done by sampling an equal number of samples from each class, or preferably by
normalising the sum of the sample weights (sample_weight) for each class to the
same value. Also note that weight-based pre-pruning criteria, such as
min_weight_fraction_leaf, will then be less biased towards dominant classes than
criteria that are not aware of the sample weights, like min_samples_leaf”.

5. Conclusions
Decision trees simply respond to a classification problem. Decision tree is one of
the few methods that can be presented quickly, without getting lost in mathematical
formulations difficult to grasp, to hearing not specialised in data processing or
machine learning. In this chapter, we have described the key elements necessary to
build a decision tree from a dataset as well as the pruning methods, pre-pruning and
post-pruning. We have also pointed to ensemble meta-algorithms as alternative for
solving the variance problem. We have seen that letting the decision tree grow to
the end causes several problems, such as overfitting. In addition, the deeper the tree
is, the more the number of instances (samples) per leaf decreases. On the other
hand, several studies have shown that pruning decreases the performance of the
decision tree in estimating probability.
Decision tree properties are now well known. It is mainly positioned as a reference method despite the fact that efforts to develop the method are less numerous
today. The references cited in this chapter are quite interesting and significant.
They provide a broad overview of statistical and machine learning methods by
producing a more technical description pointing the essential key points of tree
building. In spite of the fact that the CART algorithm has been around for a long
time, it remains an essential reference, by its precision, its exhaustiveness and the
hindsight which the authors, developers and researchers demonstrate in the solutions they recommend. Academic articles also suggest new learning techniques and
often use it in their comparisons to locate their work, but the preferred method in
machine learning also remains C4.5 method. The availability of source code on
the web justifies this success. C4.5 is now used for Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) diagnosis [35, 36].
Finally, we would like to emphasise that the interpretability of a decision tree is a
factor which can be subjective and whose importance also depends on the problem.
A tree that does not have many leafs can be considered easily interpretable by a
human. Some applications require good interpretability, which is not the case for all
prediction applications. On industrial problems, an interpretable model with great
precision is often necessary to increase knowledge of the field studied and identify
new patterns that can provide solutions to needs and to several expert questions.
We continue to put a lot of effort (scientific researchers, developers, experts,
manufacturers, etc.) to make more improvements to this approach: decision tree
induction. This chapter opens several opportunities in terms of algorithms and in
terms of applications. For our use case, we would like to have more data to predict
the type of diabetes and determine the proportion of each indicator, which can
improve the accuracy of predicting diabetes.
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Chapter 3

Association Rule Mining on Big
Data Sets
Oguz Celik, Muruvvet Hasanbasoglu, Mehmet S. Aktas
and Oya Kalipsiz

Abstract
An accurate, complete, and rapid establishment of customer needs and existence
of product recommendations are crucial points in terms of increasing customer
satisfaction level in various different sectors such as the banking sector. Due to the
significant increase in the number of transactions and customers, analyzing costs
regarding time and consumption of memory becomes higher. In order to increase
the performance of the product recommendation, we discuss an approach, a
sample data creation process, to association rule mining. Thus instead of processing
whole population, processing on a sample that represents the population is used to
decrease time of analysis and consumption of memory. In this regard, sample composing methods, sample size determination techniques, the tests which measure
the similarity between sample and population, and association rules (ARs) derived
from the sample were examined. The mutual buying behavior of the customers was
found using a well-known association rule mining algorithm. Techniques were compared according to the criteria of complete rule derivation and time consumption.
Keywords: big data, sampling, association rule mining, data mining, data
preprocessing techniques

1. Introduction
Thanks to improved storage capacities, databases in various fields such as banking have grown up to a rich level. Most of the strategic sales and marketing decisions are taken by processing these data. For example, strategies such as cross-sell,
up-sell, or risk management are being created as a result of processing the customer
data. Because of the increasing number of customers and the need for a higher processing capacity, it has made it more difficult to identify the customer requirements
in a rapid and accurate way and to present solution recommendations. Innovative
data mining applications and techniques are required to solve this issue [1].
The market basket analysis is one of the data mining methods applied to identify
the pattern which is found in product ownership data of customers. Thanks to this
analysis, a pattern among the products frequently bought together by the customers
can be established. The obtained pattern plays an active role in developing cross-sell
and up-sell strategies.
Market basket analysis consists of two main processes. These are clustering
and association processes, respectively. The clustering process involves grouping
of similar customers in terms of clusters. Thus, those customers which should be
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examined in the same category will be identified. During the association process,
commonness in buying behavior of customers through a selected cluster is being
identified, assuming that clustered customers having similar characteristics would
demonstrate similar buying behaviors.
As the banking databases have grown up to a very high volume, the association
process has become a very costly process in terms of time and memory consumption. In order to improve the time and memory performance, sampling process
should be included in the previous phase of association.
In this regard, a sample which involves less observations in comparison to the
whole data is used. We use the term “space” to refer the whole data set. In case the
representation capability of the obtained sampling is high, loss of data is minimized, and the association process is realized through the sample instead of the
space itself. Thus, less data shall be processed, and association rules (ARs) shall be
obtained faster by consuming less memory.
As the subject of this book chapter was focused onto the banking data, customer segmentation conducted by the bank data was accepted as the clustering.
As a result of the segmentation, clusters created by similar customers were used as
input of sampling.
In this chapter, sample creation methods, techniques to find ideal sampling size,
the space representing capability of these samples generated by these techniques,
and association rules discovered through these samples were examined, respectively.
Association rules obtained from both the space and sample were used to verify the sampling process. Besides, the spared amount in terms of time consumption was calculated.
This book chapter was organized as follows: Section 2 explains the studies toward
deriving association rules through the space and sampling. Section 3 explains the
parameters required to obtain association rules and the Apriori algorithm. Section
4 contains parameters to create the sample, sample creation methods, and the
techniques used to calculate the sample size. Section 5 examines association rules
obtained from the space and the sample and the results showing the representation
capability of the sample for the respective space and the results showing rewards in
terms of time consumption. Section 6 gives an overview and concludes the chapter.

2. Related work
In association rule mining, first the item sets, which are found together frequently, are found, and then the rules are obtained from these item sets.
Association algorithms are classified according to characteristics of the obtained
item sets. In early studies Agrawal-Imielinski-Swami (AIS) algorithm which was allowed
to find wide item sets was used, and then algorithms were found such as Apriori, which
were used frequently now and which were able to process the bigger data sets faster [2].
The mutual usage of association discovery and sample creation methods is not
a new approach. Sample creation studies toward association detection have begun
with papers demonstrating mathematically that it was possible to create a sample
which maintained the characteristics of the space. The following studies involved
several techniques calculating the optimal number of observations [3–7].
At the beginning of the sample size detection studies, the data to be sampled were
not considered; they have tried to determine the sample size using parameters not
depending on the data such as margin of error, minimum support, and minimum
confidence [3]. In current studies, formulas (using variables such as maximal process
length or Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) size of the data cluster) considering the data
characteristics have appeared [4–7]. There exists a number of studies focusing on
how the management of metadata of big data sets are provided in a distributed
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computing setting [8–11]. Moreover, there exists a number of studies that are
conducted in the field of information systems for managing distributed data storage
platforms [12–16]. Unlike these studies, this chapter focuses on extracting meaningful information, i.e. association rules, from the big data sets. Initial results of the
experimental studies, covered in this chapter, were reported in a previous study
[17]. Sections 3 and 4 give detailed information on association detection and sample
creation methods, respectively, and explain the techniques used in this study.

3. Association detection methods
In data mining, it is used to determine the pattern found among the association
algorithms and observations [2, 18, 19]. In case any organization’s transaction database
is discussed, an analogy can be established between the observations and customers and
between areas where a pattern is tried to be found and the bought products. Patterns
obtained by association algorithms are processed to obtain association rules.
Association rules may be defined as follows: let us call each subset of products
within the database an “itemset,” and let us call each set of products purchased
together by the customer a “transaction.” The support count of any itemset is
defined as the number of transactions associated with the items in the set within the
database. The support indicates the ratio of support count to the number of transactions within the database. The itemset which meets the minimum support requirement is called the frequent itemset (FI).
For example, if a database with 10 transactions contains product A in 3 different
transactions, then the product A’s support count is 3, and its support is 0.3. In case
the minimum support is defined by a value lower than 0.3, then the product A will
be classified as FI.
There are several algorithms deriving FI using the transactions within the database [2, 18]. In this chapter, Apriori algorithm was preferred due its ability of deriving all itemsets within the space. This algorithm derives primarily candidate itemsets
starting with one-element itemset from the database. Those providing minimum
support from candidate itemsets are filtered and recorded as FI. New candidate itemsets are created from the FI obtained in the previous step by increasing the number of
elements. In each step, the candidate itemsets are passed through a minimum support
test, and the algorithm continues until no FI with k-elements can be generated.
Among the elements of the FI obtained from the database, it is possible to derive
association rules in A- > B format. Then, AR’s support gets equal to AUB itemset
support. The confidence is defined as the ratio of AUB itemset support to the A
itemset support. AR should meet the minimum confidence requirement specified
by the customer [2].
Assuming that A - > B rule has a support of s and the confidence of c, we can
derive that the itemsets A and B in the whole database are associated with a probability of s and a customer owning the itemset A might be an owner of the itemset B
with a probability of c.
To find out all ARs within the database, a rule mining algorithm is applied to
each FI obtained. Candidate rule combinations are created for rule mining among
all subsets of a selected FI in A - > B format. Those providing minimal confidence
from candidate rules are filtered and recorded as association rule.

4. Sample creation methodology
Sample creation is the process of creating a subset containing the characteristics
of a data set. The subset created through sampling is expected to represent the
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data set (space). In traditional statistical methods, the similarity of two data sets is
measured by either χ2 test or Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test.
In this study, these tests were utilized, in order to measure the similarity of the
created sample in comparison with its space. A comparison was conducted through
p values (the probability p of finding the space characteristics) of the statistics
resulting from both tests. In case the obtained p value exceeds 0.05, it can be
deducted that “the sample is similar to the space with a probability of at least 95%.”
Sample creation is discussed under two topics, i.e., sample creation methods and
sample size determination techniques. Sample creation methods are explained in
Chapter 4.1 and sample size determination techniques explained in Chapter 4.2.
4.1 Sample creation methods
When creating samples from the space, it is possible to use several sample creation methods. These methods are classified according to the selection of observations from the space. The main sample creation methods are as follows:
4.1.1 Simple random sampling
The observations within the space are selected without following a specific
routine. The selection probability of each observation is equal.
Systematic sampling: The observations within the space are numbered. Sampling
interval is created by dividing the space size to the observation size. A random number is selected. The observation sample at this number from each interval is included.
4.1.2 Stratified sampling
This is used where the observations within the space can be divided into groups.
The samples are created maintaining the ratio between the number of observations
of groups within the space and the total number of observations. The selection
probability of each observation in the same stratus is equal.
4.1.3 Cluster sampling
This is used where the observations within the space can be divided into groups.
After the groups are determined, they are selected using the simple random sampling method. All observations within selected groups are included into the sample.
4.1.4 Multistage sampling
This is used where the observations within the space can be divided into groups.
After the groups are determined, groups are selected by the simple random sampling method. Unlike cluster sampling, observations to be selected from groups are
determined by the simple random sampling method.
Among the mentioned methods, the simple random sampling method stands up
by its high speed. As the methods, which require creation of groups within the space
and sorting of observations, need a pre-analysis, their time consumption is more
than the simple random sampling method.
4.2 Sample size determination methods
The expected parameter in sample creation methods is the size of the sample to be
created. When the optimal sample size is calculated, a number which will not decrease
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its space representing capability should be found. Under association detection
algorithms, it is important to derive all FIs and ARs within the space from the sample.
In this study, techniques specialized on association detection algorithms have been
examined from those developed for sample size determination [3–5, 7]. Sample size
determination techniques are divided into two groups to minimize the FI and AR loss.
When the association algorithms will be run using the same parameters, support
and confidence values calculated from the sample appear to be different than their
counterparts calculated from the space. This margin of error is measured using two
different methods. When calculating absolute margin of error, the absolute value
of the difference between values from the space and the sample is considered. The
relative margin of error is calculated by dividing absolute margin of error into the
value within the space. In Table 1, the lines containing “absolute” at the “type of
technique” column aim at reducing absolute margin of error, while those containing
“relative” aim to minimize relative margin of error.
All examined techniques are shown in Table 1 with suggested formulas and
type of formula. The values found through the techniques determine the minimum
number of transactions required for sample creation. The number of transactions
which are equal to the values found is selected from the space by the preferred
sample creation method.
Sample size determination techniques determine the minimum number of transactions required for sample creation. The number of transactions which are equal to
the values found is selected from the space by the preferred sample creation method.
The complexity of the space is calculated theoretically using the VapnikChervonenkis size [20]. Assuming that the transactions within the database are
sorted according to their number of elements and that the “number of transactions”
and “number of elements” are plotted on the coordinate system, the d-index value
would correspond to the edge length of the largest square.

Minimal sample size can be determined in terms of accuracy ε, probability of error δ, minimum support Θ,
minimum confidence γ, d-index value of the space v, maximal process length of the space ∆, and the constant c. In
formulas, the value η is calculated depending on variables Θ, γ, and ε; and the value p is calculated depending on
values η and Θ.

Table 1.
Sample size calculation techniques are provided.
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In this study, we use a d-index algorithm, which does not seek a sorting requirement among the transactions, and it calculates v (d-index value), by initializing
with 1 and by increasing it. All transactions within the database should be scanned
to find the value. Where a number of transactions are large and the item number
within each transaction is less, such as banking data, the length of transactions
becomes decisive in determining the d-index value. In d-index algorithm, the
transactions within the database were sorted in descending order of item numbers,
and the value v was calculated decreasingly beginning from the maximal transaction length. Here, it is not necessary to scan all transactions.

5. Experimental evaluation and results
The tests were performed on product ownership data of banking customers. Statistical studies’ code development was performed on the widely used R
programming language.
When tests were performed, the steps below were followed:
1. Determine the sample size utilizing various techniques
2. Create three different samples for each technique using the simple random
sampling method
3. Compare the representability of the space for the obtained sample examination
with χ2 and K-S tests
4. Use the Apriori algorithm included in the arules package of R language, and
determine the FI and AR through the space and sample
5. Calculate the absolute error in support and trust values, and compare the results with those obtained from the space
6. Compare the duration of obtaining AR and the duration of sample creation.
Generate AR from the sample
Theoretically, it is expected that the samples in various sizes obtained from FI
and AR results are tuned with the results from the space, that there is a correspondence between representability and absolute error, and that the duration of transactions made on the sample and the memory consumption reduce.
To accelerate the test processes, instead of 143 products of the bank, 10 different
product groups were determined, and the association between those groups was
examined. The utilized banking data is a matrix including 1,048,575 customers and
an ownership status of customers about 10 different product groups. The lines represent customers and the columns represent product groups. In case the customer owns
a product, the intersection of that line-column indicates 1, otherwise 0. In these tests
the following parameters were used: accuracy ε = 0.04, probability of error δ = 0.07,
minimal support value Θ = 0.02, and minimum confidence γ = 0.06, 0.1, and 0.14.
Table 2 shows varying sample sizes corresponding to varying minimum
confidence values. Because γ was not used as a parameter in formulas Toivonen,
Chakaravarthy FI-absolute, Chakaravarthy AR-absolute, Riondato FI-absolute, and
Riondato FI-relative, there are no variations in calculated sizes.
When Table 2 was examined in detail, it is obvious that the sizes obtained from
the techniques Chakaravarthy FI-absolute, Chakaravarthy AR-absolute, Riondato
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Techniques where the calculated size is larger than the space were not used at the sample creation step.

Table 2.
Calculated sample sizes based on varying minimum trust values are provided.

FI-relative, and Riondato AR-relative are larger than the space (1,048,575). As the
aim was to reduce the data set, these techniques were not examined in the following
tests. In order to minimize the error due to simple random sampling method, three
samples were created for each of the Zaki, Toivonen, Riondato FI-absolute, and
Riondato AR-absolute techniques.
Table 3 shows average p values calculated from χ2 and K-S tests. As the similarity
significance between the space and sample was accepted as 95%, it is expected that p
values are higher than 0.05. The results indicate that values were obtained to prove an
adequate statistical similarity between the space and all obtained samples. An instability is obvious regarding p values of Toivonen where the sample size does not vary. We
consider this instability results from the small sample size provided by this technique.
FIs and their corresponding ARs were determined from the samples created
using Apriori algorithm. To measure the similarities of FIs and ARs, absolute error
was calculated through support and trust values. Zaki and Toivonen techniques
were inadequate to determine all FIs and ARs existing in the space for the value
γ = 0.1. Because a loss of rule was undesirable, we have observed that these two
techniques were not suitable to sample creation and time consumption tests were
not examined. By calculating the error by substituting incomplete values with 0, the
results on Table 4 were obtained. As expected, where absolute support error was
high, an also high-confidence error was found.
In a comparative review of Tables 3 and 4, no relation was detected between
support and confidence errors by the results obtained from χ2 and K-S tests. We
have noticed that traditional statistical measurements were inadequate in measuring the representability of the sample which was created for association mining.
In Table 5, durations until creation of AR are provided for the space and created samples. While the duration from sample creation until obtaining the AR
was provided for the space, the time required for sample size determination, total
average time required for sample creation, and obtaining the AR by simple random

All the techniques were found to be similar to the space.

Table 3.
p values calculated from χ2 and K-S tests were provided based on minimum trust values.
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Techniques where AR loss was experienced were not tested in terms of running time.

Table 4.
Average support and trust absolute error generated based on varying minimum trust values are provided.

Techniques where AR loss was experienced were not tested in terms of running time.

Table 5.
The time until rule mining based on varying minimum trust values γ was given in seconds.

sampling method were provided for the samples. As expected, the time performance of all techniques for each value γ was found better than the space. Even more
benefits are expected by using actually 143 different products instead of 10 product
groups in these tests.
FI and AR results of the samples were compared to those generated from the
space. Within the space, the mostly encountered depository (D) product has a ratio
of 94%, credit card (CC) product has 11%, and installment loan (IL) product has
8%. These products are found together within the space by a ratio of 2.3%. In spite of
this low support value, three different rules with high confidence were derived. “CC,
IL → D” rule was derived, and eventually, it was observed that 92% of people who
have bought CC and IL also have bought D. According to another derived rule “IL,
D -> CC,” it was discovered that 31% of people who bought CC and D also bought
IL. It was also found through another rule CC, D - > IL that 28% of people who
bought IL and D also bought CC. These rules could not be derived from the techniques Zaki and Toivonen, and information loss was experienced. Therefore, these
techniques are not suitable on sample creation for association mining. As expected,
when sample size increased, the obtained absolute error in results decreased.
The utilized banking data contains information about customers and the
product groups of their owned products. In other words, instead of products owned
by customers, banking product groups were used. This was preferred to reduce the
data set sparsity and to accelerate the test speeds. So, it was observed that even tests
on the space did not take longer than 2 seconds. Whenever the advantages in terms
of duration seem to be in the order of seconds, tests to be conducted with a data set
containing more products (or product groups) will show decisive advantages.

6. Conclusion and future work
Because AR mining process through the space takes a long time, we have aimed
at determining a smaller sized sample representing the space and AR mining
through that sample. For this purpose, in this book chapter, we have investigated
for techniques which provide an ideal sample size specialized on association
mining.
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The samples were created using the simple random sampling method, and three
different samples were obtained per technique. We have tried to prevent a potential
noise in our results by creating multiple samples.
The similarity of samples to the space was measured by the χ2 test and K-S test.
It was obvious that after both tests the obtained values for association mining were
inadequate in measuring the representability of samples. In those tests, no relationship was found among support and confidence error values. We consider that the
probability of tests giving biased outputs and the inadequacy of suggested sample
sizes in measuring were the reasons for having these results.
The results indicate that the duration of AR generation within the space was
compared to the total time of sample size determination, sample creation, and AR
generation through the sample. It was observed that each technique was better performing in terms of space results. Riondato FI-absolute and Riondato AR-absolute
techniques have given good results based on calculated absolute error values. When
smaller sample size and less time consumption criteria were considered, Riondato
FI-absolute technique becomes favorable.
In future studies, the data set shall be renewed in this regard, and other sample
methods will also be applied. Besides, results which might be related to a single data
set shall be extended with tests to be performed on another data set, and the results
shall be cross-checked.
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Chapter 4

Data Mining in Banking Sector
Using Weighted Decision
Jungle Method
Derya Birant

Abstract
Classification, as one of the most popular data mining techniques, has been used
in the banking sector for different purposes, for example, for bank customer churn
prediction, credit approval, fraud detection, bank failure estimation, and bank
telemarketing prediction. However, traditional classification algorithms do not take
into account the class distribution, which results into undesirable performance on
imbalanced banking data. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an approach
which improves the decision jungle (DJ) method with a class-based weighting
mechanism. The experiments conducted on 17 real-world bank datasets show that
the proposed approach outperforms the decision jungle method when handling
imbalanced banking data.
Keywords: data mining, classification, banking sector, decision jungle,
imbalanced data

1. Introduction
Data mining is the process of analyzing large data stored in data warehouses in
order to automatically extract hidden, previously unknown, valid, interesting, and
actionable knowledge such as patterns, anomalies, associations, and changes. It has
been commonly used in a wide range of different areas that include marketing,
health care, military, environment, and education. Data mining is becoming
increasingly important and essential for banking sector as well, since the amount of
data collected by banks has grown remarkably and the need to discover hidden and
useful patterns from banking data becomes widely recognized.
Banking systems collect huge amounts of data more rapidly as the number of
channels (i.e., Internet banking, telebanking, retail banking, mobile banking, ATM)
has increased. Banking data has been currently generated from various sources,
including but not limited to bank account transactions, credit card details, loan
applications, and telex messages. Hence, data mining can be used to extract meaningful information from these collected banking data, to enable banking institutions
to make better decision-making process. For example, classification, which is one of
the most popular data mining techniques, can be used to predict bank failures [1–3],
to estimate bank customer churns [4], to detect frauds [5], and to evaluate loan
approvals [6].
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In many real-world banking applications, the distribution of the classes in the
dataset is highly skewed. A bank data is imbalanced, when its target variable is
categorical and if the number of samples in one class is significantly different from
those of the other class(es). For example, in credit card fraud detection, most of the
instances in the dataset are labeled as “non-fraud” (majority class), while very few
are labeled as “fraud” (minority class). Similarly, in bank customer churn prediction, many instances are represented as negative class, whereas the minorities are
marked as positive class. However, the performance of classification models is
significantly affected by a skewed distribution of the classes; hence, this imbalance
problem in the dataset may lead to bad estimates and misclassifications. Dealing
with imbalanced data has been considered as one of the 10 most difficult problems
in the field of data mining [7]. With this motivation, this paper proposes a classbased weighting strategy.
The main contribution of this paper is that it improves the decision jungle (DJ)
method by a class-based weighting mechanism to make it effective in handling
imbalanced data. In the proposed approach, a weight is assigned to each class based
on its distribution, and this weight value is combined with class probabilities. The
experimental studies conducted on 17 real-world banking datasets confirm that our
approach generally performs better than the traditional decision jungle algorithm
when the data is imbalanced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the
recent and related research in the literature. Section 3 describes the proposed
approach, class-based weighted decision jungle method, in detail. Section 4 is
devoted to the presentation and discussion of the experimental results, including
the dataset descriptions. Finally, Section 5 gives the concluding remarks and
provides some future research directions.

2. Related work
As a data-intensive sector, banking has been a popular application area for data
mining researchers since the information technology revolution. The continuous
developments in banking systems and the rapidly increasing availability of big
banking data make data mining one of the most essential tasks for the banking
industry.
Banking industries have used data mining techniques in various applications,
especially on bank failure prediction [1–3], possible bank customer churns identification [4], fraudulent transaction detection [5], customer segmentation [8–10],
predictions on bank telemarketing [11–14], and sentiment analysis for bank customers [15]. Some of the classification studies in the banking sector have been
compared in Table 1. The objectives of the studies, years they were conducted,
algorithms and ensemble learning techniques they used, the country of the bank,
and obtained results are shown in this table.
The main data mining tasks are classification (or categorical prediction), regression (or numeric prediction), clustering, association rule mining, and anomaly
detection. Among these data mining tasks, classification is the most frequently used
one in the banking sector [16], which is followed by clustering. Some banking
applications [8, 10] have used more than one data mining techniques, among which
clustering before classification has shown sufficient evidence of both popularity and
applicability.
Apart from novel task-specific algorithms proposed by the authors, the most
commonly used classification algorithms in the banking sector are decision tree
(DT), neural network (NN), support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor
56
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2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

Manthoulis et al.
[1]

Ilham et al. [11]

Lv et al. [5]

Krishna et al. [15]

Farooqi and Iqbal
[12]

Ensemble learning

√

2014

2013

Moro et al. [14]

Smeureanu et al.
[9]

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 1.
Classification applications in the banking sector.

√

Predicting nonperforming loans

2015

√

√

2016

Ogwueleka et al.
[10]
√

√

√

Wan et al. [6]

√

Customer segmentation in banking
sector

Prediction of bank telemarketing
outcomes

Identifying bank customer behavior

Customer classification for bank direct
marketing

Prediction of bank telemarketing
outcomes

Bank customer churn prediction

√

√

√

Bank failure prediction

Bank failure prediction

Prediction of bank telemarketing
outcomes

Sentiment analysis for bank customers

Keramati et al. [4] 2016
√

√

√

Fraud detection in bank accounts

Long-term deposit prediction

√

√

√

√

√

2017

√

√

√

√

Marinakos and
Daskalaki [8]

√

√

√

Bank failure prediction

2017

√

√

√

√

√

Lahmiri [13]

√

√

√

√

√

Description

2018

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

DT NN SVM KNN NB LR Bagging (i.e., RF) Boosting (AB, XGB)

Algorithms

Jing and Fang [3]

Carmona et al. [2] 2019

Year

Ref

Romania

Portugal

Intercontinental

China

—

Portugal

Portugal

USA

USA

Portugal

India

—

Portugal

USA

Country of the
bank

ACC 97.127%

AUC 0.8

AUC 0.94

AUC 0.965

AUC 0.929

AUC
0.9

ACC 71%

AUC 0.916

ACC 94.74%

ACC 91.2%

AUC 0.8268

ACC 97.39%

ACC 97.07%

AUC >0.97

Result
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(KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), and logistic regression (LR), as shown in Table 1. Some
data mining studies in the banking sector [1, 2, 6, 11, 15] have used ensemble
learning methods to increase the classification performance. Bagging and boosting
are the most popular ensemble learning methods due to their theoretical performance advantages. Random forest (RF) [2, 6, 11, 15], AdaBoost (AB) [6], and
extreme gradient boosting (XGB) [2, 15] have also been used in the banking sector
as the most well-known bagging and boosting algorithms, respectively. As shown in
Table 1, accuracy (ACC) and area under ROC curve (AUC) are the commonly used
performance measures for classification.
Dealing with class imbalance problem, various solutions have been proposed in
the literature. Such methods can be mainly grouped under two different
approaches: (i) application of a data preprocessing step and (ii) modifying existing
methods. The first approach focuses on balancing the dataset, which may be done
either by increasing the number of minority class examples (over-sampling) or
reducing the number of majority class examples (under-sampling). In the literature,
synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [17] is commonly used as an
over-sampling technique. As an alternative approach, some studies (i.e., [18]) focus
on modifying the existing classification algorithms to make them more effective
when dealing with imbalanced data. Unlike these studies, this paper proposes a
novel approach (class-based weighting approach) to solve imbalanced data
problem.

3. Methods
3.1 Decision jungle
A decision jungle is an ensemble of rooted decision directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
which are powerful and compact distinct models for classification. While a traditional decision tree only allows one path to every node, a DAG in a DJ allows
multiple paths from the root to each leaf [19]. During the training phase, node
splitting and merging operations are done by the minimization of an objective
function (the weighted sum of entropies at the leaves).
Unlike a decision forest that consists of several evolutionary induced decision
trees, decision jungle consists of an ensemble of decision directed acyclic graphs.
Experiments presented in [19] show that decision jungles require significantly less
memory while significantly improving generalization, compared to decision forests
and their variants.
3.2 Class-based weighted decision jungle method
In this study, we improve the decision jungle method by a class-based weighting
mechanism to make it effective in dealing with imbalanced data.
Giving a training dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yN)} that contains N
instances, each instance is represented by a pair (x, y), where x is a d-dimensional
vector such that xi = [xi1, xi2, ..., xid] and y is its corresponding class label. While x is
defined as input variable, y is referred as output variable in the categorical domain
Y = {y1, y2, ..., yk}, where k is the number of class labels. The goal is to learn a
classifier function f: X ! Y that optimizes some specific evaluation metric(s) and
can predict the class label for unseen instances.
Training dataset is usually considered as a set of samples from a probability
distribution F on X � Y. An instance component x is associated with a label class yj
of Y such that:
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�
�
P y j jx
�
� > threshold, ∀m 6¼ j
P ym jx

(1)

where P(yj |x) is the predicted conditional probability of x belonging to yj and
threshold is typically set to 1.
In this paper, we focus on imbalanced data problem, where the number of
instances in one class (yi) is much larger or less than instances in the other class (yj).
Like many other classification algorithms, the decision jungle method is also
affected by a skewed distribution of the classes, because the traditional classifiers
tend to be overwhelmed by the majority class and ignore the rare samples in the
minority class. In order to overcome this problem, we locally adapted a class-based
weighted mechanism, where weights are determined depending on the distribution
of the class labels in the dataset. The main idea is that the minority class receives a
higher weight, while the majority class is assigned with a lower weight during the
combination class probabilities. According to this approach, the weight over a class
is calculated as follows:
Wc ¼

1
Log ðN c þ1Þ
Pk
1
i¼1 Log ðN i þ1Þ

(2)

where Wc is the weight assigned to the class c, N is the total number of instances
in the dataset, Nc is the number of instances present in the class c, and k is the
number of class labels. In the proposed approach, Eq. (1) is updated as follows:
�
�
W j ∗ P y j jx
�
� > threshold, ∀m 6¼ j
W m ∗ P ym jx

(3)

Figure 1 shows the general structure of the proposed approach. In the first step,
various types of raw banking data are obtained from different sources such as
account transactions, credit card details, loan applications, and social media texts.
Next, raw banking data is preprocessed by applying several different techniques to
provide data integration, data selection, and data transformation. The prepared data
is then passed to the training step, where weighted decision jungle algorithm is used
to build an effective model which accurately maps inputs to desired outputs. The
classification validation step provides feedback to the learning phase for adjustment

Figure 1.
General structure of proposed approach.
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to improve model performance. The training phase is repeated until a desired
classification performance is achieved. Once a model is build, after that it can be
used to predict unseen data.

4. Experimental studies
We implemented the proposed approach in Azure Machine Learning Studio
framework on cloud platform. In all experiments, default input parameters of the
decision forest algorithm were used as follows:
• Ensemble approach: Bagging
• Number of decision DAGs: 8
• Maximum width of the decision DAGs: 128
• Maximum depth of the decision DAGs: 32
• Number of optimization steps per decision DAG layer: 2048
Conventionally, accuracy is the most commonly used measure for evaluating a
classifier performance. However, in the case of imbalanced data, accuracy is not
sufficient alone since the minority class has very little impact on accuracy than the
majority class. Using only accuracy measure is meaningless when the data is
imbalanced and where the main learning target is the identification of the rare
samples. In addition, accuracy does not distinguish between the numbers of correct
class labels or misclassifications of different classes. Therefore, in this study, we also
used several more metrics: macro-averaged precision, recall, and F-measure.
4.1 Dataset description
In this study, we conducted a series of experiments on 17 publically available
real-world banking datasets which are described in Table 2. We obtained eight
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [20] and nine datasets from Kaggle data
repository.
4.2 Experimental results
Table 3 shows the comparison of the classification performances of DJ and
weighted DJ methods. According to the experimental results, on average, the
weighted DJ method shows better classification outcome than its traditional version
on the imbalanced banking datasets in terms of both accuracy and recall metrics.
For example, the imbalanced dataset “bank additional” has an accuracy of 94.54%
with the DJ method and 94.61% with the weighted DJ method. The accuracy is
slightly higher with the weighted version because the classifier was able to classify
the minority class samples better (0.8385, instead of 0.7914). The proposed method
only disappointed in its accuracy and recall values for 4 of 17 datasets (with IDs 5, 9,
12, and 13).
It is observed from the experiments that the weighted DJ method failed in
classifying only one dataset among 17 datasets in terms of macro-averaged recall
values. This means that the proposed method generally can be able to build a good
model to predict minority class samples.
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No
1

Dataset

Majority
class (%)

Minority
class (%)

Data
source

3075

12

2

85.4

14.6

Kaggle

Bank

4521

17

2

88.5

11.5

UCI

Bank full

45,211

17

2

88.3

11.7

UCI

4

Bank
additional

4119

21

2

89.1

10.9

UCI

5

Bank
additional
full

41,188

21

2

88.7

11.3

UCI

6

Bank customer churn
prediction

10,000

14

2

79.6

20.4

Kaggle

7

Bank loan status

100,000

19

2

77.4

22.6

Kaggle

8

Banknote authentication

1372

5

2

55.5

44.5

UCI

2
3

Abstract dataset for
credit card fraud
detection

#Instances #Features #Class

Bank
marketing
[14]

9

Credit approval

690

16

2

55.5

44.5

UCI

10

Credit card fraud
detection [21]

284,807

31

2

99.8

0.2

Kaggle

11

Default of credit card
clients [22]

30,000

25

2

77.9

22.1

UCI

12

German credit

1000

21

2

70.0

30.0

UCI

13

Give me some credit

150,000

12

2

93.3

6.7

Kaggle

14

Loan campaign response

20,000

40

2

87.4

12.6

Kaggle

15

Loan data for dummy
bank

887,379

30

2

92.4

7.6

Kaggle

16

Loan prediction

614

13

2

68.7

31.3

Kaggle

17

Loan repayment
prediction

9578

14

2

84.0

16.0

Kaggle

Table 2.
The main characteristics of the banking datasets.

It can be deduced from the average precision and recall values that higher
classification rates can be achieved with the weighted DJ method for minority
classes, while more misclassified points in majority classes may also be detectable in
the case of imbalanced data.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the classification performances of two
methods in terms of F-measure: decision jungle and class-based weighted decision
jungle (weighted DJ). In principle, F-measure is defined as F = (2  Recall 
Precision)/(Recall + Precision), which is a harmonic mean between recall and
precision. According to the results, for all banking datasets, the proposed method
showed some increase or the same performance in the F-measure value.
It can be possible to conclude from the experiments that the minority and
majority ratios are not the only issues in constructing a good prediction model. For
example, the minority and majority ratios of the first and last datasets are very
close, but the classification outcomes related to these datasets are not similar.
Although the minority and majority class ratios are almost the same for these two
datasets, there is a significant difference between the classification accuracy, precision, and recall values of the datasets, as can be seen in Table 3. There is also a need
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ID

Dataset

Decision jungle

Class-based weighted
decision jungle

Acc (%) Precision Recall Acc (%) Precision Recall
1

Abstract dataset for credit card
fraud detection

99.09

0.9918

0.9715

99.19

0.9923

0.9749

2

Bank

92.70

0.8909

0.7175

92.70

0.8492

0.7593

3

Bank full

91.06

0.8181

0.6874

91.17

0.8039

0.7217

4

Bank additional

94.54

0.9082

0.7914

94.61

0.8739

0.8385

5

Bank additional full

92.21

0.8332

0.7347

92.19

0.8126

0.7762

6

Bank customer churn prediction

87.37

0.8514

0.7291

87.40

0.8394

0.7411

7

Bank loan status

84.37

0.9170

0.6328

84.38

0.9169

0.6332

8

Banknote authentication

99.85

0.9987

0.9984

100.00

1.0000

1.0000

9

Credit approval

92.80

0.9273

0.9275

92.65

0.9257

0.9261

10

Credit card fraud detection

99.97

0.9915

0.9167

99.97

0.9861

0.9309

11

Default of credit card clients

83.05

0.7833

0.6695

83.16

0.7793

0.6785

12

German credit

86.30

0.8545

0.8088

85.70

0.8338

0.8198

13

Give me some credit

93.88

0.8245

0.5986

93.77

0.7861

0.6240

14

Loan campaign response

89.34

0.9393

0.5763

90.34

0.9390

0.6178

15

Loan data for dummy bank

95.19

0.9753

0.6837

95.20

0.9753

0.6844

16

Loan prediction

83.54

0.8715

0.7443

83.54

0.8631

0.7481

17

Loan repayment prediction

84.82

0.9059

0.5266

85.35

0.8900

0.5453

Average

91.18

0.8990

0.7479

91.25

0.8863

0.7659

Table 3.
Comparison of unweighted and class-based weighted decision jungle methods in terms of accuracy,
macro-averaged precision, and macro-averaged recall.

Figure 2.
Comparison of unweighted and class-based weighted decision jungle methods in terms of F-measure.
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for appropriate training examples that have data characteristics consistent with the
class label assigned to them.

5. Conclusion and future work
As a well-known data mining task, classification in real-world banking applications usually involves imbalanced datasets. In such cases, the performance of classification models is significantly affected by a skewed distribution of the classes.
The data imbalance problem in the banking dataset may lead to bad estimates and
misclassifications. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an approach which
improves the decision jungle method with a class-based weighting mechanism. In
the proposed approach, a weight is assigned to each class based on its distribution,
and this weight value is combined with class probabilities. The empirical experiments conducted on 17 real-world bank datasets demonstrated that it is possible to
improve the overall accuracy and recall values with the proposed approach.
As a future study, the proposed approach can be adapted for multi-label classification task. In addition, it can be enhanced for the ordinal classification problem.
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Chapter 5

Analytical Statistics Techniques of
Classification and Regression in
Machine Learning
Pramod Kumar, Sameer Ambekar, Manish Kumar
and Subarna Roy

Abstract
This chapter aims to introduce the common methods and practices of statistical
machine learning techniques. It contains the development of algorithms, applications of algorithms and also the ways by which they learn from the observed data by
building models. In turn, these models can be used to predict. Although one
assumes that machine learning and statistics are not quite related to each other, it is
evident that machine learning and statistics go hand in hand. We observe how the
methods used in statistics such as linear regression and classification are made use
of in machine learning. We also take a look at the implementation techniques of
classification and regression techniques. Although machine learning provides standard libraries to implement tons of algorithms, we take a look on how to tune the
algorithms and what parameters of the algorithm or the features of the algorithm
affect the performance of the algorithm based on the statistical methods.
Keywords: machine learning, statistics, classification, regression, algorithms

1. Introduction
Stating that statistical methods are useful in machine learning is analogous to
saying that wood working methods are helpful for a carpenter. Statistics is the
foundation of machine learning. However not all machine learning methods have
been said to have derived from statistics. To begin with let us take a look at what
statistics and machine learning means.
Statistics is extensively used in areas of science and finance and in the industry.
Statistics is known to be mathematical science and not just mathematics. It is said to
have been originated in seventeenth century. It consists of data collection, organizing the data, analyzing the data, interpretation and presentation of data. Statistical
methods are being used since a long time in various fields to understand the data
efficiently and to gain an in-depth analysis of the data [1].
On the other hand, machine learning is a branch of computer science which
uses statistical abilities to learn from a particular dataset [2]. It was invented in the
year 1959. It learns using algorithm and then has the ability to predict based on
what it has been fed with. Machine learning gives out detailed information than
statistics [3].
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Most of the techniques of machine learning derive their behavior from statistics.
However not many are familiar with this since both of them have their own jargons.
For instance learning in statistics is called as fitting, supervised learning from
machine learning is called as regression. Machine learning is a subfield of computer
science and artificial intelligence. Machine learning is said to be a subdivision of
computer science and artificial intelligence. It does use fewer assumptions than
statistics. Machine learning unlike statistics deals with large amount of data and it
also requires minimum human effort since most of its computation is done by the
machine or the computer itself. Machine learning unlike statistics has a strong
predicting power than statistics. Depending on the type of data machine learning
can be categorized into supervised machine learning, unsupervised machine
learning and reinforcement learning [4].
There seems to be analogy between machine learning and statistics. The
following picture from textbook shows how statistics and machine learning
visualize a model. Table 1 shows how terms of statistics have been coined
in machine learning.
To understand how machine learning and statistics come out with the
results let’s look at Figure 1. In statistical modeling on the left half of the
image, linear regression with two variables is fitting the best plane with fewer
errors. In machine learning the right half of the image to fit the model in the best
possible way the independent variables have been converted into the square of error
terms. That is machine learning strives to get a better fit than the statistical
model. In doing so, machine learning minimizes the errors and increases the
prediction rates.
Statistics methods are not just useful in training the machine learning model but
they are helpful in many other stages of machine learning such as:
Machine learning

Statistics

Network, graphs

Model

Weights

Parameters

Learning

Fitting

Generalization

Tool set performance

Supervised learning

Regression/classification

Unsupervised learning

Density estimation, clustering

Table 1.
Machine learning jargons and corresponding statistics jargons.

Figure 1.
Statistical and machine learning method.
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• Data preparation—where statistics is used for data preprocessing which is later
sent to the model. For instance when there are missing values in the dataset, we
compute statistical mean or statistical median and fill it in the empty spaces of
the dataset. It is recommended that machine learning model should never be
fed with a dataset which has empty cells in it. It also used in preprocessing
stage to scale the data by which the values are scaled to a particular range by
which the mathematical computation becomes easy during the training of
machine learning.
• Model evaluation—no model is perfect in predicting when it is built for the
first time. Simply building the model is not enough. It is vital to check how well
is it performing and if not then by how much is it closer to being accurate
enough. Hence, we evaluate the model by statistical methods, which tell by
how much the result is accurate and a lot many things about the end result
obtained. We make use of metrics such as confusion matrix, Kolmogorov
Smirnov chart, AUC—ROC, root mean squared error and many metrics to
enhance our model.
• Model selection—we make use of many algorithms to train the algorithm and
there is a chance of selecting only one which gives out accurate results when
compared to others. The process of selecting the right solution for this is
called model selection. Two of the statistical methods can be used to select
the appropriate model such as statistical hypothesis test and estimation
statistics [5].
• Data selection—some datasets carry a lot of features with them. Of many
features, it may happen so that only some contribute significantly in
estimation of the result. Considering all the features becomes
computationally expensive and as well as time consuming. By making use of
statistics concepts we can eliminate the features which do not contribute
significantly in producing the result. That is it helps in finding out the
dependent variables or features for any result. But it is important to note that
this method requires careful and skilled approach. Without which it may
lead to wrong results.
In this chapter we take a look at how statistical methods such as, regression and
classification are used in machine learning with their own merits and demerits.

2. Regression
Regression is a statistical measure used in finance, investing and many other
areas which aims to determine relationship between the dependent variables and ‘n’
number of independent variables. Regression consists of two types:
Linear regression—where one independent variable is used to explain or predict
the outcome of the dependent variable.
Multiple regression—where two or more independent variables are used to
explain or predict the outcome of the dependent variable.
In statistical modeling, regression analysis consists of set of statistical methods to
estimate how the variables are related to each other.
Linear and logistic are the types of regression which are used in predictive
modeling [6].
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Linear assumes that the relationship between the variables are linear that is they
are linearly dependent. The input variables consist of variables X1, X2, …, Xn (where
n is a natural number).
Linear models were developed long time ago but till date they are able to
produce significant results. That is even in the modern computer’s era they are well
off. They are widely used because they are not complex in nature. In prediction,
they can even out perform complex nonlinear models.
There are ‘n’ number of regressions that can be performed. We look at the most
widely used five types of regression techniques. They are:
• Linear regression
• Logistic regression
• Polynomial regression
• Stepwise regression
• Ridge regression
Any regression method would involve the following:
• The unknown variables is denoted by beta
• The dependent variables also known as output variable
• The independent variables also known as input variables
It is denoted in the form of function as:
Y ≈ f ðX; βÞ

(1)

2.1 Linear regression
It is the most widely used regression type by far. Linear regression establishes a
relationship between the input variables (independent variables) and the output
variable (dependent variable).
That is Y ¼ X1 þ X2 þ … þ Xn
It assumes that the output variable is a combination of the input variables. A
linear regression line is represented by Y = a + bX, where X is the explanatory
variable and Y is the dependent variable. The slope of the line is ‘b’, and ‘a’ is the
intercept (the value of y when x = 0).
A line regression is represented by the equation:
Y ¼ a þ bX
where X indicates independent variables and ‘Y’ is the dependent
variable [7]. This equation when plotted on a graph is a line as shown below
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
Linear regression on a dataset.

However, linear regression makes the following assumptions:
• That there is a linear relationship
• There exists multivariate normality
• There exists no multi collinearity or little multicollinearity among the variables
• There exists no auto-correlation between the variables
• No presence of homoscedasticity
It is fast and easy to model and it is usually used when the relationship to be
modeled is not complex. It is easy to understand. However linear regression is
sensitive to outliners.
Note: In all of the usages stated in this chapter, we have assumed the following:
The dataset has been divided into training set (denoted by X) and test set
(denoted by y_test)
The regression object “reg” has been created and exists.
We have used the following libraries:
Scipy and Numoy for numerical calculations
Pandas for dataset handling
Scikit-learn to implement the algorithm, to split the dataset and various other purposes.
Usage of linear regression in python:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from sklearn import datasets, linear_model
#Declare the linear regression function
reg=linear_model.LinearRegression()
#call the method
reg.fit(height,weight)
#to check slope and intercept
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m=reg.coef_[0]
b=reg.intercept_
print("slope=",m, "intercept=",b)
# check the accuracy on the training set
reg.score(X, y)
2.2 Logistic regression
Logistic regression is used when the dependent variable is binary (True/False) in
nature. Similarly the value of y ranges from 0 to 1 (Figure 3) and it is represented
by the equation:
Odds ¼ p=ð1 � pÞ ¼ probability that event will occur=probability
that the event will not occur
ln ðoddsÞ ¼ ln ðp=ð1 � pÞÞ

(2)

logitðpÞ ¼ ln ðp=ð1 � pÞÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 X1 þ b2 X2 þ b3 X3 … þ bk Xk
Logistic regression is used in classification problems. For example to classify
emails as spam or not and to predict whether the tumor is malignant or not. It is not
mandatory that the input variables have linear relationship to the output variable
[8]. The reason being that it makes us of nonlinear log transformation to the
predicted odds. It is advised to make use of only the variables which are powerful
predictors to increase the algorithms performance.
However, it is important to note the following while making use of logistic
regression:
Doesn’t handle large number of categorical features.
The non-linear features should be transformed before using them.
Usage of logistic regression in python:
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
# instantiate a logistic regression model, and fit with X and y
reg = LogisticRegression()
reg = model.fit(X, y)
# check the accuracy on the training set
reg.score(X, y)

Figure 3.
Standard logistic function.
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2.3 Polynomial regression
It is a type of regression where the independent variable power is greater than 1.
Example:
Y ¼ a þ bðX2 þ X3 þ …Xn Þ:

(3)

The plotted graph is usually a curve in nature as shown in Figure 4.
If the degree of the equation is 2 then it is called quadratic. If 3 then it is called
cubic and if it is 4 it is called quartic. Polynomial regressions are fit with the method
of least squares. Since the least squares minimizes the variance of the unbiased
estimators of all the coefficients which are done under the conditions of GaussMarkov theorem. Although we may get tempted to fit a higher degree polynomial so
that we could get a low error, it may cause over-fitting [9].
Some guidelines which are to be followed are:
The model is more accurate when it fed with large number of observations.
Not a good thing to extrapolate beyond the limits of the observed values.
Values for the predictor shouldn’t be large else they will cause overflow with
higher degree.
Usage of polynomial regression in python:
from sklearn.preprocessing import PolynomialFeatures
import numpy as np
#makes use of a pre-processor called degree for the function
reg = PolynomialFeatures(degree=2)
reg.fit_transform(X)
reg.score(X, y)
2.4 Step-wise regression
This type of regression is used when we have multiple independent variables. To
select the variables which are independent an automatic process is used. If used in
the right way it puts more power and presents us ton of information. It can be used
when the number of variables is too many. However if it is used haphazardly it may
affect the models performance.

Figure 4.
Plotted graph is looks as curve in nature.
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We make use of the following scores to help us find out the independent variables which contribute to the output variable significantly—R-squared, Adj. Rsquared, F-statistic, Prob (F-statistic), Log-Likelihood, AIC, BIC and many more.
It can be performed by any of the following ways:
• Forward selection—where we start by adding the variables to the set and check
how affects the scores.
• Backward selection—we start by taking all the variables to the set and start
eliminating them one by one by looking at the score after each elimination.
• Bidirectional selection—a combination of both the methods mentioned above.
The greatest limitation of using step-wise regression is that the each instance or
sample must have at least five attributes. Below which it has been observed that the
algorithm doesn’t perform well [10].
Code to implement Backward Elimination algorithm:
Assume that the dataset consists of 5 columns and 30 rows, which are present in
the variable ‘X’ and let the expected results contain in the variable ‘y’. Let ‘X_opt’
contain the independent variables which are used to determine the value of ‘y’.
We are making use of a package called statsmodels, which is used to estimate the
model and to perform statistical tests.
#import stats models package
import statsmodels.formula.api as sm
#since it is a polynomial add a column of 1s to the left
X = np.append (arr = np.ones([30,1]).astype(int), values = X, axis = 1)
#Let X-opt contain the independent variables only and Let y contain the output
variable
X_opt = X[:,[0,1,2,3,4,5]]
#assign y to endog and X_opt to exog
regressor_OLS = sm.OLS(endog = y, exog = X_opt).fit()
regressor_OLS.summary()
The above code outputs the summary and based on it the variable which should
be eliminated should be decided. Once decided remove the variable from ‘X-opt’.
It is used to handle high dimensionality of the dataset.
2.5 Ridge regression
It can be used to analyze the data in detail. It is a technique which is used to
get rid of multi collinearly. That is the independent values may be highly correlated.
It adds a degree of bias due to which it reduces the standard errors.
The multi collinearity of the data can be inspected by correlation matrix.
Higher the values, more the multi collinearity. It can also be used when number
of predictor variables in the dataset exceeds the number of instances or
observations [11].
The equation for linear regression is
Y ¼ A þ bX
This equation also contains error. That is it can be expressed as
Y ¼ A þ bX þ ðerrorÞ
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Figure 5.
Ridge and OLS.

Error with mean zero and known variance.
Ridge regression is known to shrink the size by imposing penalty on the size. It is
also used to control the variance.
In (Figure 5) how ridge regression looks geometrically.
Usage of ridge regression in python:
from sklearn import linear_model
reg = linear_model.Ridge (alpha = .5)
reg.fit ([[0, 0], [0, 0], [1, 1]], [0, .1, 1])
Ridge(alpha=0.5, copy_X=True, fit_intercept=True, max_iter=None,
normalize=False, random_state=None, solver='auto', tol=0.001)
#to return the co-efficient and intercept
reg.coef_
reg.intercept_
2.6 Lasso regression
Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator is also known as LASSO. Lasso is
a linear regression that makes use of shrinkage. It does so by shrinking the data
values toward the mean or a central point. This is used when there are high levels of
multi collinearity [12].
It is similar to ridge regression and in addition it can reduce the variability and
improves the accuracy of linear regression models.
It is used for prostate cancer data analysis and other cancer data analysis.
Important points about LASSO regression:
• It helps in feature extraction by shrinking the co-efficient to zero.
• It makes use of L1 regularization.
• In the data if the predictors are have high correlation, the algorithm selects
only one of the predictors discards the rest.
Code to implement in python:
from sklearn import linear_model
clf = linear_model.Lasso(alpha = 0.1)
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clf.fit()
Lasso(alpha=0.1, copy_X=True, fit_intercept=True, max_iter=1000,
normalize=False, positive=False, precompute=False, random_state=None,
selection='cyclic', tol=0.0001, warm_start=False)
#to return the co-efficent and intercept
print(clf.coef_)
print(clf.intercept_)

3. Classification
A classification task is when the output is of the type “category” such as segregating data with respect to some property. In machine learning and statistics,
classification consists of categorizing the new data to a particular category where it
fits in on the basis of the data which has been used to train the model. Examples of
tasks which make use of classification techniques are classifying emails as spam or
not, detecting a disease on plants, predicting whether it will rain on some particular
day, predicting the house prices based on the area it is located.
In terms of machine learning classification techniques fall under supervised
learning [13].
The categories may be either:
• categorical (example: blood groups of humans—A, B, O)
• ordinal (example: high, medium or low)
• integer valued (example: occurrence of a letter in a sentence)
• Real valued
The algorithms which make use of this concept in machine learning and classify
the new data are called as “Classifiers.” Algorithms always return a probability score
of belonging to the class of interest. That is considered an example where we are
required to classify a gold ornament. Now when we input the image to the machine
learning model the algorithms returns the probability value for each category, such
as for if it is a ring the probability value may be higher than 0.8 if it not a necklace it
may return less than 0.2, etc.
Higher the value more likely it is for it to belong to the particular group.
We make use of the following approach to build a machine learning classifier:
1. Pick a cut off probability above which we consider a record to belong to that
class.
2. Estimate that a new observation belongs to a class.
3. If the obtained probability is above the cut off probability, assign the new
observation to that class.
Classifiers are of two types: linear and nonlinear classifiers.
We now take a look at various classifiers are also statistical techniques:
1. Naive Bayes
2. stochastic gradient dissent (SGD)
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3. K-nearest neighbors
4.decision trees
5. random forest
6. support vector machine
3.1 Naive Bayes
In machine learning, these classifiers belong to “probabilistic classifiers.” This
algorithm makes use of Bayes’ theorem with strong independence assumptions
between the features. Although Naive Bayes were introduced in the early 1950s,
they are still being used today [14].
Given a problem instance to be classified, represented by a vector
X ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; x3 ; …; xn Þ
Which represent ‘n’ features.
PðCk j x1 ; x2 ; …; xn Þ
We can observe that in the above formula that if the number of features is more
or if a feature accommodates a large number of values, then it becomes infeasible.
Therefore we rewrite the formula based on Bayes theorem as:
pðCk jxÞ ¼ pðCk ÞpðxjCk Þ=pðxÞ
Makes two “naïve” assumptions over attributes:
• All attributes are a priori equally important
• All attributes are statistically independent (value of one attribute is
• not related to a value of another attribute)
This classifier makes two assumptions:
• All attributes are equally important
• All attributes are not related to another attribute
There are three types of naive Bayes algorithms, which can be used:
GaussianNB, BernoulliNB, and MultinomialNB.
Usage of naive Bayes in python:
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB
reg= GaussianNB()
reg.fit(X,y)
reg.predict(X_test)
reg.score()
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3.2 Stochastic gradient dissent (SGD)
An example of linear classifier which implements regularized linear model
(Figure 6) with stochastic gradient dissent. Stochastic gradient descent (often
shortened to SGD), also known as incremental gradient descent, is an iterative
method to optimize a differentiable objective function, a stochastic approximation
of gradient descent optimization [15]. Although SGD has been a part of machine
learning since ages it wasn’t extensively used until recently.
In linear regression algorithm, we make us of least squares to fit the line. To
ensure that the error is low we use gradient descent. Although gradient descent does
the job it can’t handle big tasks hence we use stochastic gradient classifier. SGD
calculates the derivative of each training data and also calculates the update within
no time.
The advantages of using SGD classifier are that they are efficient and they are
easy to implement.
However it is sensitive to feature scaling.
Usage of SGD classifier:
from sklearn.linear_model import SGDClassifier
X = [[0., 0.], [1., 1.]]
y = [0, 1]
clf = SGDClassifier (loss = "hinge", penalty = "l2")
clf.fit(X, y)
#to predict the values
clf.fit(X_test)
3.3 K-nearest neighbors
Also known as k-NN is a method used to classify as well as for regression. The
input consists of k number of closest training examples. It is also referred as lazy
learning since the training phase doesn’t require a lot of effort.
In k-NN an object’s classification is solely dependent on the majority vote of the
object’s neighbors. That is the outcome is based on the presence of the neighbors.
The object is assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors. If
the value of k is equal to 1 then it’s assigned to its nearest neighbor. Simply put, the

Figure 6.
Feature scaling classifier.
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k-NN algorithm is entirely dependent on the neighbors of the object to be classified.
Greater the influence of a neighbor, the object is assigned to it. It is termed as
simplest machine learning algorithm among all the algorithms [16].
Let us consider an example where the green circle is the object which is to be
classified as shown in Figure 7. Let us assume that there are two circles—the solid
circle and the dotted circle.
As we know that there are two classes class 1 (blue squares) and class 2 (red
squares). If we consider only the inner circle that is the solid circle then there are
two objects of red circle existing which dominates the number of blue squares due
to which the new object is classified to Class 1. But if we consider the dotted circle,
the number of blue circle dominates since there are more number of blue squares
due to which the object is classified to Class 2 [17].
However, the cost of learning process is zero.
The algorithm may suffer from curse of dimensionality since the number of
dimensions greatly affects its performance. When the dataset is very large the
computation becomes very complex since the algorithm takes time to look out for
its neighbors. If there are many dimensions then the samples nearest neighbors can
be far away. To avoid curse of dimensionality dimension reduction is usually
performed before applying k-NN algorithm to the data.
Also the algorithm may not perform well with categorical data since it is difficult
to find the distance between the categorical features.
Usage in python:
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier
classifier = KNeighborsClassifier (n_neighbors=5)
classifier.fit(X_train, y_train)
3.4 Decision trees
Decision trees are considered to be most popular classification algorithms
while classifying data. Decision trees are a type of supervised algorithm where the
data is split based on certain parameters. The trees consist of decision nodes and
leaves [18].
The decision tree consists of a root tree from where the tree generates and this
root tree doesn’t have any inputs. It is the point from which the tree originates. All
the other nodes except the root node have exactly one incoming node. The other

Figure 7.
K-Neighbors.
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nodes except the root node are called leaves. Below is the example of a decision tree
an illustration of how the decision tree looks like as shown in Figure 8.
“Is sex male” is the root node from where the tree originates. Depending on the
condition the tree further bifurcates into subsequent leaf nodes. Few more conditions like “is Age >9.5?” are applied by which the depth of the node goes on
increasing. As the number of leaf nodes increase the depth of the tree goes on
increasing. The leaf can also hold a probability vector.
Decision tree algorithms implicitly construct a decision tree for any dataset.
The goal is to construct an optimal decision tree by minimalizing the generalization error. For any tree algorithm, it can be tuned by making changes to parameters such as “Depth of the tree,” “Number of nodes,” “Max features.” However
construction of a tree by the algorithm can get complex for large problems since the
number of nodes increase as well as the depth of the tree increases.
Advantages of this tree are that they are simple to understand and can be easily
interpreted. It also requires little data preparation. The tree can handle both
numerical and categorical data unlike many other algorithms. It also easy to validate
the decision tree model using statistical testes. However, disadvantages of the trees
are that they can be complex in nature for some cases which won’t generalize the
data well. They are unstable in nature since if there are small variations in data they
may change the structure of the tree completely.
Usage in python:
from sklearn.neighbors import tree
classifier = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier()
classifier.fit(X_train, y_train)
clf.predict(X_test)
3.5 Random forest
These are often referred as ensemble algorithms since these algorithms combine
the use of two or more algorithms. They are improved version of bagged decision
trees. They are used for classification, regression, etc.

Figure 8.
Typical decision tree.
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Random forest creates n number of decision trees from a subset of the data. On
creating the trees it aggregates the votes from the different trees and then decides
the final class of the sample object. Random forest is used in recommendation
engines, image classification and feature selection [19].
The process consists of four steps:
1. It selects random samples from the dataset.
2. For every dataset construct a dataset and then predict from every decision tree.
3. For every predicted result perform vote.
4.Select the prediction which has the highest number of votes.
Random forest’s default parameters often produce a good result in most of the
cases. Additionally, one can make changes to achieve desired results. The parameters in Random Forest which can be used to tune the algorithm which can be used to
give better and efficient results are:
1. Increasing the predictive power by increasing “n_estimators” by which the
number of tress which will be built can be altered. “max_features” parameter
can also be adjusted which is the number of features which are used to train the
algorithm. Another parameter which can be adjusted is “min_sample_leaf”
which is the number of leafs that are used to split the internal node.
2. To increase the model’s speed, “n_jobs” parameter can be adjusted which is the
number of processors it can use. To use as many as needed “1” can be
specified which signifies that there is no limit.
Due to large number of decision trees random forest is highly accurate. Since it
takes the average of all the predictions which are computed the algorithm doesn’t
suffer from over fitting. Also it does handle missing values from the dataset. However, the algorithm is takes time to compute since it takes time to build trees and
take the average of the predictions and so on.
One of the real time examples where random forest algorithm can be used is
predicting a person’s systolic blood pressure based on the person’s height, age,
weight, gender, etc.
Random forests require very little tuning when compared to other algorithms.
The main disadvantage of random forest algorithm is that increased number of tress
can make the process computationally expensive and lead to inaccurate results.
Usage in python:
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
clf = RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=2, random_state=0)
clf.fit(X, y)
clf.predict(X_test)
3.6 Support vector machine
Support vector machines also known as SVMs or support vector networks fall
under supervised learning. They are used for classification as well as regression
purposes. Support vectors are the data points which lie close to the hyper plane.
When the data is fed to the algorithm the algorithm builds a classifier which can be
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used to assign new examples to one class or the other [20]. A SVM consists of points
in space separated by a gap which is as wide as possible. When a new sample is
encountered it maps it to the corresponding category.
Perhaps when the data is unlabeled it becomes difficult for the supervised SVM
to perform and this is where unsupervised method of classifying is required.
A SVM constructs a hyper plane which can be used for classification, regression
and many other purposes. A good separation can be achieved when the hyper plane
has the largest distance to the nearest training point of a class.
In (Figure 9) H1 line doesn’t separate, while H2 separates but the margin is very
small whereas H3 separates such as the distance between the margin and the nearest
point is maximum when compared to H1 and H2.
SVMs can be used in a variety of applications such as:
They are used to categorize text, to classify images, handwritten images can be
recognized, and they are also used in the field of biology.
SVMs can be used with the following kernels:
1. Polynomial kernel SVM
2. Linear kernel SVM
3. Gaussian kernel SVM
4.Gaussian radial basis function SVM (RBF)
The advantages of SVM are:
1. Effective in high dimensional data
2. It is memory efficient
3. It is versatile

Figure 9.
Hyper plane construction and H1, H2 and H3 line separation.
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It may be difficult for SVM to classify at times due to which the decision
boundary is not optimal. For example, when we want to plot the points randomly
distributed on a number line.
It is almost impossible to separate them. So in such cases we transform the
dataset by applying 2D or 3D transformations by using a polynomial function or any
other appropriate function. By doing so it becomes easier to draw a hyper plane.
When the number of features is much greater than number of samples it doesn’t
perform well with the default parameters.
Usage of SVM in python:
from sklearn import svm
clf = svm.SVC()
clf.fit(X,y)
clf.predict(X_test)

4. Conclusion
It is evident from the above regression and classification techniques are strongly
influenced by statistics. The methods have been derived from statistical methods
which existed since a long time. Statistical methods also consist of building models
which consists of parameters and then fitting it. However not all the methods which
are being used derive their nature from statistics. Not all statistical methods are
being used in machine learning. Extensive research in the field of statistical
methods may give out new set methods which can be used in machine learning
apart from the existing statistical methods which are being used today. It can also be
stated that machine learning to some extent is a form of ‘Applied Statistics.’
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Chapter 6

Clustering of Time-Series Data
Esma Ergüner Özkoç

Abstract
The process of separating groups according to similarities of data is called “clustering.” There are two basic principles: (i) the similarity is the highest within a
cluster and (ii) similarity between the clusters is the least. Time-series data are
unlabeled data obtained from different periods of a process or from more than one
process. These data can be gathered from many different areas that include engineering, science, business, finance, health care, government, and so on. Given the
unlabeled time-series data, it usually results in the grouping of the series with
similar characteristics. Time-series clustering methods are examined in three main
sections: data representation, similarity measure, and clustering algorithm. The
scope of this chapter includes the taxonomy of time-series data clustering and the
clustering of gene expression data as a case study.
Keywords: time-series data, data mining, data representation, similarity measure,
clustering algorithms, gene expression data clustering

1. Introduction
The rapid development of technology has led to the registration of many processes in an electronic environment, the storage of these records, and the accessibility of these records when requested. With the evolving technology such as cloud
computing, big data, the accumulation of a large amount of data stored in databases, and the process of parsing and screening useful information made data
mining necessary.
It is possible to examine the data which are kept in databases and reach to huge
amounts of size every second, in two parts according to their changes in time: static
and temporal. Data is called the static data when its feature values do not change
with time, if the feature comprise values change with time then it is called the
temporal or time-series data.
Today, with the increase in processor speed and the development of storage
technologies, real-world applications can easily record changing data over time.
Time-series analysis is a trend study subject because of its prevalence in various
fields ranging from science, engineering, bioinformatics, finance, and government
to health-care applications [1–3]. Data analysts are looking for the answers of such
questions: Why does the data change this way? Are there any patterns? Which series
show similar patterns? etc. Subsequence matching, indexing, anomaly detection,
motif discovery, and clustering of the data are the answers of some questions [4].
Clustering, which is one of the most important concepts of data mining, defines its
structure by separating unlabeled data sets into homogeneous groups. Many
general-purpose clustering algorithms are used for the clustering of time-series
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data, either by directly or by evolving. Algorithm selection depends entirely on the
purpose of the application and on the properties of the data such as sales data,
exchange rates in finance, gene expression data, image data for face recognition, etc.
In the age of informatics, the analysis of multidimensional data that has emerged
as part of the digital transformation in every field has gained considerable importance. These data can be from data received at different times from one or more
sensors, stock data, or call records to a call center. This type of data, that is,
observing the movement of a variable over time, where the results of the observation are distributed according to time, is called time-series data. Time-series analysis is used for many purposes such as future forecasts, anomaly detection,
subsequence matching, clustering, motif discovery, indexing, etc. Within the scope
of this study, the methods developed for the time-series data clustering which are
important for every field of digital life in three main sections. In the first section,
the proposed methods for the preparation of multidimensional data for clustering
(dimension reduction) in the literature are categorized. In the second section, the
similarity criteria to be used when deciding on the objects to be assigned to the
related cluster are classified. In the third section, clustering algorithms of timeseries data are examined under five main headings according to the method used. In
the last part of the study, the use of time-series clustering in bioinformatics which is
one of the favorite areas is included.

2. Time-series clustering approaches
There are many different categorizations of time-series clustering approaches.
Such as, time-series clustering approaches can be examined in three main sections
according to the characteristics of the data used whether they process directly on
raw data, indirectly with features extracted from the raw data, or indirectly with
models built from the raw data [5]. Another category is according to the clustering
method: shape-based, feature-based, and model-based [6]. But whatever the categorization is, for any time-series clustering approach, the main points to be considered are: how to measure the similarity between time series; how to compress the
series or reduce dimension and what algorithm to use for cluster. Therefore, this
chapter examines time-series clustering approaches according to three main building blocks: data representation methods, distance measurements, and clustering
algorithms (Figure 1).
2.1 Data representation
Data representation is one of the main challenging issues for time-series clustering. Because, time-series data are much larger than memory size [7, 8] that
increases the need for high processor power and time for the clustering process
increases exponentially. In addition, the time-series data are multidimensional,
which is a difficulty for many clustering algorithms to handle, and it slows down the
calculation of the similarity measurement. Consequently, it is very important for
time-series data to represent the data without slowing down the algorithm execution time and without a significant data loss. Therefore, some requirements can be
listed for any data representation methods [9]:
i. Significantly reduce the data size/dimensionality,
ii. Maintain the local and global shape characteristics of the time series,
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iii. Acceptable computational cost,
iv. Reasonable level of reconstruction from the reduced representation,
v. Insensitivity to noise or implicit noise handling.
Dimension reduction is one of the most frequently used methods in the literature [7, 10–12] for the data representation.
Definition:
The representation of a time series T with length n is a model T̅ with reduced
dimensions, so that T approximates T [13]. Dimension reduction or feature extraction is a very useful method for reducing the number of variables/attributes or units

Figure 1.
Time-series clustering.
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in multivariate statistical analyzes so that the number of attributes can be reduced
to a number that “can handle.”
Due to the noisy and high-dimensional features of many time-series data, data
representations have been studied and generally examined in four main sections:
data adaptive, nondata adaptive, model-based, and data dictated [6].
• Data adaptive methods that have changing parameters according to
processing time-series data. Methods in this category try to minimize global
reconstruction error by using unequal length segments. Although it is difficult
to compare several time series, this method approximates each series better.
Some of the popular data adaptive representation methods are: Symbolic
Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [14], Adaptive Piecewise Constant
Approximation (APCA) [15], Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA) [16],
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [17, 18], and Symbolic Natural Language
(NLG) [19].
• Non-data adaptive methods are use fix-size parameters for the representing
time-series data. Following methods are shown among non-data adaptive
representation methods: Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [18], Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) [20–22], Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT)
[17], Perceptually Important Point (PIP) [23], Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [24], Chebyshev Polynomials (CHEB) [25],
Random Mapping [26], and Indexable Piecewise Linear Approximation
(IPLA) [27].
• Model-based methods assume that observed time series was produced by an
underlying model. The real issue here is to find the parameters that produce
this model. Two time series produced by the same set of parameters using the
underlying model are considered similar. Some of the model-based methods
can be listed as: Auto-regressive Moving Average (ARMA) [28, 29], TimeSeries Bitmaps [30], and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [31–33].
• Data dictated methods automatically determine the dimension reduction rate
but in the three methods mentioned above, the dimension reduction rates are
automatically determined by the user. The most common example of data
dictated method is clipped data [34–36].
Many representation methods for time-series data are proposed and each of
them offering different trade-offs between the aforementioned requirements. The
correct selection of the representation method plays a major role in the effectiveness
and usability of the application to be performed.
2.2 Similarity/distance measure
In particular, the similarity measure is the most essential ingredient of timeseries clustering.
The similarity or distance for the time-series clustering is approximately calculated, not based on the exact match as in traditional clustering methods. It requires
to use distance function to compare two time series. In other words, the similarity
of the time series is not calculated, it is estimated. If the estimated distance is large,
the similarity between the time series is less and vice versa.
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Definition:
Similarity between two “n” sized time series T = {t1,t2,….tn} and U = {u1,u2,….un}
is the length of the path connecting pair of points [11]. This distance is the measure
of similarity. D (T, U) is a function that takes two times series (T, U) as input and
calculates their distance “d”.
Metrics to be used in clustering must cope with the problems caused by common
features of time-series data such as noise, temporal drift, longitudinal scaling, offset
translation, linear drift, discontinuities, and amplitude scaling. Various methods
have been developed for similarity measure, and the method to choose is problem
specific. These methods can be grouped under three main headings: similarity in
time, similarity in shape, and similarity in change.
2.2.1 Similarity in time
The similarity between the series is that they are highly time dependent. Such a
measure is costly for the raw time series, so a preprocessing or transformation is
required beforehand [34, 36].
2.2.2 Similarity in shape
Clustering algorithms that use similarity in shape measure, assigns time series
containing similar patterns to the same cluster. Independently of the time, it does
not care how many times the pattern exists [37, 38].
2.2.3 Similarity in change
The result of using this metric is time-series clusters that have the similar
autocorrelation structure. Besides, it is not a suitable metric for short time series
[29, 39, 40].
2.3 Clustering algorithms
The process of separating groups according to similarities of data is called “clustering.” There are two basic principles: the similarity within the cluster is the
highest and the similarity between the clusters is the least. Clustering is done on the
basis of the characteristics of the data and using multivariate statistical methods.
When dividing data into clusters, the similarities/distances of the data to each other
are measured according to the specification of the data (discrete, continuous, nominal, ordinal, etc.)
Han and Kamber [41] classify the general-purpose clustering algorithms which
are actually designed for static data in five main sections: partition-based,
hierarchical-based, density-based, grid-based, and model-based. Besides these, a
wide variety of algorithms has been developed for time-series data. However, some
of these algorithms (ignore minor differences) intend to directly use the methods
developed for static data without changing the algorithm by transforming it into a
static data form from temporal data. Some approaches apply a preprocessing step
on the data to be clustered before using the clustering algorithm. This preprocessing
step converts the raw-time-series data into feature vectors using dimension reduction techniques, or converts them into parameters of a specified model [42].
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Definition:
Given a dataset on n time series T = {t1, t2,…., tn}, time-series clustering is the
process of partitioning of T into C = {C1,C2,….,Ck} according to certain similarity
criterion. Ci is called “cluster” where,
T ¼ ⋃ki¼1 Ci and Ci ⋂Cj ¼ ∅ for i 6¼ j

(1)

In this section, previously developed clustering algorithms will be categorized.
Some of these algorithms work directly with raw time-series data, while others use
the data presentation techniques that are previously mentioned.
Clustering algorithms are generally classified as: partitioning, hierarchical,
graph-based, model-based, and density-based clustering.
2.3.1 Partitioning clustering
The K-means [43] algorithm is a typical partition-based clustering algorithm
such that the data are divided into a number of predefined sets by optimizing the
predefined criteria. The most important advantage is its simplicity and speed. So it
can be applied to large data sets. However, the algorithm may not produce the same
result in each run and cannot handle the outlier. Self-organizing map [44] is stronger than the noisy data clustering from K-means. The user is prompted to enter the
cluster number and grid sets. It is difficult to determine the number of clusters for
time-series data. Other examples of partition-based clustering are CLARANS [45]
and K-medoids [46]. In addition, the partitioning approach is suitable for lowdimensional, well-separated data. However, time-series data are multidimensional
and often contain intersections, embedded clusters.
In essence, these algorithms act as n-dimensional vectors to time-series data and
applies distance or correlation functions to determine the amount of similarity
between two series. Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, and Pearson
correlation coefficient are the most commonly used functions.
2.3.2 Hierarchical clustering
Contrary to the partitioning approach, which aims segmenting data that do not
intersect, the hierarchical approach produces a hierarchical series of nested clusters
that can be represented graphically (dendrogram, tree-like diagram). The branches
of the dendrogram show the similarity between the clusters as well as the knowledge of the shaping of the clusters. Determined number of clusters can be obtained
by cutting the dendrogram at a certain level.
Hierarchical clustering methods [47–49] are based on the separating clusters
into subgroups that are processed step by step as a whole, or the stepwise integration of individual clusters into a cluster [50]. Hierarchical clustering methods are
divided into two methods: agglomerative clustering methods and divisive hierarchical clustering methods according to the creation of the dendrogram.
In agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods, each observation is initially
treated as an independent cluster, and then repeatedly, until each individual observation obtains a single set of all observations, thereby forming a cluster with the
closest observation.
In the divisive hierarchical clustering methods, initially all observations are
evaluated as a single cluster and then repeatedly separated in such a way that each
observation is separated from the farthest observation to form a new cluster. This
process continues until all the observations create a single cluster.
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Hierarchical clustering not only forms a group of similar series but also provides
a graphical representation of the data. Graphical presentation allows the user to
have an overall view of the data and an idea of data distribution. However, a small
change in the data set leads to large changes in the hierarchical dendrogram.
Another drawback is high computational complexity.
2.3.3 Density-based clustering
The density-based clustering approach is based on the concepts of density and
attraction of objects. The idea is to create clusters of dense multi-dimensional areas
where objects attract each other. In the core of dense areas, objects are very close
together and crowded. The objects in the walls of the clusters were scattered less
frequently than the core. In other words, density-based clustering determines dense
areas of object space. The clusters are dense areas which are separated by rare dense
areas. DBSCAN [51] and OPTICS [52] algorithms are the most known of densitybased clustering examples.
The density-based approach is robust for noisy environments. The method also
deals with outliers when defining embedded clusters. However, density-based clustering techniques cause difficulties due to high computational complexity and input
parameter dependency when the dimensional index structure is not used.
2.3.4 Model-based clustering
The model-based approach [53–55] uses a statistical infrastructure to model the
cluster structure of the time-series data. It is assumed that the underlying probability distributions of the data come from the final mixture. Model-based algorithms
usually try to estimate the likelihood of the model parameters by applying some
statistical techniques such as Expectation Maximization (EM). The EM algorithm
iterates between an “E-step,” which computes a matrix z such that zik is an estimate
of the conditional probability that observation i belongs to group k given the current
parameter estimates, and an “M-step,” which computes maximum likelihood
parameter estimates given z. Each data object is assigned to a cluster with the
highest probability until the EM algorithm converges, so as to maximize likelihood
for the entirety of the grant.
The most important advantage of the model-based approach is to estimate the
probability that i. observation belongs to k. cluster. In some cases, the time series is
likely to belong to more than one cluster. For such time-series data, the probabilitygiving function of the approach is the reason for preference. In this approach, it is
assumed that the data set has a certain distribution but this assumption is not always
correct.
2.3.5 Grid-based clustering
In this approach, grids made up of square cells are used to examine the data
space. It is independent of the number of objects in the database due to the used
grid structure. The most typical example is STING [56], which uses various levels of
quadrilateral cells at different levels of resolution. It precalculates and records
statistical information about the properties of each cell. The query process usually
begins with a high-level hierarchical structure. For each cell at the current level, the
confidence interval, which reflects the cell’s query relation, is computed. Unrelated
cells are exempt from the next steps. The query process continues for the
corresponding cells in the lower level until reaching the lowest layer.
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After analyzing the data set and obtaining the clustering solution, there is no
guarantee of the significance and reliability of the results. The data will be clustered
even if there is no natural grouping. Therefore, whether the clustering solution
obtained is different from the random solution should be determined by applying
some tests. Some methods developed to test the quality of clustering solutions are
classified into two types: external index and internal index.
• The external index is the most commonly used clustering evaluation method
also known as external validation, external criterion. The ground truth is the
goal clusters, usually created by experts. This index measures how well the
target clusters and the resulting clusters overlap. Entropy, Adjusted Rand
Index (ARI), F-measure, Jaccard Score, Fowlkes and Mallows Index (FM), and
Cluster Similarity Measure (CSM) are the most known external indexes.
• The internal indexes evaluate clustering results using the features of data sets
and meta-data without any external information. These are often used in cases
where the correct solutions are not known. Sum of squared error is one of the
most used internal methods which the distance to the nearest cluster
determines the error. So clusters with similar time series are expected to give
lower error values. Distance between two clusters (CD) index, root-meansquare standard deviation (RMSSTD), Silhouette index, R-squared index,
Hubert-Levin index, semi-partial R-squared (SPR) index, weighted inter-intra
index, homogeneity index, and separation index are the common internal
indexes.
2.3.6 Clustering algorithm example: FunFEM
The funFEM algorithm [55, 57] allows to cluster time series or, more generally,
functional data. FunFem is based on a discriminative functional mixture model
(DFM) which allows the clustering of the curves (data) in a functional subspace. If
the observed curves are {x1 , x2 …xn }, FunFem aims cluster into K homogenous
groups. It assumes that there exists an unobserved random variable Z = {z1 , z2 …zn }
∈f0; 1gk , if x belongs to group k, Zk is defined as 1 otherwise 0. The clustering
task goal is to predict the value zi = (zi1 ,… zik ) of Z for each observed curve xi , for
i = 1…n. The FunFem algorithm alternates, over the three steps of Fisher EM
algorithm [57] (“F-step,” “E-Step” and “M-step”) to decide group memberships of
Z = {z1 , z2 …zn }. In other words, from 12 defined discriminative functional mixture
(DFM) models, Fisher-EM decides which data fit the best. The Fisher-EM algorithm
alternates between three steps:
• an E step in which posterior probabilities that observations belong to the K
groups are computed,
• an F step that estimates the orientation matrix U of the discriminative latent
space conditionally to the posterior probabilities,
• an M step in which parameters of the mixture model are estimated in the latent
subspace by maximizing the conditional expectation of the complete
likelihood.
Fisher-EM algorithm updates the parameters repeatedly until the Aitken
criterion is provided. Aitken criterion estimates the asymptotic maximum of the
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log-likelihood in order to detect in advance the algorithm converge [57]. In
model-based clustering, a model is defined by its number of component/cluster K
and its parameterization. In model selection task, several models are reviewed
while selecting the most appropriate model for the considered data.
FunFEM allows to choose between AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [58],
BIC (Bayesian information criteria) [59], and ICL (Integrated Completed Likelihood) [60] when deciding the number of clusters. The penalty terms are:
γ ðMÞ
log ðnÞ in the BIC criterion, γ ðMÞ in the AIC criterion, and ∑ni¼1 ∑Kk¼1 tik log ðtik Þ
2
in the ICL criterion. Here, M indicates the number of parameters in the model, n is
the number of observations, K is the number of clusters, and tik is the probability of
ith observation belonging to kth cluster.
FunFem is implemented in R programming languages and serves as a
function [61]. The algorithm is applied on a time series gene expression data in the
following section. Input of the algorithm is gene expression data which is given in
Table 1. The table shows the gene expression values measured as a result of the
microarray experiment. The measurement was performed at six different times
for each gene. The data were taken from the GEO database (GSE2241) [62].
FunFEM method is decided, and the best model is DkBk with K = 4
(bic = �152654.5) for input data. As a result, method assigned each gene to the
appropriate cluster which is determined by the algorithm. Table 2 demonstrates the
gene symbol and cluster number. As a result, method assigned each gene to the
appropriate cluster which is determined by the algorithm (Table 2).
Gene Symbol

TP1

TP2

TP3

TP4

TP5

TP6

AADAC

18.4

29.7

30

79.7

86.7

163.2

AAK1

253.2

141.8

49.2

118.7

145.2

126.7

AAMP

490

340.9

109.1

198.4

210.5

212

AANAT

5.6

1.4

3.7

3.1

1.6

4.9

AARS

1770

793.6

226.5

1008.9

713.3

1253.7

AASDHPPT

940.1

570.5

167.2

268.6

683

263.5

AASS

10.9

1.9

1.5

4.1

19.7

25.5

AATF

543.4

520.1

114.5

305.7

354.2

384.9

AATK

124.5

74.5

17

25.6

64.6

13.6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ZP2

4.1

1.4

0.8

1.4

1.4

3

ZPBP

23.4

13.7

7

7.8

22.3

26.9

ZW10

517.1

374.5

72.6

240.8

345.7

333.1

ZWINT

1245.4

983.4

495.3

597.4

1074.3

620.7

ZYX

721.6

554.9

135.5

631.5

330.9

706.8

ZZEF1

90.5

49.3

18.6

66.7

10.4

52.2

ZZZ3

457.3

317.1

93

243.2

657.5

443

Table 1.
Input data of the FunFEM algorithm.
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Gene symbol

Cluster number

AADAC

2

AAK1

3

AAMP

3

AANAT

1

AARS

4

AASDHPPT

3

AASS

1

AATF

3

AATK

2

.

.

.

.

ZP2

1

ZPBP

1

ZW10

3

ZWINT

4

ZYX

4

ZZEF1

2

ZZZ3

3

Table 2.
Output data of the FunFEM algorithm.

3. Clustering approaches for gene expression data clustering
The approach to be taken depends on the application area and the characteristics
of the data. For this reason, as a case study, the clustering of gene expression data,
which is a special area of clustering of time-series data, will be examined in this
section. Microarray is the technology which measures the expression levels of large
numbers of genes simultaneously. DNA microarray technology overcomes traditional approaches in the identification of gene copies in a genome, in the identification of nucleotide polymorphisms and mutations, and in the discovery and
development of new drugs. It is used as a diagnostic tool for diseases. DNA
microarrays are widely used to classify gene expression changes in cancer cells.
The gene expression time series (gene profile) is a set of data generated by
measuring expression levels at different cases/times in a single sample. Gene
expression time series have two main characteristics, short and unevenly sampled.
In The Stanford Microarray database, more than 80% of the time-series experiments contains less than 9 time points [63]. Observations below 50 are considered
to be quite short for statistical analysis. Gene expression time-series data are separated from other time-series data by this characteristics (business, finance, etc.). In
addition to these characteristics, three basic similarity requirements can be identified for the gene expression time series: scaling and shifting, unevenly distributed
sampling points, and shape (internal structure) [64]. Scaling and shifting problems
arise due to two reasons: (i) the expression of genes with a common sequence is
similar, but in this case, the genes need not have the same level of expression at the
same time. (ii) Microarray technology, which is often corrected by normalization.
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The scaling and shifting factor in the expression level may hide similar expressions
and should not be taken into account when measuring the similarity between the
two expression profiles. Sampling interval length is informative and cannot be
ignored in similarity comparisons. In microarray experiments, the density change
characterizes the shape of the expression profile rather than the density of the gene
expression. The internal structure can be represented by deterministic function,
symbols describing the series, or statistical models.
There are many popular clustering techniques for gene expression data. The
common goal of all is to explain the different functional roles of the genes that play
a key biological process. Genes expressed in a similar way may have a similar
functional role in the process [65].
In addition to all these approaches, it is possible to examine the cluster of gene
expression data in three different classes as gene-based clustering, sample-based
clustering, and subspace clustering (Figure 2) [66]. In gene-based clustering, genes
are treated as objects, instances (time-point/patient-intact) as features. Samplebased clustering is exactly the opposite: samples are treated as objects, genes as
features. The distinction between these two clustering approaches is based on the
basic characterization of the clustering process used for gene expression data. Some
clustering algorithms, such as K-means and hierarchical approach, can be used to
cluster both genes and fragments of samples. In the molecular biology, “any function in the cell is carried out with the participation of a small subset of genes, and
the cellular function only occurs on a small sample subset.” With this idea, genes
and samples are handled symmetrically in subspace clustering; gene or sample,
object or features.
In gene-based clustering, the aim is to group the co-expressed genes together.
However, due to the complex nature of microarray experiments, gene expression
data often contain high amounts of noise, characterizing features such as gene
expression data often linked to each other (clusters often have a high intersection
ratio), and some problems arising from constraints from the biological domain.

Figure 2.
Gene expression data clustering approaches.
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Also, among biologists who will use microarray data, the relationship between
genes or clusters that are usually related to each other within the cluster, rather than
the clusters of genes, is a more favorite subject. That is, it is also important for the
algorithm to make graphical presentations not just clusters. K-means, selforganizing maps (SOM), hierarchical clustering, graph-theoretic approach, modelbased clustering, and density-based approach (DHC) are the examples of genebased clustering algorithms.
The goal of the sample-based approach is to find the phenotype structure or the
sub-structure of the sample. The phenotypes of the samples studied [67] can only be
distinguished by small gene subsets whose expression levels are highly correlated
with cluster discrimination. These genes are called informative genes. Other genes
in the expression matrix have no role in the decomposition of the samples and are
considered noise in the database. Traditional clustering algorithms, such as Kmeans, SOM, and hierarchical clustering, can be applied directly to clustering samples taking all genes as features. The ratio of the promoter genes to the nonrelated
genes (noise ratio) is usually 1:10. This also hinders the reliability of the clustering
algorithm. These methods are used to identify the informative genes. Selection of
the informative genes is examined in two different categories as supervised and
unsupervised. The supervised approach is used in cases where phenotype information such as “patient” and “healthy” is added. In this example, the classifier
containing only the informative genes is constructed using this information. The
supervised approach is often used by biologists to identify informative genes. In the
unsupervised approach, no label specifying the phenotype of the samples is placed.
The lack of labeling and therefore the fact that the informative genes do not guide
clustering makes the unsupervised approach more complicated. There are two
problems that need to be addressed in the unsupervised approach: (i) the high
number of genes versus the limited number of samples and (ii) the vast majority of
collected genes are irrelevant. Two strategies can be mentioned for these problems
in the unsupervised approach: unsupervised gene selection and clustering. In
unsupervised gene selection, gene selection and sample clustering are treated as two
separate processes. First, the gene size is reduced, and then classical clustering
algorithms are applied. Since there is no training set, the choice of gene is based
solely on statistical models that analyze the variance of gene expression data. Associated clustering dynamically supports the combination of repetitive clustering and
gene selection processes by the use of the relationship between genes and samples.
After many repetitions, the sample fragments converge to the real sample structure
and the selected genes are likely candidates for the informative gene cluster.
When subspace clustering is applied to gene expression vectors, it is treated as
a “block” consisting of clusters of genes and subclasses of experimental conditions.
The expression pattern of the genes in the same block is consistent under the
condition in that block. Different greedy heuristic approaches have been adapted to
approximate optimal solution.
Subspace clustering was first described by Agrawal et al. in 1998 on general data
mining [68]. In subspace clustering, two subspace sets may share the same objects
and properties, while some objects may not belong to any subspace set. Subspace
clustering methods usually define a model to determine the target block and then
search in the gen-sample space. Some examples of subspatial cluster methods proposed for gene expression are biclustering [69], coupled two way clustering
(CTWC) [70], and plaid model [71].
According to different clustering criteria, data can be clustered such as the coexpressing gene groups, the samples belonging to the same phenotype or genes
from the same biological process. However, even if the same criteria are used in
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different clustering algorithms, the data can be clustered in different forms. For this
reason, it is necessary to select more suitable algorithm for data distribution.

4. Conclusions
Clustering for time-series data is used as an effective method for data analysis of
many areas from social media usage and financial data to bioinformatics. There are
various methods introduced for time-series data. Which approach is chosen is
specific to the application. The application is determined by the needs such as time,
speed, reliability, storage, and so on. When determining the approach to clustering,
three basic issues need to be decided: data representation, similarity measure, and
clustering algorithm.
The data representation involves transforming the multi-dimensional and noisy
structure of the time-series data into a less dimensional that best expresses the
whole data. The most commonly used method for this purpose is dimension reduction or feature extraction.
It is challenging to measure the similarity of two time series. The chapter has
been examined similarity measures in three sections as similarity in shape, similarity in time, and similarity in change.
For the time-series clustering algorithms, it is not wrong to say that the evolution of conventional clustering algorithms. Therefore, the classification of traditional clustering algorithms (developed for static data) has been included. It is
classified as partitioning, hierarchical, model-based, grid-based, and density-based.
Partition algorithms initially require prototypes. The accuracy of the algorithm
depends on the defined prototype and updated method. However, they are successful in finding similar series and clustering time series with equal length. The fact
that the number of clusters is not given as the initial parameter is a prominent and
well-known feature of hierarchical algorithms. At the same time, works on time
series that are not of equal length causes it to be one step ahead of other algorithms.
However, hierarchical algorithms are not suitable for large data sets due to the
complexity of the calculation and the scalability problem. Model-based algorithms
suffer from problems such as initialization of parameters based on user predictions
and slow processing time for large databases. Density-based algorithms are not
generally preferred over time-series data due to their high working complexity.
Each approach has pros and cons compared to each other, and the choice of algorithm for time-series clustering varies completely according to the characteristics of
the data and the needs of the application. Therefore, in the last chapter, a study on
the clustering of gene expression data, which is a specific field of application, has
been mentioned.
In time-series data clustering, there is a need for algorithms that execute fast,
accurate, and with less memory on large data sets that can meet today’s needs.
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Abstract
Weather variations play a significant role in peoples’ short-term, medium-term
or long-term planning. Therefore, understanding of weather patterns has become
very important in decision making. Short-term weather forecasting (nowcasting) involves the prediction of weather over a short period of time; typically few
hours. Different techniques have been proposed for short-term weather forecasting. Traditional techniques used for nowcasting are highly parametric, and hence
complex. Recently, there has been a shift towards the use of artificial intelligence
techniques for weather nowcasting. These include the use of machine learning
techniques such as artificial neural networks. In this chapter, we report the use of
deep learning techniques for weather nowcasting. Deep learning techniques were
tested on meteorological data. Three deep learning techniques, namely multilayer perceptron, Elman recurrent neural networks and Jordan recurrent neural
networks, were used in this work. Multilayer perceptron models achieved 91 and
75% accuracies for sunshine forecasting and precipitation forecasting respectively,
Elman recurrent neural network models achieved accuracies of 96 and 97% for
sunshine and precipitation forecasting respectively, while Jordan recurrent neural
network models achieved accuracies of 97 and 97% for sunshine and precipitation
nowcasting respectively. The results obtained underline the utility of using deep
learning for weather nowcasting.
Keywords: nowcasting, deep learning, artificial neural network, Elman network,
Jordan network, precipitation, rainfall

1. Introduction
Weather changes play a significant role in peoples’ short-term, medium-term or
long-term planning. Therefore, the understanding weather patterns have become
very important in decision making. This further raises the need for availability of
tools for accurate prediction of weather. This need is even more pronounced if the
prediction is intended for a short-term weather forecasting, conventionally known
as nowcasting.
To date, different weather nowcasting models have been proposed [1]. These
models are mainly based on the different variants of artificial neural networks and
fuzzy logic. As will be discussed later in this chapter, these techniques have some
limitations which need to be addressed. In this chapter, we report the use multilayer
perceptron (MLP) neural networks, Elman neural networks (ENN) and Jordan
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neural networks for solar irradiance (sunshine) and precipitation (rainfall) nowcasting. The approach taken in this work is in line with the observation given in [1]
in the sense that the performances of these models are further compared in order to
establish which model performs best in weather nowcasting. The main contribution
of the work reported in this chapter is the development of three solar irradiation and
rainfall models using MLP, ENN and Jordan neural networks. These three models
are examples of deep learning [2–4]. Therefore, the contribution of this work can be
summarized as the use of deep learning models for weather nowcasting. Thus, the
research question being addressed in this chapter is the design of integrated highaccuracy nowcasting techniques. Furthermore, the objectives of this work include:
• The design of integrated high-accuracy nowcasting techniques using the following deep learning architectures:
○ MLP
○ ENN
○ Jordan recurrent neural networks
• Application of such techniques to the following tasks:
○ sunshine nowcasting
○ precipitation nowcasting
The remainder of this chapter is divided as follows. The next section provides a
background information on artificial neural networks and the related work on the
use of artificial neural networks in weather nowcasting. This is followed by Section
3, which discusses the method used for the design and Implementation of both solar
irradiation and rainfall nowcasting models. Results are provided and discussed in
Section 4, while Section 5 concludes this chapter.

2. Preliminaries
2.1 Artificial neural networks (ANNs)
Artificial neural network (ANN) is an example of supervised machine learning
[5–7]. It draws inspiration from how the biological neuron in the brain operates.
Thus, it mimics natural intelligence in its learning from experience [5]. As a supervised learning algorithm, ANN learns from the examples by constructing an inputoutput mapping [8]. A typical ANN consists of an input layer, an output layer, and
at least one hidden layer. Each layer consists of nodes representing neurons and is
connected by weights. Each internal node of artificial neural network consists of
two functions, namely transfer function and activation function [6, 7]. The transfer
function is a function of inputs (xi) and weights (wi), and is given as
f(x) = Σ wi xi + bi,

(1)

where bi is a bias value. On the other hand, an activation function φ is nonlinear
and hence responsible for modeling nonlinear relationships. Additionally, this function is differentiable [8]. The output of such an internal node is given as
yi = φ(f(x)).
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Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical ANN. Each node in the figure
represents a neuron, while the arrows represent the weights. The first layer is the
input layer, and each node (neuron) of the input layer corresponds to the feature used
for prediction. Thus, in Figure 1, there would be three features used for prediction.
The hidden layer is between the input layer and the output layer. Its nodes take a set
of weighted inputs defined by transfer function in Eq. (1), and produces the output
given by Eq. (2).
Depending on the number of hidden layers, artificial neural networks can
be classified as either shallow neural networks or deep neural networks. In the
former class (shallow neural networks), fewer hidden layers are used while on the
latter (deep neural networks), several hidden layers are used for better prediction accuracy. Examples of deep neural network architectures include multilayer
perceptrons, convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks [2, 4, 9].
It is worth noting that both Elman neural networks and Jordan neural networks are
examples of recurrent neural networks [4, 10].
2.2 Related work: weather forecasting using ANNs
Different neural networks-based approaches to short-term weather forecasting
have been proposed in literature [1, 10, 11]. furthermore, Mellit et al. [12] proposed
artificial neural network model for predicting global solar radiation. The model

Figure 1.
Schematic diagram of a typical ANN. It consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. An
input layer consists of three nodes, a hidden layer consists of four nodes, while an output layer consists of two
nodes. Since an output layer has two nodes, this ANN is used for two-class (binary) classification. The arrows
represent the weights.
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proposed uses radial basis function networks, and uses sunshine duration and air
temperature as inputs. The model used 300 data points for training, while 65 data
points were used for validation and testing. The authors reported that the best
performance was obtained with one hidden layer containing 9 neurons (nodes). In
Ref. [13], authors reported adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference scheme (ANFIS)-based
total solar radiation data forecasting model that takes as inputs daily sunshine duration and mean ambient temperature. The data used in the study spanned a period
of 10 years; from 1981 to 1990. It reported validation mean relative error of 1% and
correlation coefficient obtained from validation data set was reported to be 98%.
A solar radiation forecasting model based on meteorological data using artificial
neural networks is reported in [8]. This algorithm uses meteorological data from
Dezful city in Iran. Daily meteorological data from 2002 to 2005 is used to train the
model, while 235 days’ data from 2006 is used as a testing data. The model takes
as inputs length of the day, daily mean air temperature, humidity and sunshine
hours. The model achieved absolute testing error of 8.84%. Additionally, Ruffing
and Venayagamoorthy [14] proposed a short-to-medium range solar irradiance
prediction model using echo state network (ESN). ESN is another variant of a
recurrent neural network. The model reported in [14] is capable of predicting solar
irradiance 30–270 minutes into the future. Correlation coefficient was used as a
performance metric for the model. For 30 minutes ahead predictions, coefficient
of correlation was obtained to be 0.87, while for 270 minutes ahead predictions, it
decreased to 0.48. Finally, Hosssain et al. [15] reported the use of deep learning to
forecast weather in Nevada. Their proposed model uses deep neural networks with
stacked auto-encoders to predict air temperature using pressure, humidity, wind
speed and temperature as inputs. Data used was collected in an hourly interval from
November 2013 to December 2014. The model achieved accuracy of 97.94%.
Precipitation forecasting model using artificial neural networks was reported
in [16]. This model is capable of estimating 6 hour rainfall over the south coast of
Tasmania, Australia. The data used for this model consists of 1000 training examples, 300 validation examples and 300 test examples. The model obtained accuracy
of 84%. On the other hand, Shi et al. [17] reported a model for precipitation
nowcasting which uses convolutional long short term memory (LSTM) network.
Unlike other models that were above, this model uses radio detection and ranging
(RADAR) data instead of meteorological data. The model obtained a correlation
coefficient of 0.908 and mean square error of 1.420.
As will be discussed in the next section, the abovementioned methods are
limited compared to the method proposed in this chapter. One of the limitations
is that the methods use fewer data instances than the one used in the method
discussed in the next section. Another limitation is that the abovementioned
techniques use fewer features (less than six features). Finally, unlike the technique
discussed in the next section, which integrates different deep learning architectures for both sunshine nowcasting and precipitation nowcasting, the techniques
mentioned above either use only one neural network architecture or are designed
for one nowcasting task.

3. Methodology for design and implementation of weather
nowcasting models
The forecasting models reported in this chapter are tested on hourly weather
data from Lesotho for the period ranging from 01/01/2012 to 26/03/2012. This
meteorological data consists of 2045 instances; and six features were used to make
predictions. As opposed to the approaches discussed in Section 2.2 above, the
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method discussed in this chapter has two major advantages. The first one is that it
uses more data; 2045 instances. Additionally, the method is feature-rich, since it
uses six features (more than what other methods reported in Section 2.2 use) for
short-term weather forecasting. As a means of feature engineering, all the predictors (features) were plotted against one another, in order to ensure that they are not
linearly related, in which case it would be sufficient to use one instead of all those
that are related. Therefore, these six features were selected because they proved to
be independent predictors. These features are summarized in Figure 2. As can be
observed from Figure 2, all the six features form the nodes of the input layers of all
three deep learning architectures (namely, MLP, ENN and Jordan recurrent neural
networks). Figure 3 summarizes the design of the method discussed in this chapter.
The models were developed using R statistical programming language [18–20],
and RSNNS package was used to implement artificial neural networks [21].
The models created make use of multilayer perceptron, Elman recurrent neural
network and Jordan recurrent neural network. These models were then used
for weather Nowcasting to perform two tasks, namely sunshine predictions and
precipitation predictions. Additionally, each model was designed with a time lag
of 1 hour (thereby allowing 1 hour ahead forecasting). Furthermore, from the
collected meteorological data, 80% of the data was used to train the model, 10%

Figure 2.
Summary of features that were used for weather forecasting.

Figure 3.
Summary of the method used for weather nowcasting tasks using deep learning architectures.
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for validation, while the remaining 10% was used to test the model for accuracy.
In order to enable reproducibility of the result, a seed was set to 2017 using the R
command: “set.seed (2017).”

4. Results and discussion
Figures 4–6 show the MLP, Elman RNN and Jordan RNN sunshine forecasting
models respectively. The black line is a fit for an ideal model, while a red line is a fit
of the proposed model. As it can be observed, Jordan neural network model outperforms the other two models, while the multilayer perceptron model is the poorest of
the three in sunshine nowcasting. Additionally, performances of both Elman neural
network model and Jordan neural network model are comparable.
Figures 7–9 compare the performances of the three neural network models in
precipitation nowcasting. Once again, the black line is a fit for an ideal model, while
a red line is a fit of the proposed model. It can be observed that once again, MLP has
the lowest performance while Jordan neural network model is the best-performing
model. Also, the performances of both the Elman neural network model and Jordan
neural network model are comparable.

Figure 4.
MLP sunshine forecasting model.

Figure 5.
Elman RNN sunshine forecasting model.
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Finally, accuracies of the models were compared, and the results are shown in
Figure 10. The figure shows that MLP yet once again performing poorly compared
to Elman RNN and Jordan RNN. Although these models have high accuracies
individually, it is suggested that combining them together (as ensemble of models) might improve the accuracy even further. This possibility warrants further
investigation.

Figure 6.
Jordan RNN sunshine forecasting model.

Figure 7.
MLP precipitation forecasting model.

Figure 8.
Elman RNN precipitation forecasting model.
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Figure 9.
Jordan RNN precipitation forecasting model.

Figure 10.
Accuracies of different neural network models for weather nowcasting.

5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reported the application of deep learning for short- term
forecasting of Lesotho’s weather. The deep learning models used are multilayer perceptron, Elman recurrent neural networks and Jordan neural networks. These models
were used to predict sunshine and precipitation. High accuracies of these models in
weather forecasting underline their utility. Thus, high-accuracy results obtained from
this work, coupled with the integrated nature of the technique reported, provide
more advantages over other approaches used for weather nowcasting. Future work
will focus on improving the accuracy of weather nowcasting by using an ensemble of
the stated deep learning models, instead of using them as individual models.
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Chapter 8

Data Mining and Machine
Learning for Software Engineering
Elife Ozturk Kiyak

Abstract
Software engineering is one of the most utilizable research areas for data mining.
Developers have attempted to improve software quality by mining and analyzing
software data. In any phase of software development life cycle (SDLC), while huge
amount of data is produced, some design, security, or software problems may
occur. In the early phases of software development, analyzing software data helps
to handle these problems and lead to more accurate and timely delivery of software
projects. Various data mining and machine learning studies have been conducted
to deal with software engineering tasks such as defect prediction, effort estimation,
etc. This study shows the open issues and presents related solutions and recommendations in software engineering, applying data mining and machine learning
techniques.
Keywords: software engineering tasks, data mining, text mining, classification,
clustering

1. Introduction
In recent years, researchers in the software engineering (SE) field have turned
their interest to data mining (DM) and machine learning (ML)-based studies since
collected SE data can be helpful in obtaining new and significant information.
Software engineering presents many subjects for research, and data mining can give
further insight to support decision-making related to these subjects.
Figure 1 shows the intersection of three main areas: data mining, software
engineering, and statistics/math. A large amount of data is collected from organizations during software development and maintenance activities, such as requirement
specifications, design diagrams, source codes, bug reports, program versions, and
so on. Data mining enables the discovery of useful knowledge and hidden patterns
from SE data. Math provides the elementary functions, and statistics determines
probability, relationships, and correlation within collected data. Data science, in the
center of the diagram, covers different disciplines such as DM, SE, and statistics.
This study presents a comprehensive literature review of existing research and
offers an overview of how to approach SE problems using different mining techniques. Up to now, review studies either introduce SE data descriptions [1], explain
tools and techniques mostly used by researchers for SE data analysis [2], discuss
the role of software engineers [3], or focus only on a specific problem in SE such
as defect prediction [4], design pattern [5], or effort estimation [6]. Some existing
review articles having the same target [7] are former, and some of them are not
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Figure 1.
The intersection of data mining and software engineering with other areas of the field.

comprehensive. In contrast to the previous studies, this article provides a systematic
review of several SE tasks, gives a comprehensive list of available studies in the
field, clearly states the advantages of mining SE data, and answers “how” and
“why” questions in the research area.
The novelties and main contributions of this review paper are fivefold.
• First, it provides a general overview of several SE tasks that have been the
focus of studies using DM and ML, namely, defect prediction, effort
estimation, vulnerability analysis, refactoring, and design pattern mining.
• Second, it comprehensively discusses existing data mining solutions in
software engineering according to various aspects, including methods
(clustering, classification, association rule mining, etc.), algorithms (k-nearest
neighbor (KNN), neural network (NN), etc.), and performance metrics
(accuracy, mean absolute error, etc.).
• Third, it points to several significant research questions that are unanswered
in the recent literature as a whole or the answers to which have changed
with the technological developments in the field.
• Fourth, some statistics related to the studies between the years of 2010 and
2019 are given from different perspectives: according to their subjects and
according to their methods.
• Five, it focuses on different machine learning types: supervised and
unsupervised learning, especially on ensemble learning and deep learning.
This paper addresses the following research questions:
RQ1. What kinds of SE problems can ML and DM techniques help to solve?
RQ2. What are the advantages of using DM techniques in SE?
RQ3. Which DM methods and algorithms are commonly used to handle SE
tasks?
RQ4. Which performance metrics are generally used to evaluate DM models
constructed in SE studies?
RQ5. Which types of machine learning techniques (e.g., ensemble learning, deep
learning) are generally preferred for SE problems?
RQ6. Which SE datasets are popular in DM studies?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
knowledge discovery process that aims to extract interesting, potentially useful, and
nontrivial information from software engineering data. Section 3 provides an overview of current work on data mining for software engineering grouped under five
tasks: defect prediction, effort estimation, vulnerability analysis, refactoring, and
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design pattern mining. In addition, some machine learning studies are divided into
subgroups, including ensemble learning- and deep learning-based studies. Section 4
gives statistical information about the number of highly validated research
conducted in the last decade. Related works considered as fundamental by journals
with a highly positive reputation are listed, and the specific methods they used
and their categories and purposes are clearly expressed. In addition, widely used
datasets related to SE are given. Finally, Section 5 offers concluding remarks and
suggests future scientific and practical efforts that might improve the efficiency
of SE actions.

2. Knowledge discovery from software engineering data
This section basically explains the consecutive critical steps that should be
followed to discover beneficial knowledge from software engineering data. It
outlines the order of necessary operations in this process and explains how related
data flows among them.
Software development life cycle (SDLC) describes a process to improve the
quality of a product in project management. The main phases of SDCL are planning,
requirement analysis, designing, coding, testing, and maintenance of a project. In
every phase of software development, some software problems (e.g., software bugs,
security, or design problems) may occur. Correcting these problems in the early
phases leads to more accurate and timely delivery of the project. Therefore, software engineers broadly apply data mining techniques for different SE tasks to solve
SE problems and to enhance programming efficiency and quality.
Figure 2 presents the data mining and knowledge discovery process of SE tasks
including data collection, data preprocessing, data mining, and evaluation. In the
data collection phase, data are obtained from software projects such as bug reports,
historical data, version control data, and mailing lists that include various information about the project’s versions, status, or improvement. In the data preprocessing
phase, the data are preprocessed after collection by using different methods such
as feature selection (dimensionality reduction), feature extraction, missing data
elimination, class imbalance analysis, normalization, discretization, and so on. In
the next phase, DM techniques such as classification, clustering, and association
rule mining are applied to discover useful patterns and relationships in software

Figure 2.
KDD process for software engineering.
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engineering data and therefore to solve a software engineering problem such as
defected or vulnerable systems, reused patterns, or parts of code changes. Mining
and obtaining valuable knowledge from such data prevents errors and allows
software engineers to deliver the project on time. Finally, in the evaluation phase,
validation techniques are used to assess the data mining results such as k-fold cross
validation for classification. The commonly used evaluation measures are accuracy,
precision, recall, F-score, area under the curve (AUC) for classification, and sum
of squared errors (SSE) for clustering.

3. Data mining in software engineering
In this review, we examine data mining studies in various SE tasks and evaluate
commonly used algorithms and datasets.
3.1 Data mining in defect prediction
A defect means an error, failure, flaw, or bug that causes incorrect or unexpected results in a system [8]. A software system is expected to be without any
defects since software quality represents a capacity of the defect-free percentage
of the product [9]. However, software projects often do not have enough time or
people working on them to extract errors before a product is released. In such a
situation, defect prediction methods can help to detect and remove defects in the
initial stages of the SDLC and to improve the quality of the software product. In
other words, the goal of defect prediction is to produce robust and effective
software systems. Hence, software defect prediction (SDP) is an important topic for
software engineering because early prediction of software defects could help to
reduce development costs and produce more stable software systems.
Various studies have been conducted on defect prediction using different metrics such as code complexity, history-based metrics, object-oriented metrics, and
process metrics to construct prediction models [10, 11]. These models can be considered on a cross-project or within-project basis. In within-project defect prediction (WPDP), a model is constructed and applied on the same project [12]. For
within-project strategy, a large amount of historical defect data is needed. Hence, in
new projects that do not have enough data to train, cross-project strategy may be
preferred [13]. Cross-project defect prediction (CPDP) is a method that involves
applying a prediction model from one project to another, meaning that models are
prepared by utilizing historical data from other projects [14, 15]. Studies in the field
of CPDP have increased in recent years [10, 16]. However, there are some deficiencies in comparisons of prior studies since they cannot be replicated because of the
difference in utilizing evaluation metrics or preparation way of training data.
Therefore, Herbold et al. [16] tried to replicate different CPDP methods previously
proposed and find which approach performed best in terms of metrics such as
F-score, area under the curve (AUC), and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC).
Results showed that 7- or 8-year approaches may perform better. Another study
[17] replicated prior work to demonstrate whether the determination of classification techniques is important. Both noisy and cleaned datasets were used, and the
same results were obtained from the two datasets. However, new dataset gave
better results for some classification algorithms. For this reason, authors claimed
that the selection of classification techniques affects the performance of the model.
Numerous defect prediction studies have been conducted using DM techniques.
In the following subsections, we will explain these studies in terms of whether they
apply ensemble learning or not. Some defect prediction studies in SE are compared
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123
NB, KNN, LR, partial least
squares, NN, LDA, rule based,
DT, SVM

LR, NB, BN, MLP, RBF
2016 Classification Comparative study of 18 ML
techniques using OO metrics on SVM, VP, CART, J48, ADT,
six releases of Android operating Nnge, DTNB
system

[24] 2016 Classification Caret has been applied whether
parameter settings can have a

[22,
23]

Cleaned NASA JM1, PC5
Proprietary from Prop-1 to
Prop-5

NASA: CM1, JM1, KC1, KC3,
KC4, MW1, PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4
PROMISE (RQ2): Ant 1.7, Camel
1.6, Ivy 1.4, Jedit 4, Log4j 1,
Lucene 2.4, Poi 3, Tomcat 6,
Xalan 2.6, Xerces 1.3

Bagging, boosting

RF, GB

APE system combines seven
classifiers: SGD, weighted SVMs
(W-SVMs), LR, MNB and
Bernoulli naive Bayes (BNB)

[21] 2015 Classification Average probability ensemble
(APE) learning module is
proposed by combining feature
selection and ensemble learning

NASA: CM1, JM1, KC1, KC3,
KC4, MW1, PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4
PROMISE: Ant 1.7, Camel 1.6,
Ivy 1.4, Jedit 4, Log4j 1, Lucene
2.4, Poi 3, Tomcat 6, Xalan 2.6,
Xerces 1.3

6 releases of Android app:
Android 2.3.2, Android 2.3.7,
Android 4.0.4, Android 4.1.2,
Android 4.2.2, Android 4.3.1

Bagging, AdaBoost,
rotation forest,
random subspace

Statistical: NB, Simple Logistic
Clustering: KM, EM
Rule based: Ripper, Ridor
NNs: RBF
Nearest neighbor: KNN
DTs: J48, LMT

[17] 2015 Clustering/
classification

NASA datasets: CM1, JM1, KC1,
KC2, KC3, MC1, MC2, MW1,
PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4, PC5

Out-of-sample bootstrap
validation technique, AUC

10-fold, inter-release
validation
AUC for NB, LB, MLP is
>0.7

10  10-fold CV, AUC > 0.5
Scott-Knott test α = 0.05,
simple logistic, LMT, and
RF + base learner
outperforms KNN and RBF

10  10-fold CV
AUC > 0.5
Scott-Knott test α = 0.05,
simple logistic, LMT, and
RF + base learner
outperforms KNN and RBF

5  5 CV, MCC, ROC, results
change according to
characteristics of datasets

10-fold CV
Balance, G-mean and AUC,
PD, PF

10-fold CV, ACC, and AUC
Vote 88.48% random forest
87.90%

NASA datasets: CM1 JM1 KC1
KC2 KC3 KC4 MC1 MC2 MW1
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
NASA and PROMISE repository:
MC2, KC2, JM1, KC1, PC4, PC3,
CM1, KC3, MW1, PC1

Evaluation metrics and
results

Dataset

Bagging, random
forest, Logistic
model trees, Logit
Boost, Ada Boost

AdaBoost, Bagging,
boosting, RF

Base Classifiers: C4.5, NB
Sampling: ROS, RUS, SMOTE

[20] 2014 Classification Comparative study to deal with
imbalanced data

To show that the selection of
classification technique has an
impact on the performance of
software defect prediction
models

RF, SMB, BNC,
AdaBoost.NC

NB, RUS, RUS-bal, THM, SMB,
BNC

[19] 2013 Classification Comparative study of class
imbalance learning methods and
proposed dynamic version of
AdaBoost.NC

Ensemble learning
Bagging, boosting,
RT, RF, RS,
AdaBoost, Stacking,
and Voting

Algorithms
NB

Objective

[18] 2011 Classification Comparative study of various
ensemble methods to find the
most effective one

Ref. Year Task
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Algorithms

Ensemble learning

Bagging, AdaBoost,
Rotation Forest, RS

KM-E, KM-M, PSOE, PSO-M and EM

PSO clustering algorithm

[8]

Cluster ensemble with PSO for
clustering the software modules
(fault-prone or not fault-prone)

—

[28] 2007 Classification To found pre- and post-release
LR
defects for every package and file

EALR, SL, RBFNet
Unsupervised: LT, AGE

[27] 2018 Classification MULTI method for JIT-SDP
(just in time software defect
prediction)

Bagging, stacking

Voting

NB, SVM, DT, LDA, NN

[26] 2017 Classification Just-in-time defect prediction
(TLEL)

LE, RF, BAG-DT,
BAG-NB, BOOSTDT, BOOST-NB

[13] 2017 Classification Adaptive Selection of Classifiers Base classifiers: LOG (binary
in bug prediction (ASCI) method logistic regression), NB, RBF,
is proposed.
MLP, DT

DT, LR, NB, SVM

2014 Clustering

Apache Camel 1.2, Xalan 2.5–2.6
Eclipse Platform 2.0–2.1–3.0,
Debug 3.4, SWT 3.4, JDT,
Mylyn, PDE

Dataset

Nasa MDP, PROMISE

Eclipse 2.0, 2.1, 3.0

Bugzilla, Columba, Eclipse JDT,
Eclipse Platform, Mozilla,
PostgreSQ

Ginger Bread (2.3.2 and 2.3.7),
Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0.2 and
4.0.4), and JellyBean (4.1.2, 4.2.2
and 4.3.1)

Bugzilla, Columba, JDT,
Platform, Mozilla, and
PostgreSQL

5 available datasets: JURECZKO,
NASA MDP, AEEEM,
NETGENE, RELINK

Aim is to validate the source code 5 training algorithms: GD, GDM, Heterogeneous linear 56 open-source Java projects
metrics and identify a suitable set GDX, NM, LM
and nonlinear
from PROMISE Repository
of source code metrics
ensemble methods

large impact on the performance
of defect prediction models

Objective

[16] 2017 Classification Replicate 24 CDPD approaches,
and compare on 5 different
datasets

[25] 2017 Regression

Ref. Year Task

PR, recall, ACC

CV, timewise-CV, ACC, and
POPT
MULTI performs
significantly better than all
the baselines

10-fold, inter-release
validation
AUC for NB, LB, MLP is
>0.7

10-fold CV, F-score

Recall, PR, ACC, G-measure,
F-score, MCC, AUC

10-fold CV, t-test, ULR
analysis
Neural network with
Levenberg Marquardt (LM)
is the best

Caret AUC performance up
to 40 percentage points

Evaluation metrics and
results
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Objective

Algorithms

—

—

—

NB, LR, LivSVM, MLP, SGD,
SMO, VP, LR Logit Boost,
Decision Stamp, RT, REP Tree
LR, ELM, SVML, SVMR, SVMP

SVM, NB, RF, LR, KNN, BN,
cost-sensitive neural network

NB, LR, DT, MODT, MOLR,
MONB

[31] 2016 Classification Authors proposed a model that
finds fault-proneness

[32] 2016 Classification GA to select suitable source code
metrics

Weighted least-squares twin
support vector machine
(WLSTSVM) to find
misclassification cost of DP

A multi-objective naive Bayes
learning techniques MONB,
MOBNN

[33] 2016 —

[34] 2016 —

Stacking: DT, LR,
kNN, NB
—

[36] 2017 Classification Propose an hybrid method called A random undersampling based
TSC-RUS + S
on two-step cluster (TSC)

[37] 2017 Classification Analyze five popular ML
algorithms for software defect
prediction

ANN, PSO, DT, NB, LC

—

[35] 2016 Classification A software defect prediction
Hybrid filter approaches
model to find faulty components FISHER, MR, ANNIGMA.
of a software

RF

NB, NN, association rules, DT

Evaluation metrics and
results

10-fold CV, AUC
AUC = 0.661

Nasa and PROMISE datasets:
CM1, JM1, KC1, KC2, PC1,
KC1-LC

NASA MDP: i.e., CM1, KC1,
KC3, MC2, MW1, PC1, PC2,
PC3, PC4

KC1, KC2, JM1, PC1, PC2, PC3,
and PC4 datasets

Jureczko datasets obtained from
PROMISE repository

10-fold CV
ANN < DT

10-fold CV, AUC,
(TSC-RUS + S) is the best

ACC, ent filters, ACC 90%

AUC, Wilcoxon rank test
CP MO NB (0.72) produces
the highest value

PROMISE repository: CM1, KC1, 10-fold CV, PR, recall,
PC1, PC3, PC4, MC2, KC2, KC3 F-score, G-mean
Wilcoxon signed rank test

30 open-source software projects 5-fold CV, F-score, ACC,
from PROMISE repository from pairwise t-test
DS1 to DS30

Camel1.6, Tomcat 6.0, Ant 1.7,
jEdit4.3, Ivy 2.0, arc, e-learning,
berek, forrest 0.8, zuzel,
Intercafe, and Nieruchomosci

PR, recall, ACC, F-score
NB > NN > DT

PROMISE, NASA MDP dataset:
10-fold CV, ACC, PR,
CM1, JM1, KC1, KC3, MC1, MC2, FMLP is the best
MW1, PC1, PC2, PC3

Dataset

Weighted voting rule NASA datasets: CM1, JM1, KC1,
KC2, PC1
of the four
algorithms

—

Ensemble learning

[30] 2015 Classification To show the attributes that
predict the defective state of
software modules

[29] 2015 Classification Defect identification by applying NB, J48, MLP
DM algorithms

Ref. Year Task
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Table 1.
Data mining and machine learning studies on the subject “defect prediction.”

LR, BN, RBF, MLP, alternating
decision tree (ADTree), and DT

[10] 2018 Classification ML algorithms are compared
with CODEP

Algorithms
NB, DT, ANN

Objective

[38] 2018 Classification Three well-known ML
techniques are compared.

Ref. Year Task
Three different datasets
DS1, DS2, DS3

Dataset
ACC, PR, recall, F, ROC
ACC 97%
DT > ANN > NB

Evaluation metrics and
results

PROMISE: Ant, Camel, ivy, Jedit, F-score, PR, AUC ROC
Max, CODEP,
Max performs better than
Bagging J48, Bagging Log4j, Lucene, Poi, Prop,
CODEP
Tomcat, Xalan
NB, Boosting J48,
Boosting NB, RF

—

Ensemble learning
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in Table 1. The objective of the studies, the year they were conducted, algorithms,
ensemble learning techniques and datasets in the studies, and the type of data
mining tasks are shown in this table. The bold entries in Table 1 have better
performance than other algorithms in that study.
3.1.1 Defect prediction using ensemble learning techniques
Ensemble learning combines several base learning models to obtain better performance than individual models. These base learners can be acquired with:
i. Different learning algorithms
ii. Different parameters of the same algorithm
iii. Different training sets
The commonly used ensemble techniques bagging, boosting, and stacking are
shown in Figure 3 and briefly explained in this part. Bagging (which stands for
bootstrap aggregating) is a kind of parallel ensemble. In this method, each model is
built independently, and multiple training datasets are generated from the original
dataset through random selection of different feature subsets; thus, it aims to
decrease variance. It combines the outputs of each ensemble member by a voting
mechanism. Boosting can be described as sequential ensemble. First, the same
weights are assigned to data instances; after training, the weight of wrong predictions is increased, and this process is repeated as the ensemble size. Finally, it uses a
weighted voting scheme, and in this way, it aims to decrease bias. Stacking is a
technique that uses predictions from multiple models via a meta-classifier.
Some software defect prediction studies have compared ensemble techniques to
determine the best performing one [10, 18, 21, 39, 40]. In a study conducted by
Wang et al. [18], different ensemble techniques such as bagging, boosting, random
tree, random forest, random subspace, stacking, and voting were compared to each
other and a single classifier (NB). According to the results, voting and random
forest clearly exhibited better performance than others. In a different study [39],

Figure 3.
Common ensemble learning methods: (a) Bagging, (b) boosting, (c) stacking.
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ensemble methods were compared with more than one base learner (NB, BN, SMO,
PART, J48, RF, random tree, IB1, VFI, DT, NB tree). For boosted SMO, bagging J48,
and boosting and bagging RT, performance of base classifiers was lower than that of
ensemble learner classifiers.
In study [21], a new method was proposed of mixing feature selection and
ensemble learning for defect classification. Results showed that random forests and
the proposed algorithm are not affected by poor features, and the proposed algorithm outperforms existing single and ensemble classifiers in terms of classification
performance. Another comparative study [10] used seven composite algorithms
(Ave, Max, Bagging C4.5, bagging naive Bayes (NB), Boosting J48, Boosting naive
Bayes, and RF) and one composite state-of-the art study for cross-project defect
prediction. The Max algorithm yielded the best results regarding F-score in terms of
classification performance.
Bowes et al. [40] compared RF, NB, Rpart, and SVM algorithms to determine
whether these classifiers obtained the same results. The results demonstrated that a
unique subset of defects can be discovered by specific classifiers. However, whereas
some classifiers are steady in the predictions they make, other classifiers change in
their predictions. As a result, ensembles with decision-making without majority
voting can perform best.
One of the main problems of SDP is the imbalance between the defect and nondefect classes of the dataset. Generally, the number of defected instances is greater
than the number of non-defected instances in the collected data. This situation
causes the machine learning algorithms to perform poorly. Wang and Yao [19]
compared five class-imbalanced learning methods (RUS, RUS-bal, THM, BNC,
SMB) and NB and RF algorithms and proposed the dynamic version of AdaBoost.
NC. They utilized balance, G-mean, and AUC measures for comparison. Results
showed that AdaBoost.NC and naive Bayes are better than the other seven algorithms in terms of evaluation measures. Dynamic AdaBoost.NC showed better
defect detection rate and overall performance than the original AdaBoost.NC. To
handle the class imbalance problem, studies [20] have compared different methods
(sampling, cost sensitive, hybrid, and ensemble) by taking into account evaluation
metrics such as MCC and receiver operating characteristic (ROC).
As shown in Table 1, the most common datasets used in the defect prediction
studies [17–19, 39] are the NASA MDP dataset and PROMISE repository datasets. In
addition, some studies utilized open-source projects such as Bugzilla Columba and
Eclipse JDT [26, 27], and other studies used Android application data [22, 23].
3.1.2 Defect prediction studies without ensemble learning
Although use of ensemble learning techniques has dramatically increased
recently, studies that do not use ensemble learning are still conducted and successful. For example, in study [32], prediction models were created using source code
metrics as in ensemble studies but by using different feature selection techniques
such as genetic algorithm (GA).
To overcome the class imbalance problem, Tomar and Agarwal [33] proposed a
prediction system that assigns lower cost to non-defective data samples and higher
cost to defective samples to balance data distribution. In the absence of enough data
within a project, required data can be obtained from cross projects; however, in this
case, this situation may cause class imbalance. To solve this problem, Ryu and Baik
[34] proposed multi-objective naïve Bayes learning for cross-project environments.
To obtain significant software metrics on cloud computing environments, Ali et al.
used a combination of filter and wrapper approaches [35]. They compared different
machine learning algorithms such as NB, DT, and MLP [29, 37, 38, 41].
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3.2 Data mining in effort estimation
Software effort estimation (SEE) is critical for a company because hiring more
employees than required will cause loss of revenue, while hiring fewer employees
than necessary will result in delays in software project delivery. The estimation
analysis helps to predict the amount of effort (in person hours) needed to develop a
software product. Basic steps of software estimation can be itemized as follows:
• Determine project objectives and requirements.
• Design the activities.
• Estimate product size and complexity.
• Compare and repeat estimates.
SEE contains requirements and testing besides predicting effort estimation [42].
Many research and review studies have been conducted in the field of SEE.
Recently, a survey [43] analyzed effort estimation studies that concentrated on ML
techniques and compared them with studies focused on non-ML techniques.
According to the survey, case-based reasoning (CBR) and artificial neural network
(ANN) were the most widely used techniques. In 2014, Dave and Dutta [44]
examined existing studies that focus only on neural network.
The current effort estimation studies using DM and ML techniques are
available in Table 2. This table summarizes the prominent studies in terms
of aspects such as year, data mining task, aim, datasets, and metrics. Table 2
indicates that neural network is the most widely used technique for the effort
estimation task.
Several studies have compared ensemble learning methods with single learning
algorithms [45, 46, 48, 49, 51, 60] and examined them on cross-company (CC) and
within-company (WC) datasets [50]. The authors observed that ensemble methods
obtained by a proper combination of estimation methods achieved better results
than single methods. Various ML techniques such as neural network, support vector
machine (SVM), and k-nearest neighbor are commonly used as base classifiers for
ensemble methods such as bagging and boosting in software effort estimation.
Moreover, their results indicate that CC data can increase performance over WC
data for estimation techniques [50].
In addition to the abovementioned studies, researchers have conducted studies
without using ensemble techniques. The general approach is to investigate which
DM technique has the best effect on performance in software effort estimation. For
instance, Subitsha and Rajan [54] compared five different algorithms—MLP,
RBFNN, SVM, ELM, and PSO-SVM—and Nassif et al. [57] investigated four neural
network algorithms—MLP, RBFNN, GRNN, and CCNN. Although neural networks
are widely used in this field, missing values and outliers frequently encountered in
the training set adversely affect neural network results and cause inaccurate estimations. To overcome this problem, Khatibi et al. [53] split software projects into
several groups based on their similarities. In their studies, the C-means clustering
algorithm was used to determine the most similar projects and to decrease the
impact of unrelated projects, and then analogy-based estimation (ABE) and NN
were applied. Another clustering study by Azzeh and Nassif [59] combined SVM
and bisecting k-medoids clustering algorithms; an estimation model was then
built using RBFNN. The proposed method was trained on historical use case
points (UCP).
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To use cross-company models to
create diverse ensembles able to
dynamically adapt to changes

To generate estimates from
ensembles of multiple prediction
methods

[50] 2012 Regression

[51]

[52] 2012 Classification/ DM techniques to estimate
regression
software effort.

2012 Regression

To show the measures behave in
SEE and to create good ensembles

[49] 2012 Regression

PROMISE

Combining
top M solo
methods

Coc81, CSC, Desharnais, Cocnasa,
Maxwell, USP05

3 datasets from ISBSG repository
(ISBSG2000, ISBSG2001, ISBSG) 2
datasets from PROMISE
(CocNasaCoc81 and
CocNasaCoc81Nasa93)

cocomo81, nasa93, nasa, cocomo2,
desharnais, ISBSG repository

5 datasets from PROMISE: cocomo81,
nasa93, nasa, sdr, and Desharnais
8 datasets from ISBSG repository

Tukutuku

NASA, NASA 93, USC, SDR,
Desharnais

NASA, NASA 93, USC, SDR,
Desharnais

Dataset

WC-DWM

Bagging

M5, CART, LR, MARS, —
MLPNN, RBFNN, SVM

CART, NN, LR, PCR,
PLSR, SWR,
ABE0-1NN,
ABE0-5NN

WC RTs, CC-DWM

MLP, RBF, REPTree,

Bagging

MLP, RBF, RT

To evaluate whether readily
available ensemble methods
enhance SEE

[48] 2011

Regression

To show the effectiveness of SVR
for SEE

[47] 2010 Regression
—

Bagging

Authors proposed the ensemble of NN, MLP, KNN
neural networks with associative
memory (ENNA)

[46] 2009 Regression

SVR, RBF

Bagging

Ensemble of neural networks with NN, MLP, KNN
associative memory (ENNA)

Ensemble
learning

[45] 2008 Regression

Algorithms

Objective

Ref. Year Task

MdMRE, Pred(25), Friedman test
Log + OLS > LMS, BC + OLS, MARS,
LS-SVM

MAR, MMRE, MdMRE, MMER, MBRE,
MIBRE.
Combinations perform better than 83%

MAE, Friedman test
Only DCL could improve upon RT
CC data potentially beneficial for
improving SEE

MMRE, PRED(25), LSD, MdMRE,
MAE, MdAE
Pareto ensemble for all measures,
except LSD.

MMRE, MdMRE, PRED(25)
RTs and Bagging with MLPs perform
similarly

LOOCV, MMRE, Pred(25), MEMRE,
MdEMRE
SVR outperforms others

Random subsampling, t-test
MMRE, MdMRE, and PRED(L)
ENNA is the best

MMRE, MdMRE and PRED(L)
For ENNA PRED(25) = 36.4
For neural network PRED(25) = 8

Evaluation metrics and results
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Table 2.
Data mining and machine learning studies on the subject “effort estimation.”

Boosting:
kNN and
SVM

SVM, KNN

To estimate software effort by
using ML techniques

[60] 2017

Classification

—

SVM, RBNN

—

[59] 2016 Classification/ A hybrid model using SVM and
regression
RBNN compared against previous
models

MLP, RBFNN, GRNN,
CCNN

—

—

—

—

To propose a model based on
Bayesian network

Four neural network models are
compared with each other.

CBR, ANN, CART
Preprocessing rech:
MDT, LD, MI, FS, CS,
FSS, BSS

MLP, RBFNN, SVM,
PSO-SVM Extreme
learning Machines

—

Ensemble
learning

GA and PSO

2016 Regression

Regression

[58] 2016 Regression

[57]

[56] 2015

To display the effect of data
preprocessing techniques on ML
methods in SEE

A hybrid model based on GA And GA, ACO
ACO for optimization

[55]

2014 —

ANNs are examined using
COCOMO model

[54] 2014 Regression

NN, ABE, C-means

Estimation of software
development effort

[53] 2013 Clustering/
classification

Algorithms

Objective

Ref. Year Task

Desharnais, Maxwell

Dataset1 = 45 industrial projects
Dataset2 = 65 educational projects

COCOMO NASA Dataset

LOOCV, k-fold CV
ACC = 91.35% for Desharnais
ACC = 85.48% for Maxwell

LOOCV, MAE, MBRE, MIBRE, SA
The proposed approach is the best

DIR, DRM
The proposed model is best

10-fold CV, MAR
The CCNN outperforms the other three
models

CV, MBRE, PRED (0.25), MdBRE

ISBSG, Desharnais, Kitchenham,
USPFT

ISBSG repository

MMRE, the proposed method is the best

MMRE, PRED
PSO-SVM is the best

3-fold CV and LOOCV, RE, MRE,
MMRE, PRED

Evaluation metrics and results

NASA datasets

COCOMO II Data

Maxwell

Dataset
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Zare et al. [58] and Maleki et al. [55] utilized optimization methods for accurate
cost estimation. In the former study, a model was proposed based on Bayesian
network with genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization (PSO). The latter
study used GA to optimize the effective factors’ weight, and then trained by ant
colony optimization (ACO). Besides conventional effort estimation studies,
researchers have utilized machine learning techniques for web applications. Since
web-based software projects are different from traditional projects, the effort
estimation process for these studies is more complex.
It is observed that PRED(25) and MMRE are the most popular evaluation metrics in effort estimation. MMRE stands for the mean magnitude relative error, and
PRED(25) measures prediction accuracy and provides a percentage of predictions
within 25% of actual values.
3.3 Data mining in vulnerability analysis
Vulnerability analysis is becoming the focal point of system security to prevent
weaknesses in the software system that can be exploited by an attacker. Description
of software vulnerability is given in many different resources in different ways [61].
The most popular and widely utilized definition appears in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 2017 report as follows:
Vulnerability is a weakness in the computational logic found in software and
some hardware components that, when exploited, results in a negative impact to
confidentiality, integrity or availability.
Vulnerability analysis may require many different operations to identify defects
and vulnerabilities in a software system. Vulnerabilities, which are a special kind of
defect, are more critical than other defects because attackers exploit system vulnerabilities to perform unauthorized actions. A defect is a normal problem that can
be encountered frequently in the system, easily found by users or developers and
fixed promptly, whereas vulnerabilities are subtle mistakes in large codes [62, 63].
Wijayasekara et al. claim that some bugs have been identified as vulnerabilities after
being publicly announced in bug databases [64]. These bugs are called “hidden
impact vulnerabilities” or “hidden impact bugs.” Therefore, the authors proposed a
hidden impact vulnerability identification methodology that utilizes text mining
techniques to determine which bugs in bug databases are vulnerabilities. According
to the proposed method, a bug report was taken as input, and it produces feature
vector after applying text mining. Then, classifier was applied and revealed whether
it is a bug or a vulnerability. The results given in [64] demonstrate that a large
proportion of discovered vulnerabilities were first described as hidden impact bugs
in public bug databases. While bug reports were taken as input in that study, in
many other studies, source code is taken as input. Text mining is a highly preferred
technique for obtaining features directly from source codes as in the studies [65–69].
Several studies [63, 70] have compared text mining-based models and software
metrics-based models.
In the security area of software systems, several studies have been conducted
related to DM and ML. Some of these studies are compared in Table 3, which shows
the data mining task and explanation of the studies, the year they were performed,
the algorithms that were used, the type of vulnerability analysis, evaluation metrics,
and results. In this table, the best performing algorithms according to the evaluation
criteria are shown in bold.
Vulnerability analysis can be categorized into three types: static vulnerability
analysis, dynamic vulnerability analysis, and hybrid analysis [61, 80]. Many studies
have applied the static analysis approach, which detects vulnerabilities from source
code without executing software, since it is cost-effective. Few studies have
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133
RBF, SVM

Static

—

Comparison of software
metrics with text mining

To create model in the form of NB, RF
a binary classifier using text
mining

A new approach (VCCFinder) SVM-based detection
to obtain potentially dangerous model
codes

Comparison of text mining and RF
software metrics models

Search patterns for taint-style
vulnerabilities in C code

[63] 2014 Classification

[69] 2014 Classification

[74] 2015 Classification

[70] 2015 Ranking/
classification

[75] 2015 Clustering

Hierarchical clustering
(complete-linkage)

RF

—

Identify vulnerabilities from
source codes using CPG

[73] 2014 Clustering

Linux kernel MITRE CVE and MySQL bug
databases

K9 email client for the Android platform

NVD, CPE, CVSS

Database is built by RD-Entropy

Dataset description

Static

—

Static

Static

—

10-fold CV, TPD, ACC, PR, KAPPA
ACC = 90.8%, PR = 92%, KAPPA = 81%

BDR, TPR, FPR
32% (Linux) and 62% (MySQL) of
vulnerabilities

ACC, PR, recall
ACC = 0.87, PR = 0.85, recall = 0.88

CC, RMSE, RRSE

FNR, FPR

Evaluation metrics and results

k-fold CV, false alarms <99% at the same
level of recall

10-fold CV, PR, recall
PR and recall ≥ 80%

5 open-source projects: Linux, OpenSSL,
Pidgin, VLC, Poppler (Xpdf)

Correct source, correct sanitization,
number of traversals, generation time,
execution time, reduction, amount of code
review <95%

Vulnerabilities from open-source web apps 10-fold CV
(Drupal, Moodle, PHPMyAdmin)
Metrics: ER-BCE, ERBPP, ER-AVG

The database contains 66 GitHub projects

Applications from the F-Droid repository
and Android

Vulnerabilities from open-source web apps 3-fold CV, recall, IR, PR, FPR, ACC.
(Drupal, Moodle, PHPMyAdmin)
Text mining provides benefits overall

Neo4J and InfiniteGraph databases

Hybrid A version of WAP to collect the data

ID3, C4.5/J48, RF, RT,
KNN, NB, Bayes Net,
MLP, SVM, LR

[72] 2014 Classification/ Combine taint analysis and
regression
data mining to obtain
vulnerabilities

Static

—

Static

Static

Static

Type

[64] 2012 Classification/ To identify vulnerabilities in
text mining
bug databases

Analysis of source code as text

[65] 2012 Text mining

RDBC
LR, LMS, MLP, RBF,
SMO

Obtaining software
vulnerabilities based on RDBC

[71] 2011 Clustering

Algorithms

[42] 2011 Classification/ To predict the time to next
regression
vulnerability

Objective

Ref. Year Task
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To analyze characteristics of
software vulnerability from
source files

Deep learning (LSTM) is used RNN, LSTM, DBN
to learn semantic and syntactic
features in code

Identify bugs by extracting
text features from C source
code

A deep learning-based
vulnerability detection system
(VulDeePecker)

A mapping between existing
requirements and
vulnerabilities

[67] 2017 Text mining

[68] 2017 Text mining

[66] 2018 Classification

[78] 2018 Regression

[79] 2018 Classification

Table 3.
Data mining and machine learning studies on the subject “vulnerability analysis.”

—

Static

BLSTM NN

—

—

—

Static

LR, SVM, NB

Dataset description

Data is gathered from Apache Tomcat,
CVE, requirements from Bugzilla, and
source code is collected from Github

NIST: NVD and SAR project

NVD, Cat, Cp, Du, Echo, Head, Kill,
Mkdir, Nl, Paste, Rm, Seq, Shuf, Sleep,
Sort, Tail, Touch, Tr, Uniq, Wc, Whoami

Experiments on 18 Java applications from
the Android OS platform

CVE, CWE, NVD databases

Feature extraction from 4 applications
(BoardGameGeek, Connectbot,
CoolReader, AnkiDroid)

Hybrid Dataset was created by analyzing 1039 test
cases from the Debian Bug Tracker

Type

NB, KNN, K-means,
NN, SVM, DT, RF

—

1. Employ a deep neural
network
2. Combine N-gram analysis
and feature selection

[77] 2017 Classification

Deep neural network

Static and dynamic features for LR, MLP, RF
classification

[76] 2016 Classification

Algorithms

Objective

Ref. Year Task

PR, recall, F-score
LSI > SVM

10-fold CV, PR, recall, F-score
F-score = 80.8%

5-fold CV ACC, TP, TN
ACC = 74%

10-fold CV, PR, recall, and F-score
Deep Belief Network
PR, recall, and F-score > 80%

PR = 70%, recall = 60%

10 times using 5-fold CV
ACC = 92.87%, PR = 94.71%, recall =
90.17%

FPR, FNR
Detect 55% of vulnerable programs

Evaluation metrics and results
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performed the dynamic analysis approach, in which one must execute software and
check program behavior. The hybrid analysis approach [72, 76] combines these two
approaches.
As revealed in Table 3, in addition to classification and text mining, clustering
techniques are also frequently seen in software vulnerability analysis studies. To
detect vulnerabilities in an unknown software data repository, entropy-based
density clustering [71] and complete-linkage clustering [75] were proposed.
Yamaguchi et al. [73] introduced a model to represent a large number of source
codes as a graph called control flow graph (CPG), a combination of abstract syntax
tree, CFG, and program dependency graph (PDG). This model enabled the discovery of previously unknown (zero-day) vulnerabilities.
To learn the time to next vulnerability, a prediction model was proposed in the
study [42]. The result could be a number that refers to days or a bin representing
values in a range. The authors used regression and classification techniques for the
former and latter cases, respectively.
In vulnerability studies, issue tracking systems like Bugzilla, code repositories
like Github, and vulnerability databases such as NVD, CVE, and CWE have been
utilized [79]. In addition to these datasets, some studies have used Android
[65, 68, 69] or web [63, 70, 72] (PHP source code) datasets. In recent years,
researchers have concentrated on deep learning for building binary classifiers [77],
obtaining vulnerability patterns [78], and learning long-term dependencies in
sequential data [68] and features directly from the source code [81].
Li et al. [78] note two difficulties of vulnerability studies: demanding, intense
manual labor and high false-negative rates. Thus, the widely used evaluation metrics in vulnerability analysis are false-positive rate and false-negative rate.
3.4 Data mining in design pattern mining
During the past years, software developers have used design patterns to create
complex software systems. Thus, researchers have investigated the field of design
patterns in many ways [82, 83]. Fowler defines a pattern as follows:
“A pattern is an idea that has been useful in one practical context and will
probably be useful in others.” [84]

Patterns display relationships and interactions between classes or objects. Welldesigned object-oriented systems have various design patterns integrated into them.
Design patterns can be highly useful for developers when they are used in the right
manner and place. Thus, developers avoid recreating methods previously refined by
others. The pattern approach was initially presented in 1994 by four authors—
namely, Erich Gama, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides—called the
Gang of Four (GOF) in 1994 [85]. According to the authors, there are three types of
design patterns:
1. Creational patterns provide an object creation mechanism to create the
necessary objects based on predetermined conditions. They allow the system
to call appropriate object and add flexibility to the system when objects are
created. Some creational design patterns are factory method, abstract factory,
builder, and singleton.
2. Structural patterns focus on the composition of classes and objects to allow the
establishment of larger software groups. Some of the structural design patterns
are adapter, bridge, composite, and decorator.
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3. Behavioral patterns determine common communication patterns between
objects and how multiple classes behave when performing a task. Some
behavioral design patterns are command, interpreter, iterator, observer, and
visitor.
Many design pattern studies exist in the literature. Table 4 shows some design
pattern mining studies related to machine learning and data mining. This table
contains the aim of the study, mining task, year, and design patterns selected by the
study, input data, dataset, and results of the studies.
In design pattern mining, detecting the design pattern is a frequent study objective. To do so, studies have used machine learning algorithms [87, 89–91], ensemble
learning [95], deep learning [97], graph theory [94], and text mining [86, 95].
In study [91], the training dataset consists of 67 object-oriented (OO) metrics
extracted by using the JBuilder tool. The authors used LRNN and decision tree
techniques for pattern detection. Alhusain et al. [87] generated training datasets
from existing pattern detection tools. The ANN algorithm was selected for pattern
instances. Chihada et al. [90] created training data from pattern instances using 45
OO metrics. The authors utilized SVM for classifying patterns accurately. Another
metrics-oriented dataset was developed by Dwivedi et al. [93]. To evaluate the
results, the authors benefited from three open-source software systems (JHotDraw,
QuickUML, and JUnit) and applied three classifiers, SVM, ANN, and RF. The
advantage of using random forest is that it does not require linear features and can
manage high-dimensional spaces.
To evaluate methods and to find patterns, open-source software projects such as
JHotDraw, Junit, and MapperXML have been generally preferred by researchers.
For example, Zanoni et al. [89] developed a tool called MARPLE-DPD by combining graph matching and machine learning techniques. Then, to obtain five design
patterns, instances were collected from 10 open-source software projects, as shown
in Table 4.
Design patterns and code smells are related issues: Code smell refers to symptoms in code, and if there are code smells in a software, its design pattern is not well
constructed. Therefore, Kaur and Singh [96] checked whether design pattern and
smell pairs appear together in a code by using J48 Decision Tree. Their obtained
results showed that the singleton pattern had no presence of bad smells.
According to the studies summarized in the table, the most frequently used
patterns are abstract factory and adapter. It has recently been observed that studies
on ensemble learning in this field are increasing.
3.5 Data mining in refactoring
One of the SE tasks most often used to improve the quality of a software system
is refactoring, which Martin Fowler has described as “a technique for restructuring
an existing body of code, altering its internal structure without changing its external
behavior” [98]. It improves readability and maintainability of the source code and
decreases complexity of a software system. Some of the refactoring types are: Add
Parameter, Replace Parameter, Extract method, and Inline method [99].
Code smell and refactoring are closely related to each other: Code smells represent problems due to bad design and can be fixed during refactoring. The main
challenge is to obtain which part of the code needs refactoring.
Some of data mining studies related to software refactoring are presented in
Table 5. Some studies focus on historical data to predict refactoring [100] or to
obtain both refactoring and software defects [101] using different data mining
algorithms such as LMT, Rip, and J48. Results suggest that when refactoring
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An approach is to find a
ANN
valid instance of a DP or not

[87] 2013 Regression

Simple Logistic,
C4.5, KNN, SVM,
SVM-PHGS

A new method (SVMPHGS) is proposed

Design pattern recognition
using ML algorithms.

[90] 2015 Regression

[91] 2016 Classification

LRNN, DT

—

SVM, DT, RF, Kmeans, ZeroR,
OneR, NB, JRip,
CLOPE.

[89] 2015 Classification/ MARPLE-DPD is developed
clustering
to classify instances
whether it is a bad or good
instance

—

—

—

CloseGraph

—

—

EL

[88] 2014 Graph mining Sub-graph mining-based
approach

NB, KNN, DT,
SVM

Two-phase method:
1—text classification to
2—learning design patterns

[86] 2012 Text
classification

Algorithms

Objective

Ref. Year Task

Java source
code

Set of
candidate
classes

Documents

Input data

Abstract factory,
adapter patterns

Adapter, builder,
composite, factory
method, iterator,
observer

Source code

Source code

—
Classification for
singleton and adapter
Classification and
clustering for composite,
decorator, and factory
method

—

Adapter, command,
composite, decorator,
observer, and proxy

46 security patterns, 34
Douglass patterns, 23
GoF patterns

Selected design
patterns

Dataset with 67 OO metrics,
extracted by JBuilder tool

5-fold CV, ACC,
PR, recall, F-score
ACC = 100% by
LRNN

PR, recall,
F-score, FP
PR = 0.81, recall
=0.81,
F-score = 0.81,
FP = 0.038

10-fold CV, ACC,
F-score, AUC
ACC > =85%
10 open-source software
systems
DPExample, QuickUML 2001,
Lexi v0.1.1 alpha, JRefactory
v2.6.24, Netbeans v1.0.x, JUnit
v3.7, JHotDraw v5.1,
MapperXML v1.9.7, Nutch
v0.4, PMD v1.8
P-mart repository

No any empirical
comparison

10 fold CV, PR,
recall

PR, recall, EWM
PR = 0.62,
recall = 0.75

Evaluation
metrics and
results

Open-source project:YARI,
Zest, JUnit, JFreeChart,
ArgoUML

JHotDraw 5.1 open-source
application

Security, Douglass, GoF

Dataset
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Strong graph
simulation, graph
matching

Table 4.
Data mining and machine learning studies on the subject “design pattern mining.”

Finding design pattern and
smell pairs which coexist in
the code

J48

Detection of design motifs
based on a set of directed
semantic graphs

[94] 2017 Classification

All three groups:
creational, structural,
behavioral

Abstract factory,
adapter, bridge,
composite, and
Template

Abstract factory,
adapter, bridge,
singleton,
and template method

Selected design
patterns

—

Used patterns: adapter,
bridge, Template,
singleton

Ensemble- Various design patterns
IG

—

RF

ANN, SVM

[96] 2018 Classification

1. Creation of metricsoriented dataset
2. Detection of software
design patterns

[93] 2017 Classification

RF

Layer Recurrent
Neural Network
(LRNN)

Fuzzy c-means

Three aspects: design
patterns, software metrics,
and supervised learning
methods

[92] 2016 Classification

EL

Algorithms

[95] 2017 Text
Selection of more
categorization appropriate design patterns

Objective

Ref. Year Task

Eclipse plugin Web of Patterns
The tool selected for code smell
detection is iPlasma

Source code

PR, recall,
F-score, PRC,
ROC
Singleton pattern
shows no
presence of bad
smells

F-score

DP, GoF, Douglass, Security
Problem
definitions
of design
patterns

5-fold and 10-fold
CV, PR, recall,
F-score
ANN, SVM, and
RF yielded to
100% PR for
JHotDraw
PR, recall
High accuracy by
the proposed
method

Metrics extracted from source
codes (JHotDraw, QuickUML,
and Junit)

Source code

PR, recall, F-score
F-score = 100%
by LRNN and RF
ACC = 100% by
RF

Evaluation
metrics and
results

—

Dataset with 67 OO metrics,
extracted by JBuilder tool

Source code

UML class
diagrams

Dataset

Input data
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Year Task

PCA, SMOTE
LS-SVM, RBF

Classification A technique to predict refactoring at class level

[99]

2017

Hierarchical clustering
algorithm

Clustering

[105] 2017

A novel algorithm (HASP) for software
refactoring at the package level

PAM, K-means,
COBWEB, X-Means

[104] 2016 Web mining/ Unsupervised learning approach to detect
clustering
refactoring opportunities in service-oriented
applications

Multi-objective algorithm,
based on NSGA-II,
ARIMA

Removing defects with time series in a multiobjective approach

[103] 2015

Regression

GA, ANN

Propose GA-based learning for software
refactoring based on ANN

[102] 2014 Regression

J48, LMT, Rip, NNge

Algorithms

C4.5, LMT, Rip, NNge

Stages: (1) data understanding, (2)
preprocessing, (3) ML, (4) post-processing, (5)
analysis of the results

Objective

[101] 2008 Classification Finding the relationship between refactoring
and defects

[100] 2007 Regression

Ref.

—

—

—

—

—

—

EL

Wilcoxon rank sum test with a
99% confidence level (α
< 1%)

FindBugs, JFreeChart, Hibernate,
Pixelitor, and JDI-Ford

From tera- PROMISE Repository
seven open-source software
systems

Three open-source case studies

10-fold CV, AUC, and ROC
curves
RBF kernel outperforms linear
and polynomial kernel
The mean value of AUC for
LS-SVM RBF kernel is 0.96

Modularization Quality and
Evaluation Metric Function

Two datasets of WSDL documents COBWEB and K-means max.
83.33% and 0%, inter-cluster
COBWEB and K-means min.
33.33% and 66.66% intracluster

Wilcoxon test with a 99%
confidence level (α = 0.01)

PR, recall, F-score

10-fold CV, PR, recall, F-score
PR and recall are 0.8 for
ArgoUML

Evaluation metrics and
results

Xerces-J, JFreeChart,
GanttProject, AntApache,
JHotDraw, and Rhino.

ArgoUML, JBoss Cache, Liferay
Portal, Spring Framework,
XDoclet

ArgoUML, Spring Framework

Dataset
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GMM, EM

Table 5.
Data mining and machine learning studies on the subject “refactoring.”

Combination of the use of multi-objective and
unsupervised learning to decrease developer’s
effort

[109] 2018 Clustering

Finding refactoring opportunities in source code J48, BayesNet, SVM, LR

C4.5, SMO, NB.

—

LR, KNN, NB

Algorithms

[108] 2018 Classification A learning-based approach (CREC) to extract
refactored and non-refactored clone groups
from repositories

[107] 2017

Objective

Classification Exploring the impact of clone refactoring (CR)
on the test code size

Year Task

[106] 2017

Ref.

Ant, ArgoUML, jEdit, jFreeChart,
Mylyn

data collected from an opensource Java software system
(ANT)

Dataset

—

ArgoUML, JHotDraw,
GanttProject, UTest, Apache Ant,
Azureus

RF,
Axis2, Eclipse.jdt.core, Elastic
Adaboost Search, JFreeChart, JRuby, and
Lucene

RF

RF

EL

One-way ANOVA with a 95%
confidence level (α = 5%)

PR, recall, F-score
F-score = 83% in the
within-project
F-score = 76% in the
cross-project

10-fold CV, PR, recall
86–97% PR and 71–98% recall
for proposed tech

PR, recall, accuracy, F-score
kNN and RF outperform NB
ACC (fitting (98%), LOOCV
(95%), and 10 FCV (95%))

Evaluation metrics and
results
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increases, the number of software defects decreases, and thus refactoring has a
positive effect on software quality.
While automated refactoring does not always give the desired result, manual
refactoring is time-consuming. Therefore, one study [109] proposed a clusteringbased recommendation tool by combining multi-objective search and unsupervised
learning algorithm to reduce the number of refactoring options. At the same time,
the number of refactoring that should be selected is decreasing with the help of the
developer’s feedback.

4. Discussion
Since many SE studies that apply data mining approaches exist in the literature,
this article presents only a few of them. However, Figure 4 shows the current
number of papers obtained from the Scopus search engine for each year from 2010
to 2019 by using queries in the title/abstract/keywords field. We extracted publications in 2020 since this year has not completed yet. Queries included (“data mining”
OR “machine learning”) with (“defect prediction” OR “defect detection” OR “bug
prediction” OR “bug detection”) for defect prediction, (“effort estimation” OR
“effort prediction” OR “cost estimation”) for effort estimation, (“vulnerab*” AND
“software” OR “vulnerability analysis”) for vulnerability analysis, and (“software”
AND “refactoring”) for refactoring. As seen in the figure, the number of studies
using data mining in SE tasks, especially defect prediction and vulnerability
analysis, has increased rapidly. The most stable area in the studies is design
pattern mining.
Figure 5 shows the publications studied in classification, clustering, text mining,
and association rule mining as a percentage of the total number of papers obtained
by a Scopus query for each SE task. For example, in defect prediction, the number
of studies is 339 in the field of classification, 64 in clustering, 8 in text mining, and
25 in the field of association rule mining. As can be seen from the pie charts, while
clustering is a popular DM technique in refactoring, no study related to text mining
is found in this field. In other SE tasks, the preferred technique is classification,
and the second is clustering.
Defect prediction generally compares learning algorithms in terms of whether
they find defects correctly using classification algorithms. Besides this approach, in
some studies, clustering algorithms were used to select futures [110] or to compare
supervised and unsupervised methods [27]. In the text mining area, to extract
features from scripts, TF-IDF techniques were generally used [111, 112]. Although
many different algorithms have been used in defect prediction, the most popular
ones are NB, MLP, and RBF.

Figure 4.
Number of publications of data mining studies for SE tasks from Scopus search by their years.
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Figure 6 shows the number of document types (conference paper, book chapter,
article, book) published between the years of 2010 and 2019. It is clearly seen that
conference papers and articles are the most preferred research study type. It is
clearly seen that there is no review article about data mining studies in design
pattern mining.
Table 6 shows popular repositories that contain various datasets and their
descriptions, which tasks they are used for, and hyperlinks to download. For

Figure 5.
Number of publications of data mining studies for SE tasks from Scopus search by their topics.

Figure 6.
The number of publications in terms of document type between 2010 and 2019.
Repository

Topic

Description

Nasa MDP

Defect Pred.

NASA’s Metrics Data Program https://github.com/opensciences/ope
nsciences.github.io/tree/master/re
po/defect/mccabehalsted/_posts

Android Git

Defect Pred.

Android version bug reports

https://android.googlesource.com/

PROMISE

Defect Pred.
Effort Est.

It includes 20 datasets for
defect prediction and cost
estimation

http://promise.site.uottawa.ca/SERe
pository/datasets-page.html

Software Defect
Pred. Data

Defect Pred.

It includes software metrics,
# of defects, etc. Eclipse JDT:
Eclipse PDE:

http://www.seiplab.riteh.uniri.hr/?
page_id=834&lang=en

PMART

Design
pattern
mining

It has 22 patterns 9 Projects,
139 ins. Format: XML
Manually detected and
validated

http://www.ptidej.net/tools/desig
npatterns/

Table 6.
Description of popular repositories used in studies.
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example, the PMART repository includes source files of java projects, and the
PROMISE repository has different datasets with software metrics such as
cyclomatic complexity, design complexity, and lines of code. Since these repositories contain many datasets, no detailed information about them has been provided
in this article.
Refactoring can be applied at different levels; study [105] predicted refactoring
at package level using hierarchical clustering, and another study [99] applied
class-level refactoring using LS-SVM as learning algorithm, SMOTE for handling
refactoring, and PCA for feature extraction.

5. Conclusion and future work
Data mining techniques have been applied successfully in many different
domains. In software engineering, to improve the quality of a product, it is highly
critical to find existing deficits such as bugs, defects, code smells, and vulnerabilities in the early phases of SDLC. Therefore, many data mining studies in the past
decade have aimed to deal with such problems. The present paper aims to provide
information about previous studies in the field of software engineering. This survey
shows how classification, clustering, text mining, and association rule mining can
be applied in five SE tasks: defect prediction, effort estimation, vulnerability
analysis, design pattern mining, and refactoring. It clearly shows that classification
is the most used DM technique. Therefore, new studies can focus on clustering
on SE tasks.

Abbreviations
LMT
Rip
NNge
PCA
PAM
LS-SVM
MAE
RBF
RUS
SMO
GMM
EM
LR
SMB
RUS-bal
THM
BNC
RF
RBF
CC
ROC
BayesNet
SMOTE
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logistic model trees
repeated incremental pruning
nearest neighbor generalization
principal component analysis
partitioning around medoids
least-squares support vector machines
mean absolute error
radial basis function
random undersampling
sequential minimal optimization
Gaussian mixture model
expectation maximizaion
logistic regression
SMOTEBoost
balanced version of random undersampling
threshold-moving
AdaBoost.NC
random forest
radial basis function
correlation coefficient
receiver operating characteristic
Bayesian network
synthetic minority over-sampling technique
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Chapter 9

Data Mining for Student
Performance Prediction in
Education
Ferda Ünal

Abstract
The ability to predict the performance tendency of students is very important to
improve their teaching skills. It has become a valuable knowledge that can be used
for different purposes; for example, a strategic plan can be applied for the development of a quality education. This paper proposes the application of data mining
techniques to predict the final grades of students based on their historical data. In
the experimental studies, three well-known data mining techniques (decision tree,
random forest, and naive Bayes) were employed on two educational datasets related
to mathematics lesson and Portuguese language lesson. The results showed the
effectiveness of data mining learning techniques when predicting the performances
of students.
Keywords: data mining, student performance prediction, classification

1. Introduction
Recently, online systems in education have increased, and student digital data
has come to big data size. This makes possible to draw rules and predictions about
the students by processing educational data with data mining techniques. All kinds
of information about the student’s socioeconomic environment, learning environment, or course notes can be used for prediction, which affect the success or failure
of a student.
In this study, the successes of the students at the end of the semester are
estimated by using the student data obtained from secondary education of two
Portuguese schools. The aim of this study is to predict the students’ final grades to
support the educators to take precautions for the children at risk. A number of data
preprocessing processes were applied to increase the accuracy rate of the prediction
model. A wrapper method for feature subset selection was applied to find the
optimal subset of features. After that, three popular data mining algorithms (decision tree, random forest, and naive Bayes) were used and compared in terms of
classification accuracy rate. In addition, this study also investigates the effects of
two different grade categorizations on data mining: five-level grade categorization
and binary grade categorization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the previous
studies in this field are mentioned. In Section 3, the methods used in this study are
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briefly explained to provide a comprehensive understanding of the research concepts. In Section 4, experimental studies are presented with dataset description,
data preprocessing, and experimental result subtitles. Finally, conclusion and the
direction for future research are given in Section 5.

2. Related work
Predicting students’ academic performance is one of the main topics of educational data mining [1, 2]. With the advancement of technology, technological
investments in the field of education have increased. Along with technological
developments, e-Learning platforms such as web-based online learning and multimedia technologies have evolved, and both learning costs have decreased, and time
and space limitations have been eliminated [3]. The increase of online course trainings and the increase of online transactions and interactive transactions in schools
led to the increase of digital data in this field. Costa (2017) emphasized the data
about the failure rate of the students; the educators were concerned and raised
important questions about the failure prediction [4].
Estimating students’ performances becomes more difficult because of the large
volume of data in training databases [5]. Descriptive statistical analysis can be
effectively used to provide the basic descriptive information of a given set of data
[6]. However, this alone is not always enough. To inform the instructors and
students early, students may be able to identify early, using estimated modeling
methods [7]. It is useful to classify university students according to their potential
academic performance in order to increase success rates and to manage the
resources well [8]. The large growth of electronic data from universities leads to an
increase in the need to obtain meaningful information from these large amounts of
data [9]. By using data mining techniques on education data, it is possible to
improve the quality of education processes [10].
Until now, data mining algorithms have been applied on various different educational fields such as engineering education [11], physical education [12], and
English language education [13]. Some studies have focused on high school students
[14], while some of them have interested in higher education [15]. Whereas some
data mining studies have focused on the prediction of student performance [16],
some studies have investigated the instructor performance [17].

3. Method
The increase in digitalization caused us to have plenty of data in every field.
Having too much data is getting worth if we know how to use it. Data mining aims
to access knowledge from data using various machine learning techniques. With
data mining, it becomes possible to establish the relationships between the data and
make accurate predictions for the future. One of the application areas of data
mining is education. Data mining in education is the field that allows us to make
predictions about the future by examining the data obtained so far in the field of
education by using machine learning techniques. There are basically three data
mining methods: classification, clustering, and association rule mining. In this study,
we focus on the classification task.
The methods to be used in data mining may differ depending on the field of
study and the nature of the data we have. In this study, three well-known
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classification algorithms (decision tree, random forest, and naive Bayes) were
employed on the educational datasets to predict the final grades of students.
3.1 Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes classifiers are a family of algorithms. These classifiers are based on
Bayes’ Theorem, which finds the possibility of a new event based on previously
occurring events. Each classification is independent of one another but has a common principle.
3.2 Decision tree
A decision tree uses a tree like graph. Decision trees are like flowchart but not
noncyclic. The tree consists of nodes and branches. Nodes and branches are
arranged in a row. Root node is on the top of a tree and represents the entire dataset.
Entropy is calculated when determining nodes in a tree. It models decisions with
efficacy, results, and resource costs. In this study, decision tree technique is preferred because it is easy to understand and interpret.
3.3 Random forest
Random forest is an ensemble learning algorithm. It is a supervised classification
method. It consists of randomly generated many decision trees. The established
forest is formed by the decision trees community trained by the bagging method,
which is one of the ensemble methods. Random forest creates multiple decision
trees and combines them to achieve a more accuracy rates and stable prediction.
Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of data mining model for classification. In the
first step, feature selection algorithms are applied on the educational data. Next,
classification algorithms are used to build a good model which can accurately map
inputs to desired outputs. The model evaluation phase provides feedback to the
feature selection and learning phases for adjustment to improve classification performance. Once a model is built, then, in the second phase, it is used to predict label
of new student data.

Figure 1.
Flowchart of the data mining model.
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4. Experimental studies
In this study, the feature subset selection and classification operations were
conducted by using WEKA open-source data mining software [18]. In each experiment, 10-fold cross-validation was performed to evaluate the classification models.
The classification accuracy of the algorithm for the test dataset was measured as
given in Eq. 1:
accuracyðTÞ ¼

P∣T∣

i¼1 evalðti Þ

∣T∣

evalðtÞ ¼

�

1, if classifyðtÞ ¼ c
0, otherwise

(1)

where T is a test set that consists of a set of data items to be classified; c is the
actual class of the item t, where t є T; and classify(t) returns the classification output
of t by the algorithm.
4.1 Dataset description
In this study, two publically available datasets [19] were used to predict student
performances. Both datasets were collected from secondary education of two Portuguese schools. Dataset attributes are about student grades and social, demographic, and school-related features. All data were obtained from school reports and
questionnaires. The first dataset has information regarding the performances of
students in Mathematics lesson, and the other one has student data taken from
Portuguese language lesson. Both datasets have 33 attributes as shown in Table 1.
4.2 Data preprocessing
In the raw dataset, the final grade is in the range of 0–20 as with many European
countries, where 0 is the worst grade and 20 is the best score. Since the final grade
of the students is in the form of integer, the predicted class should be in the form of
categorical values, the data needed to be transformed to categories according to a
grading policy. In the study, we used and compared two different grading systems:
five-level grading and binary grading systems.
We first categorized the final grade in five groups. These ranges are defined
based on the Erasmus system. As shown in Table 2, the range 0–9 refers to grade F,
which is the worst grade and corresponds to “fail” label. The others (10–11, 12–13,
14–15, and 16–20) correspond to D (sufficient), C (satisfactory), B (good), and A
(excellent/very good) class labels, respectively.
To compare the results, we also categorized the final grade as “passed” and
“fail.” As shown in Table 3, the range of 0–9 corresponds to F, and it means “fail”;
the range of 10–20 refers to A, B, C, and D, and it means “pass.”
4.3 Experimental results
As a preprocessing operation, the final grade attribute was categorized according
to two different grading systems, before classification. As a result, we have created
two versions of both datasets. Both math and Portuguese datasets were available in
both five-level and binary grading versions. Hence, we have the chance to compare
the results of these versions.
In the first experiment, three algorithms [decision tree (J48), random forest, and
naive Bayes] were compared on the five-level grading version and binary version of
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Feature

Description

Type

Values

Sex

The gender of the student

Binary

Female or male

Age

The age of the student

Numeric From 15 to 22

School

The school of the student

Binary

GP (Gabriel Pereira) or
MS (Mousinho da Silveira)

Address

Home address type of student

Binary

Urban or rural

Pstatus

Cohabitation status of student’s parent Binary

Medu

Education of student’s mother

Numeric From 0 to 4

Mjob

Job of student’s mother

Nominal Teacher, health, services, at home,
others

Fedu

Education of student’s father

Numeric From 0 to 4

Fjob

Job of student’s father

Nominal Teacher, health, services, at home,
others

Guardian

Guardian of student

Nominal Mother, father, or otherd

Famsize

Size of family

Binary

“LE3” (less or equal to 3) or “GT3”
(greater than 3)

Famrel

Quality of family relationships

Numeric From 1 very bad to 5 excellent

Reason

Reason of choosing this school

Nominal Close to home, school reputation,
course preference, or others

Travel
time

Travel time of home to school

Numeric 1–<15 min., 2–15 to 30 min., 3–30 min.
to 1 hour, or 4–>1 hour

Study
time

Study time of a week

Numeric –< 2 hours, 2–2 to 5 hours, 3–5 to
10 hours or 4 > 10 hours

Failures

Number of past class failures

Numeric n if 1 < =n < 3, else 4

Schoolsup Extra educational school support

Binary

Yes or no

Famsup

Family educational support

Binary

Yes or no

Activities

Extracurricular activities

Binary

Yes or no

Paid class

Extra paid classes

Binary

Yes or no

Internet

Internet access at home

Binary

Yes or no

Nursery

Attended nursery school

Binary

Yes or no

Higher

Wants to take higher education

Binary

Yes or no

Romantic

With a romantic relationship

Binary

Yes or no

Free time

Free time after school

Numeric From 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)

Go out

Going out with friends

Numeric From 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)

Walc

Alcohol consumption of weekend

Numeric From 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)

Dalc

Alcohol consumption of workday

Numeric From 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)

Health

Status of current health

Numeric From 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)

Absences

Number of school absences

Numeric From 0 to 93

G1

Grade of first period

Numeric From 0 to 20

G2

Grade of second period

Numeric From 0 to 20

G3

Grade of final period

Numeric From 0 to 20

Table 1.
The main characteristics of the dataset.
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1

2

3

4

5

Excellent/very good

Good

Satisfactory

Sufficient

Fail

16–20

14–15

12–13

10–11

0–9

B

C

D

F

A

Table 2.
Five-level grading categories.
Pass

Fail

10–20

0–9

A, B, C, D

F

Table 3.
Binary fail/pass category.

the Portuguese dataset. As shown in Table 4, the best performance for the fivelevel grading version for this dataset was obtained with an accuracy rate of 73.50%
with the random forest algorithm. However, this accuracy rate was increased with
binary grading version of this dataset. In the dataset, where the final grade is
categorized in binary form (passing or failing), the accuracy rate was increased to
93.07%.
The performances of three classification algorithms on mathematics datasets
(five-level and binary label dataset versions) are shown in Table 5. The best results
for five-level grading version were obtained with the decision tree (J48) algorithm
with an accuracy rate of 73.42%. The best accuracy rate 91.39% for binary dataset
version was obtained with the random forest ensemble method.
As a second experiment, we made all comparisons after dataset preprocessing, in
other terms, after feature subset selection. Hence, the most appropriate attributes
were selected by using wrapper subset method to increase the accuracy rates.
One of the important steps to create a good model is attribute selection. This
operation can be done in two ways: first, select relevant attributes, and second,
remove redundant or irrelevant attributes. Attribute selection is made to create a
Five-level grading

Binary grading (P/F)

Decision tree (J48)

Algorithm

67.80%

91.37%

Random forest

73.50%

93.07%

Naive Bayes

68.26%

88.44%

(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 4.
Classification accuracy rates for the Portuguese lesson dataset.

Mathematics

Five-level grading

Binary grading (P/F)

Decision tree (J48)

73.42%

89.11%

Random forest

71.14%

91.39%

Naive Bayes

70.38%

86.33%

(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 5.
Classification accuracy rates for the mathematics lesson dataset.
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simple model, to create a model that is easier to interpret, and to find out which
features are more important for the results. Attribute selection can be done using
filters and wrapper methods. In this study, we use the wrapper method, because it
generally produces better results. This method has a recursive structure. The process starts with selecting a subset and induces the algorithm on that subset. Then
evaluation is made according to the success of the model. There are two options in
this assessment. The first option returns to the top to select a new subset, the second
option uses the currently selected subset.
In Table 6, the accuracy rates were compared before and after the attribute
selection process for the Portuguese dataset for five-level grade version. Thanks to
the wrapper subset method, the accuracy rate of the J48 algorithm has increased
from 67.80 to 74.88% with the selected attributes. This accuracy rate increased from
68.26 to 72.57% for naive Bayes algorithm. For the random forest method where we
get the best accuracy results, the accuracy rate has increased from 73.50 to 77.20%.
In Table 7, the accuracy rates were compared before and after the attribute
selection process for the mathematics dataset for five-level grading version. In this
dataset, attribute selection significantly increased our accuracy. Here, unlike Portuguese language dataset, the best jump was obtained with J48 algorithm and search
forward technique in wrapper method. In this way, the accuracy rate increased
from 73.42 to 79.49%. A close result was obtained with the search backward technique and accuracy increased from 73.42 to 78.23%. Through this way, naive Bayes
and random forest methods also increased significantly. This method increased the
Feature
selection

Before

Wrapper subset
(naive Bayes)

Wrapper
subset
(random
forest)

67.80%

68.26%

73.50%

74.88%

72.57%

77.20%

Search backward: age, famsize, Mjob,
schoolsup, paid, internet, go out,
health, G1, G2

Search backward: travel time,
romantic, free time, health,
G1, G2

School, Travel
time, G2

After
Selected
features

Wrapper subset (J48)

The obtained classification accuracy rates for the Portuguese lesson dataset with five-level grading system.
(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 6.
Before and after feature selection with five-level grading system

Feature
selection

Wrapper subset (J48)

Wrapper Wrapper subset
subset
(naive Bayes)
(J48)

Wrapper subset
(random forest)

Before

73.42%

73.42%

70.38%

71.14%

After

78.23%

79.49%

74.18%

78.99%

Search backward: age,
pstatus, Medu, Fedu, Fjob,
failures, schoolsup, paid,
activities, famrel, Dalc,
Walc, G2

Search
forward:
sex, Mjob,
Walc, G2

Famsize, Medu,
Fjob, activities,
higher,
romantic, free
time, G2

Famsize, Fedu,
schoolsup, paid,
activities, higher,
romantic, Walc,
absences, G1, G2

Selectedfeatures

The obtained classification accuracy rates for the mathematics lesson dataset with five-level grading system.
(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 7.
Before and after feature selection with binary grading system.
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Feature
selection

Wrapper subset (J48)

Wrapper subset (naive
Bayes)

Wrapper subset (random
forest)

Before

91.37%

88.44%

93.07%

After

91.99%

89.68%

93.22%

Selected
Features

School, sex, age, address,
Sex, age, Pstatus, Fedu,
School, age, address, Medu,
famsize, Pstatus, Medu,
Fjob, travel time, study time, Mjob, Fjob, reason, failures,
Mjob, Fjob, reason, guardian,
famsup, paid, higher,
schoolsup, nursery, higher,
travel time, study time,
Internet, romantic, go out,
famrel, free time, G1, G2
failures, schoolsup, famsup,
health, absences, G1, G2
paid, activities, higher,
Internet, romantic, famrel,
free time, go out, Dalc, Walc,
health, absences, G1, G2

The obtained classification accuracy rates for the Portuguese lesson dataset with binary grading system.
(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 8.
Before and after feature selection.

Feature
selection

Wrapper subset (J48)

Wrapper subset (naive
Bayes)

Wrapper subset (random
forest)

Before

89.11%

86.33%

91.39%

After

90.89%

89.11%

93.67%

Selected
features

School, age, address, Medu,
Fedu, guardian, failures,
schoolsup, famsup, Internet,
romantic, famrel, free time,
G1, G2

Address, famsize, Fedu,
Sex, age, Pstatus, Fedu,
Mjob, Fjob, reason, failures, Mjob, Fjob, reason, guardian,
study time, schoolsup,
famsup, paid, higher,
higher, famrel, go out,
Internet, romantic, go out,
absences, G2
health, absences, G1, G2

The obtained classification accuracy rates for the mathematics lesson dataset with binary grading system.
(accuracy values, bold – best model).

Table 9.
Before and after feature selection.

accuracy rate of naive Bayes method from 70.38 to 74.18%. Random forest result is
increased from 71.14 to 78.99%. These results show that attribute selection with this
wrapper subset method also works in this dataset.
In Table 8, the results of the wrapper attribute selection method before and
after the application to the Portuguese binary version are compared. There was no
significant increase in accuracy. The best results were obtained with random forest.
The best jump was experienced by the naive Bayes method but did not reach the
random forest value. Naive Bayes result has risen from 88.44 to 89.68%. Random
forest maintained the high accuracy achieved before the attribute selection and
increased from 93.07 to 93.22%.
After successful results in five-level grade versions, we tried the same attribute
selection method in binary label version dataset. Table 9 shows the accuracy values
before and after the wrapper attribute selection for the mathematical binary dataset
version. Because the accuracy of the binary version is already high, the jump is less
than the five-level grades. But again, there is a nice increase in accuracy. The
accuracy rate of the J48 algorithm was increased from 89.11 to 90.89%, while the
naive Bayes result was increased from 86.33 to 89.11%. As with the mathematics
five-level grade dataset, the best results were obtained with random forest in binary
label dataset. Accuracy rate increased from 91.39 to 93.67%.
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As a result, it can be possible to say that accuracy rates have changed positively
in all trials using wrapper subset attribute selection method.

5. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes the application of data mining techniques to predict the
final grades of students based on their historical data. Three well-known classification techniques (decision tree, random forest, and naive Bayes) were compared in
terms of accuracy rates. Wrapper feature subset selection method was used to
improve the classification performance. Preprocessing operations on the dataset,
categorizing the final grade field into five and two groups, increased the percentage
of accurate estimates in the classification. The wrapper attribute selection method
in all algorithms has led to a noticeable increase in accuracy rate. Overall, better
accuracy rates were achieved with the binary class method for both mathematics
and Portuguese dataset.
In the future, different feature selection methods can be used. In addition,
different classification algorithms can also be utilized on the datasets.
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Chapter 10

Tracer Transport in a
Homogeneous Porous Medium:
Experimental Study and
Acquisition Data with LabVIEW
Sana Dardouri and Jalila Sghaier

Abstract
This work represent the incorporation of information procurement (DAQ )
equipment and programming to acquire information (LabVIEW) as well as realtime transport to show parameter appraises with regard to subsurface stream and
transport issues. The main objective is to understand the mechanism of water and
solute transfer in a sandy medium and to study the effect of some parameters on
the transport of an inert tracer. In order to achieve this objective, a series of experiments were carried out on a soil column equipped with a tensiometer to monitor the
state of saturation of the medium and by two four-electrode probes for measuring
the electrical conductivity in the porous medium.
Keywords: tracer test experiments, groundwater contaminant,
transport in porous media

1. Introduction
The comprehension of contaminant destiny in groundwater conditions is of
high enthusiasm for supply and the executives of water assets in urban regions.
Contaminant discharges invade through the dirt to cross the vadose zone and
achieve the water table where they spread after the specific stream bearings and
hydrodynamic states of groundwater bodies. Localization and checking of contaminants is the primary essential advance to remediation systems [1, 2].
In any case, exact data are generally compelled by the absence of thickness of
inspecting areas which are illustrative of the region of the boreholes yet do not
render of nearby heterogeneities and particular stream headings of the crest [3].
A slug of solutes (tracers) promptly infused into permeable media with a
uniform stream field is normally alluded to as the slug-tracer test. The injected
tracer will go through permeable media as a pulse with a peak concentration
eventually after injection. This sort of test is utilized generally to determinate
contaminant transport parameters in permeable media or subsurface conditions
[4, 5]. The transport parameters including porosities, pore velocities, and dispersivities are imperative to examine the fate and transport of the contaminants and
colloid in permeable media and groundwater [6–9].
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Many studies showed that the type of array and the sequence of measurements
incredibly affected the shape and intensity of the resistivity contrasts ascribed to
tracer temporal spreads [10, 11].

2. Experimental study
2.1 Materials and methods
The experimental setup (Figure 1) consists of a cylindrical glass column of
36 cm long and 7.5 cm in diameter. The column is closed below with a plastic
cover having a hole at the center of diameter 1 cm and provided with a filter grid
preventing the passage of the solid phase beyond the column. The pressure within
the column is measured using a tensiometer located 5 cm from the bottom of the
column. This blood pressure monitor is of type Soilmoisture model 2100F. There
are also two four-electrode probes located 5 and 30 cm from the base of the column.
These probes make it possible to follow the transport of a tracer by measuring the
electrical conductivity in the ground.
2.1.1 Pressure measurement
The 2100F Soilmoisture Tester (Figure 2) is an instrument designed to measure
soil pressure potentials. This model is ideal for laboratory measurements such as measurement of soil suction at fixed depth in a soil column. This blood pressure monitor
consists mainly of a porous ceramic stem (ceramic is rigid and permeable), a ventilation tube, a plastic body, and a Bourdon manometer. This circulatory strain screen
comprises for the most part of a permeable earthenware stem (artistic is unbending
and penetrable), a ventilation tube, a plastic body, and a Bourdon manometer.
The operating principle of this blood pressure monitor is simple. Indeed, when
the porous ceramic saturated with water is placed in the unsaturated soil, a water
potential gradient appears between the interior of the porous ceramic and the soil.
These results in a transfer of water to the soil which exerts a depression (suction)

Figure 1.
Experimental device.
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Figure 2.
“Soilmoisture 2001F” blood pressure monitor.

on the water contained in the tensiometer. The transfer of water takes place through
the porous wall of the ceramic and can only exist if the liquid phase is continuous
from the ground, the wall of the rod, and the inside of the tube. It is necessary
to calibrate the monitor before use to ensure proper function. This calibration is
performed as follows:
The first step is to immerse the porous ceramic in the water. At the same time,
remove the drain screw and fill the plastic tube. It should be noted that filling is
done slowly to prevent the occlusion of a large unwanted air volume in the nylon
tube. The tube is continued to fill until a flow of water without air bubbles at the
aeration tube is obtained. To purge all the air bubbles and make sure that the tube is
completely filled with water, the drain screw is tightened, and the moisture present
in the porous ceramic is removed.
As the water evaporates on the surface of the porous ceramic, an increase in the
Bourdon tube needle is observed due to the increase in vacuum in the tube. After
an hour or two, the manometer reading increases to a value equal to or greater than
60 centibar. This is an accumulation of air volume trapped in the nylon tube and the
plastic tube. To remove this accumulated air, first tap the plastic tube to remove air
bubbles as much as possible, then remove the lid of the plastic tube, and add water
as previously done. The inner nylon tube is then trimmed so that it does not exceed
6.35 mm. After balancing, tighten the drain screw and cover.
Acquisition of pressure through a current transducer (Figure 3) is accomplished
through the NI-DAQ 6009 acquisition card (Figure 4). The transducer output

Figure 3.
Current transducer.
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Figure 4.
NI 6009 acquisition board.

is connected to the analog input of the board. The LabVIEW software supplied
with the acquisition card allows, thanks to its graphic environment, to obtain the
desired measurements. Another solution for the acquisition is the direct use of the
NI-DAQmx acquisition card driver with a small code on MATLAB R2012, certainly
less developed but which also allows to acquire the pressure data.
Using NI-DAQmx, one must first choose the type of the property to be measured
(voltage, current, strain gauge/pressure, temperature, etc.) and then start the acquisition by choosing the number of samples to be measured and the sampling period.
It should be noted that the current transducer used is of the 4–20 mA current
loop type. That is, this device measures the pressure by converting it into current
such that the minimum value (0cbar) corresponds to 4 mA and the maximum value
(100 cbar) corresponds to 20 mA. Measurements can be voltage measurements by
connecting the current transducer to a 500 Ω resistor.
2.1.2 Concentration measurement
Two four-electrode probes for the measurement of the electrical conductivity
in the soil were carried out within the ENIM, in collaboration with the electrical
engineering department. For each probe (Figure 5), a printed circuit has been
designed which has four equidistant copper surfaces of 6 mm representing the four
electrodes. The purpose of manufacturing these probes is to measure the electrical
conductivity in the soil as a function of time at a given depth.
The operating principle of these probes consists of sending an alternating
electric current into the ground through the two surface electrodes and measuring
the potential difference by means of two inner electrodes.

Figure 5.
Four-electrode probe for measuring electrical conductivity.
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Figure 6.
Schematic diagram of the Wenner model.

The method of four electrodes was chosen from several generally nondestructive electrical methods because its principle is simple and the application
disrupts very little the flow in the ground. The geometry of these probes is based
on the Wenner configuration (Figure 6).
The electrical resistivity of the ground is written as
ΔV.2𝜋𝜋a
ρ=_
I

(1)

where a is the distance that separates each electrode from the other.
The apparent electrical conductivity is then determined by
k.f
Rs

σ a =_

(2)

where k = a*(1/4) is a constant; f is the temperature correction factor; and Rs is
the electrical resistance equal to ΔV/I.
It is essential to know the electrical behavior of the manufactured probe so that
we can draw good results and especially choose the appropriate acquisition system.
Thus, several tests were carried out with sand and NaCl solution. The probe is
pushed into the sand and the solution is injected. At the same time, the response
of the probe is visualized on an oscilloscope. It has been concluded that the probe
behaves similar to a capacitive impedance since the current and voltage output
signals are out of phase (Figure 7). In addition, the frequency behavior performed
with a GBF also confirms this.

Figure 7.
Electrical behavior of the probe.
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Figure 8.
Front side of the program under LabVIEW.

2.2 Data acquisitions
Regarding the acquisition of the data signals, the LabVIEW software was manipulated to record the results acquired by the three current sensors (pressure sensor
and two electrical conductivity sensors). We chose an average acquisition frequency
corresponding to 1800 points for the tracer injection phase and 720 points for the
leaching phase. The acquisition principle diagram under LabVIEW (program front
panel (Figure 8)) is as follows:
2.2.1 Synthesis of the experiments carried out on the soil column
A total of four experiments was performed on homogeneous porous media
under saturated conditions with a slot injection of a tracer. The tests carried out are
summarized in Table 1. The main tasks performed are mentioned and dissolved for
each experiment.
• The column is filled with initially dry soil, and the sand is well sanded to
prevent maximum entrapment of air bubbles in the porous medium.
• During filling, two four-electrode probes are introduced at two levels of the
column, z = 5 and z = 30 cm, to measure the electrical conductivity in the soil.
The tensiometer is also introduced at a height of 5 cm from the bottom of the
column.
• A well-defined volume of water is fed at the top of the column for saturation of
the medium.
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Experiences
A
Type of injection

B

C

D

Slot

Slot

Slot

Slot

Average injection rate (l.min−1)

0.044

0.053

0.053

0.07

Tracer used

NaCl

KCl

KCl

KCl

2.8

0.74

0.74

0.74

Sousse sand

Monastir
sand

Sousse sand

Sousse sand

Water status of the saturated
medium

Distilled
water

Distilled
water

Distilled
water

Distilled
water

Medium saturation condition

Saturated

Saturated

Saturated

Saturated

−1

Tracer concentration (g.l )
Medium studied

Table 1.
Summary of all experiments carried out in the soil column.

Figure 9.
Recording tensions acquired by the tensiometer for (a) a saturated medium and (b) an unsaturated medium.

• The pressure load within the column is monitored until it reaches a positive
and stable value indicating saturation of the medium (Figure 9a).
• Once assured that our medium is saturated, we begin the tracer injection with a
peristaltic pump (Roth Cyclo I) at a constant average flow rate.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Evolution of electrical conductivity
The four experiments are described well, through the evolution of the electrical
conductivity in the soil and the phenomena of convection and dispersion. Indeed,
moving away from the upper base of the column (tracer injection point), that is, to
say down the height of the column, the electrical conductivity decreases. It is clear,
by comparing two curves of the same sample at z = 5 cm and z = 30 cm, that there is
a significant delay (Figure 10).
This delay and this small peak are the reasons for the quasi-total dispersion of the
tracer in the soil water and, subsequently, the decrease of the electrical conductivity. The
high value of the electrical conductivity in the Sousse sand in experiment A (Figure 10a)
is justified by the high concentration of the NaCl tracer injected into the column.
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Figure 10.
Evolution of electrical conductivity: (a) experiment A, (b) experiment B, and (c) experiment C.

3.2 Effect of the hydraulic conductivity of the medium
It can be seen from Figure 11 that the electrical conductivity curve for slot
tracer injection in the Sousse sand has the same behavior as the Monastir sand. The
peaks of the ascending part of two curves are at very close moments. This indicates
that the hydrodynamic characteristics of two media are close and that there is no
interaction between the tracer and the medium [12]. The peak shape of the curve
of the Monastir sand sample proves that during the flow, there is no preferential
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Figure 11.
Effect of medium permeability: comparison between experiments B and C.

Figure 12.
Effect of average tracer injection rate: comparison between experiments C and D.

path creation. The small offset in ordinates for the two curves can be justified by the
nature of sandy environment. The sand of Sousse is thinner and has a lower saturation hydraulic conductivity than the sand of Monastir. The low hydraulic conductivity of the Sousse sand results in greater retention of the tracer and an increase in the
measured electrical conductivity.
3.3 Injection flow effect
The influence of injection rate of a tracer KCl on the curves of the electrical
conductivity in a sandy medium (sand of Sousse region) at a height z = 30 cm from
the bottom of the column is studied. The two selected flow rates are high and correspond to flow rates in the column of 0.327 and 0.458 cm/s. By increasing the flow,
the tracer appears faster and disappears more slowly. Indeed, the higher the flow
rate, the greater the dispersion phase of the breakthrough curve [13]. In our case,
the two flow values are close, which explains why the variation has no significant
effect on the shape of the tracer restitution curve (Figure 12).
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4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied the transport of two inert tracers in a homogeneous
porous medium (sand). The effects of injection rate and permeability of the
medium on the evolution of the tracer elution curve were examined.
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Chapter 11

Data Mining and Fuzzy Data
Mining Using MapReduce
Algorithms
Poli Venkata Subba Reddy

Abstract
Data mining is knowledge discovery process. It has to deal with exact information and inexact information. Statistical methods deal with inexact information but
it is based on likelihood. Zadeh fuzzy logic deals with inexact information but it is
based on belief and it is simple to use. Fuzzy logic is used to deal with inexact
information. Data mining consist methods and classifications. These methods and
classifications are discussed for both exact and inexact information. Retrieval of
information is important in data mining. The time and space complexity is high in
big data. These are to be reduced. The time complexity is reduced through the
consecutive retrieval (C-R) property and space complexity is reduced with blackboard systems. Data mining for web data based is discussed. In web data mining,
the original data have to be disclosed. Fuzzy web data mining is discussed for
security of data. Fuzzy web programming is discussed. Data mining, fuzzy data
mining, and web data mining are discussed through MapReduce algorithms.
Keywords: data mining, fuzzy logic, fuzzy data mining, web data mining,
fuzzy MapReduce algorithms

1. Introduction
Data mining is an emerging area for knowledge discovery to extract hidden and
useful information from large amounts of data. Data mining methods like association rules, clustering, and classification use advanced algorithms such as decision
tree and k-means for different purposes and goals. The research fields of data
mining include machine learning, deep learning, and sentiment analysis. Information has to be retrieved within a reasonable time period for big data analysis. This
may be achieved through the consecutively retrieval (C-R) of datasets for queries.
The C-R property was first introduced by Ghosh [1]. After that, the C-R property
was extended to statistical databases. The C-R cluster property is a presorting to
store the datasets for clusters. In this chapter, C-R property is extended to cluster
analysis. MapReduce algorithms are studied for cluster analysis. The time and space
complexity shall be reduced through the consecutive retrieval (C-R) cluster property. Security of the data is one of the major issues for data analytics and data
science when the original data is not to be disclosed.
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The web programming has to handle incomplete information. Web intelligence
is an emerging area and performs data mining to handle incomplete information.
The incomplete information is fuzzy rather than probability. In this chapter, fuzzy
web programming is discussed to deal with data mining using fuzzy logic. The
fuzzy algorithmic language, called FUZZYALGOL, is discussed to design queries in
data mining. Some examples are discussed for web programming with fuzzy data
mining.

2. Data mining
Data mining [2–5] is basically performed for knowledge discovery process. Some
of the well-known data mining methods are frequent itemset mining, association
rule mining, and clustering. Data warehousing is the representation of a relational
dataset in two or more dimensions. It is possible to reduce the space complexity of
data mining with consecutive storage of data warehouses.
The relational dataset is a representation of data with attributes and tuples.
Definition: A relational dataset R or cluster dataset is defined as a collection of
attributes A1, A2 , … , Am and tuples t1, t2, … , tn and is represented as
R = A1 x A2 x … x Am
ti = ai1 x ai2 x … x aim are tuples, where i =1,2,.., n
or
R(A1. A2. … Am). R is a relation.
R(ti)= (ai1. ai2 … . aim) are tuples, where i =1,2,.., n
or instance, two sample datasets “price” and “sales” are given in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.
INo

IName

Price

I005

Shirt

100

I007

Dress

50

I004

Pants

80

I008

Jacket

60

I009

Skirt

100

INo

IName

Sales

I005

Shirt

80

I007

Dress

60

I004

Pants

100

I008

Jacket

50

I009

Skirt

80

Table 1.
Sample dataset “price.”

Table 2.
Sample dataset “sales.”
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The lossless join of the datasets “price” and “sales” is given in Table 3.
INo

IName

Sales

Price

I005

Shirt

80

100

I007

Dress

60

50

I004

Pants

100

80

I008

Jacket

50

60

I009

Skirt

80

100

Table 3.
Lossless join of the price and sales datasets.

In the following, some of the methods (frequency, association rule, and clustering)
are discussed.
Consider the “purchase” relational dataset given in Table 4.
CNo

INo

IName

Price

C001

I005

shirt

100

C001

I007

Dress

50

C003

I004

pants

80

C002

I007

dress

80

C001

I008

Jacket

60

C002

I005

shirt

100

Table 4.
Sample dataset “purchase.”

2.1 Frequency
Frequency is the repeatedly accrued data.
Consider the following query:
Find the frequently customers purchase more than one item.
SELECT P.CNo, P.INo, IName, COUNT(*)
FROM purchase P
WHERE COUNT(*)>1.
The output of this query is given in Table 5.
CNo

INo

COUNT

C001

I005

2

C002

I005

2

Table 5.
Frequency.

2.2 Association rule
Association rule is the relationship among the data.
Consider the following query:
Find the customers who purchase shirt and dress.
<shirt⇔ dress>
SELECT P.CNo, P.INo
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FROM purchase P
WHERE IName=”shirt” and IName=”dress”.
The output of this query is given in Table 6.
CNo

INo

C001

I005

C002

I005

Table 6.
Association.

2.3 Clustering
Clustering is grouping the particular data.
Consider the following query:
Group the customers who purchase dress and shirt.
The output of this query is given in Table 7.
CNo

INo

IName

Price

C001

I007

Dress

50

I005

shirt

100

I007

dress

80

I005

shirt

100

C002

Table 7.
Clustering.

3. Data mining using C-R cluster property
The C-R (consecutive retrieval) property [1, 3] is the retrieval of records of
database consecutively. Suppose R = {r1, r2, … , rn} is the dataset of records and
C = {C1, C2, … , Cm} is the set of clusters.
The best type of file organization on a linear storage is one in which records
pertaining to clusters are stored in consecutive locations without redundancy
storing any data of R.
If there exists on such organization of R for C said to have the Consecutive
Retrieval Property or C-R cluster property with respect to dataset R. Then C-R
cluster property is applicable to linear storage.
The C-R cluster property is a binary relation between a cluster set and dataset.
R

C2

….

Cm

r1

1

0

…

1

r2

0

1

;;;

0

-

-

-

…

-

-

-

-

…

-

=

-

-

…

-

rn

1

1

…

1

Table 8.
Incidence matrix.
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Suppose if a cluster in a cluster set C is relevant to the data in a dataset R, then
the relevancy is denoted by 1 and the irrelevancy is denoted by 0. Thus, the
relevancy between cluster set C and dataset R can be represented as (n x m) matrix,
as shown in Table 8. The matrix is called dataset-cluster incidence matrix (CIM).
Consider the dataset for customer account given in Table 9.
R

CNo

IName

Sales

r1

70001

Shirt

150

r2

70002

Dress

30

r3

70003

Pants

100

r4

60001

Dress

50

r5

60002

Jacket

75

r6

60003

Shirt

120

r7

60004

Dress

40

Table 9.
Storage of sales.

The dataset given in Table 9 is reorganized in ascending order based on sorting,
as shown in Table 10.
R

CNo

IName

Sales

r1

70001

Shirt

150

r6

60003

Dress

120

r3

70003

Pants

100

r5

60002

Dress

75

r4

60001

Jacket

50

r7

60004

Shirt

40

r2

70002

Dress

30

Table 10.
Reorganizing for C-R cluster.

Consider the following clusters of queries:
C1 = Find the customers whose sales is greater than or equal to 100.
C2 = Find the customers whose sales is less than 100.
C3 = Find the customers whose sales is greater than or equal average sales.
C4 = Find the customers whose sales is less than average sales.
The CIM is given in Table 11.
The dataset given in Table 11 is reorganized with sort on C1 in descending order,
as shown in Table 12. Thus, C1 has C-R cluster property.
The dataset given in Table 11 is reorganized with sort on C2 in descending order,
as shown in Table 13. Thus, C2 has C-R cluster property.
The dataset given in Table 11 is reorganized with sort on C3 in descending order,
as shown in Table 14. Thus, C3 has C-R cluster property.
The dataset given in Table 11 is reorganized with sort on C4 in descending order,
as shown in Table 15. Thus, C4 has a C-R cluster property.
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R

C1

C2

C3

C4

r1

1

0

1

0

r2

0

1

0

1

r3

1

0

1

0

r4

0

1

0

1

r5

0

1

1

0

r6

1

0

1

0

r7

0

1

0

1

Table 11.
Cluster incidence matrix.
R

C1

r1

1

r3

1

r6

1

r2

0

r4

0

r5

0

R7

0

Table 12.
Sorting on C1.
R

C2

r1

0

r3

0

r6

0

r2

1

r4

1

r5

1

r7

1

Table 13.
Sorting on C2.
R

C3

r1

1

r3

1

r5

1

r6

1

r2

0

r4

0

r7

0

Table 14.
Sorting on C3
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R

C4

r1

0

r3

0

r5

0

r6

0

r2

1

r4

1

r7

1

Table 15.
Sorting on C4.

The dataset is given for C1 ⋈ C2 has C-R cluster property (Table 16).
R

C1 ⋈ C2

r1

1

r3

1

r6

1

r2

1

r4

1

r5

1

r7

1

Table 16.
C1 ⋈ C2.

The dataset is given for C3 ⋈ C4 has C-R cluster property (Table 17).
R

C3 ⋈C4

r1

1

r3

1

r5

1

r6

1

r2

1

r4

1

r7

1

Table 17.
C3 ⋈ C4.

The dataset is given for C1 ⋈ C3 has C-R cluster property (Table 18).
The dataset is given for C2 ⋈ C4 has C-R cluster property (Table 19).
The dataset is given for C2 ⋈ C3 has C-R cluster property (Table 20).
The cluster sets {C1 ⋈ C2, C3 ⋈ C4, C1 ⋈ C3, C2 U⋈ C4, C2 U⋈ C3} has C-R
cluster property. Thus, the cluster sets have C-R cluster properties with respect to
dataset R.
3.1 Design of parallel C-R cluster property
The design of parallel cluster shall be studied through the C-R cluster
property. It can be studied in two ways: the parallel cluster design through graph
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R

C1 ⋈C3

r1

1

r3

1

r6

1

r2

1

r4

0

r5

0

r7

0

Table 18.
C1 ⋈ C3.

R

C2 ⋈C4

r1

0

r3

0

r6

0

r2

1

r4

1

r5

1

r7

1

Table 19.
C2 ⋈ C4.

R

C2 U C3

r1

1

r3

1

r6

1

r2

1

r4

1

r5

1

r7

1

Table 20.
C2 ⋈ C3.

theoretical approach and the parallel cluster design through response vector
approach.
The C-R cluster property between cluster set C and dataset R can be stated in
terms of the properties of vectors. The data cluster incidences of cluster set C with
C-R cluster property may be represented as response vector set V. For instance the
cluster set {C1, C2, C3, C4} has response vector set {V1=(1,1,1,0,0,0,0), V2=
(0,0,0,1,1,1,1), V3=(1,1,1,0,0,0), and V4=(0,0,0,0,1,1,1)} (Tables 21–23).
For instance, the response vector of the cluster C1 is given by column vector
(1,1,1,0,0,0,0).
Suppose Ci and Cj are two clusters. If the two vectors Vi and Vj of Ci and Cj and
the intersection Vi ∩ Vj = Ф, then the cluster set {Ci, Cj} has a parallel cluster
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R

C1

C2

r1

1

0

r3

1

0

r6

1

0

r2

0

1

r4

0

1

r5

0

1

r7

0

1

R

C3

C4

r1

1

0

r3

1

0

r6

1

0

r2

1

0

Table 21.
{C1, C2}.

r4

0

1

r5

0

1

r7

0

1

R

C2

C3

r1

0

1

r3

0

1

r6

0

1

r2

1

1

r4

1

0

r5

1

0

r7

1

0

Table 22.
{C3, C4}.

Table 23.
{C2, C3}.

property. Consider the vectors V1 and V2 of C1 and C2. The intersection of V1 ∩V2 =
Ф, so that the cluster set {C1, C2} has parallel cluster property. Similarly the cluster
set {C3, C4} has parallel cluster property. The cluster set {C2, C3} does not have
parallel cluster property because V1 ∩ V2 # Ф and r2 depending on C1 and C2.
3.2 Visual design for parallel cluster
The C-R cluster property is studied with graphical approach. This graphical
approach can be studied for designing parallel cluster processing (PCP).
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Suppose Vi is the vertex of RICM of C. The G(C) is defined by vertices Vi,
i=1,2, … , and n, and two vertices have an edge Eij associated with interval Ii={Vi, Vi+1}
i=1, … ,n-1.
If G(C) has C-R cluster property, the vertices of G(C) have consecutive 1’s or 0’s.
Consider the cluster set {C1, C2}. The G(C1) has the vertices (1,1,1,0,0,0,0), and
the G(C2) has the vertices (0,0,0,1,1,1,1), G(C3) has the vertices (1,1,1,1, 0,0,0),
and G(C4) has vertices (0,0,0,0,1,1,1).
The parallel cluster property exists if G(Ci) ∩G(Cj)=Ф.
For instance, consider the G(C1) and G(C2). G(C1) ∩G(C2)=Ф, so that the
cluster set {C1, C2} has parallel cluster property. The graphical representation is
shown in Figure 1.
Similarly the cluster set {C3, C4} has the parallel cluster property (PCP). The
cluster set {C3, C4} has no PCP because it is G(C2) ∩ G(C3) # Ф
The graph G(C1) ∩ G(C2) = Ф have consecutive cluster property.
The graph G(C3) ∩ G(C4) = Ф have consecutive cluster property. The graphical
representation is shown in Figure 2.
The graph G(C2) ∩ G(C3) # Ф does not have consecutive cluster property. The
graphical representation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1.
{C1, C2}.

Figure 2.
{C3, C4}.
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Figure 3.
{C2, C3}.

3.3 Parallel cluster design through genetic approach
Genetic algorithms (GAs) were introduced by Darwin [6]. GAs are used to learn
and optimize the problem [7]. There are four evaluation processes:
• Selection
• Reproduction
• Mutation
• Competition
Consider the following crossover with two cuts:
Parent #1 00001111
Parent #2 11110000
The parent #1 and #2 match with crossover.
The C-R cluster property is studied through genetical study. This study will help
for designing parallel cluster processing (PCP).
Definition: The gene G of cluster G(C) is defined as incidence sequence.
Suppose G(C1) is parent and G(C2) child genome of cluster incidence for
C1 and C2.
Suppose the G(C1) has (1,1,1,0,0,0,0) and the G(C2) has the v(0,0,0,1,1,1,1).
The parallel cluster property may be designed using genetic approach with the
C-R cluster property.
Suppose C is cluster set, R is dataset and G(C) is genetic set.
The parallel cluster property exists if G(Ci) and G(Cj) matches with crossover.
For instance,
G(C1) = 11110000
G(C2) = 00001111
G(C1) and G(C2)matches with the crossover.
The cluster set {C1, C2} has parallel cluster property.
Similarly the cluster set {C3, C4} has the parallel cluster property. The cluster set
{C3, C4} has no PCP because G(C2) and G(C3) are not matched with crossover.
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3.4 Parallel cluster design cluster analysis
Clustering is grouping the particular data according to their properties, and
sample clusters C1 and C2 are given in Tables 24 and 25, respectively.
R

C1

r1

1

r3

1

r6

1

Table 24.
Cluster C1.

R

C2

r2

1

r4

1

r5

1

r7

1

Table 25.
Cluster C2.

Thus, the C1 and C2 have consecutive parallel cluster property
(Tables 26 and 27).
R

C3

r1

1

r3

1

r5

1

r6

1

Table 26.
Cluster C3.

R

C4

r2

1

r4

1

r7

1

Table 27.
Cluster C4.

Thus, the C3 and C4 have consecutive parallel properly. C2 and C3 do not have
consecutive parallel cluster property because r2 is common.

4. Design of retrieval of cluster using blackboard system
Retrieval of clusters from blackboard system [8] is the direct retrieval of data
sources. When the query is being processed, the entire database has to bring to main
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Figure 4.
Blackboard system.

memory but in blackboard architecture, the data item source is direct from the
blackboard structure. For the retrieval of information for a query, data item is
directly retrieved from the blackboard which contains data item sources. Hash
function may be used to store the data item set in the blackboard.
The blackboard systems may be constructed with data structure for data item
sources.
Consider the account (AC-No, AC-Name, AC-Balance)
Here AC-No is key of datasets.
Each data item is data sourced which is mapped by h(x).
These data items are stored in blackboard structure.
When the transaction is being processed, there is no need to take the entire
database into the main memory. It is sufficient to retrieval of particular data item of
particular transaction from the blackboard system (Figure 4).
The advantage of blackboard architecture is highly secured for blockchain
transaction. The blockchain technology has no third-party interference.

5. Fuzzy data mining
Sometimes, data mining is unable to deal with incomplete database and unable
to combine the data and reasoning. Fuzzy data mining [6, 7, 9–18] will combine the
data and reasoning by defining with fuzziness. The fuzzy MapReducing algorithms
have two functions: mapping reads fuzzy datasets and reducing writes the after
operations.
Definition: Given some universe of discourse X, a fuzzy set is defined as a pair
{t, μd(t)}, where t is tuples and d is domains and membership function μd(x) is
taking values on the unit interval [0,1], i.e., μd(t) ➔ [0,1], where tiЄX is tuples
(Table 28).
R1

d1

d2

.

dm

μ

t1

a11

a12

.

a1m

μd(t1)

t2

a21

a22

A2m

μd(t2)

.

.

.

.

.

.

tn

a1n

a1n

.

Anm

μd(tn)

Table 28.
Fuzzy dataset.
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The sale is defined intermittently with fuzziness (Tables 29–32).
CNo

INo

IName

Demand

C001

I005

shirt

0.9

C001

I007

Dress

0.65

C003

I004

pants

0.85

C002

I007

dress

0.6

C001

I008

Jacket

0.65

C002

I005

shirt

0.9

Table 29.
Fuzzy demand.

μ Demand(x)=0.9/90+0.85/80+0.8/75+0.65/70
or
Fuzziness may be defined with function
μ Demand(x)= (1+(Demand-100)/100) 1 Demand <=100
=1 Demand>100
A. Negation
CNo

INo

IName

Negation of price

C001

I005

shirt

0.3

C001

I007

Dress

0.5

C003

I004

pants

0.4

C002

I007

dress

0.5

C001

I008

Jacket

0.4

C002

I005

shirt

0.3

Table 30.
Negation of price.

A. Union
CNo

INo

IName

Sales U price

C001

I005

Shirt

0.8

C001

I007

Dress

0.5

C003

I004

Pants

0.6

C002

I007

Dress

0.5

C001

I008

Jacket

0.6

C002

I005

Shirt

0.7

Table 31.
Sales U price.

Union of 1105 = max{0.8,0.7}=0,8
Fuzzy semijoin is given by sales ⋈ items-sale as shown in Table 33.
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INo

IName

Sales

I005

Shirt

0.8

I007

Dress

0.5

I004

Pants

0.6

I007

Dress

0.5

I008

Jacket

0.6

Table 32.
Items-sales.

CNo

INo

IName

Sales

C001

I005

shirt

0.8

C001

I007

Dress

0.5

C003

I004

pants

0.6

C002

I007

dress

0.5

C001

I008

Jacket

0.7

C002

I005

shirt

0.7

Table 33.
Fuzzy semijoin.

The fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm (FKCA) is optimization algorithm for
fuzzy datasets (Table 34).
CNo

INo

IName

Sales

C001

I005⇔I007

Shirt⇔Dress

0.4

C003

I004

pants

0.6

C002

I007⇔I005

Dress⇔shirt

0.5

Table 34.
Association.

Fuzzy k-means cluster algorithm (FKAC) is given by, using FAD
best=R
K=means=best
for i range(1,n)
for j range(1,n)
ti=fuzzy union(ri.RU ri.Rj), if ri.R=rj.R
C reduce best
k-means < best
return
The fuzzy multivalued association property of data mining may be defined with
multivalued fuzzy functional dependency.
The fuzzy multivalued association (FMVD) is the multivalve dependency
(MVD). The association multivalve dependency (FAMVD) may be defined by
using Mamdani fuzzy conditional inference [3].
If EQ(t1(X),t2(X),t3(X)) then EQ(t1(Y) ,t2(Y)) or EQ(t2(Y) ,t3(Y)) or EQ(t1(Y) ,
t3(Y))
= min{EQ(t1(Y) ,t2(Y)) EQ(t2(Y) ,t3(Y)) EQ(t1(Y) ,t3(Y))}
= min{min(t1(Y) ,t2(Y)) , min(t2(Y) ,t3(Y)) , min(t1(Y) ,t3(Y))}
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= min(t1(Y) ,t2(Y). t3(Y))
The fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm (FKCA) is the optimization algorithm
for fuzzy datasets (Table 35).

CNo

INo

IName

Sales

C001

I005⇔I007 ⇔I008

Shirt⇔Dress
⇔Jacket

0.8
0.4
0.5

C003

I004

Pants

0.6

C002

I007⇔I005

Dress⇔shirt

0.5
0.7

Table 35.
Association using AFMVD.

Fuzzy k-means cluster algorithm (FKAC) is given by, using FAMVD
best=R
K=means=best
for i range(1,n)
for j range(1,n)
for k range(1,n)
ti=fuzzy union(ri.R U rj.R U rk.R), if ri.R=rj.R=rk.R
C reduce best
k-means<best
return
The fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm (FKCA) is the optimization algorithm
for fuzzy datasets.
K=means=n
for i range(1,n)
for j range(1,n)
ti=fuzzy union(ri.R U si.Sj), if ri.R=sj.S
C =best
k-means < best
return
For example, consider the sorted fuzzy sets of Table 5 is given in Table 36.
CNo

INo

IName

Sales ⋈ Price⋈ Demand

C001

I005

Shirt

0.8

C001

I007

Dress

0.5

C003

I004

Pants

0.6

C002

I007

Dress

0.5

C001

I008

Jacket

0.6

C002

I005

Shirt

0.7

Table 36.
Fuzzy join.
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6. Fuzzy security for data mining
Security methods like encryption and decryption are used cryptographically.
These security methods are not secured. Fuzzy security method is based on the
mind and others do not descript. Zadeh [16] discussed about web intelligence,
world knowledge, and fuzzy logic. The current programming is unable to deal
question answering containing approximate information. For instance “which is the
best car?” The fuzzy data mining with security is knowledge discovery process with
data associated.
The fuzzy relational databases may be with fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy set theory is
another approach to approximate information. The security may be provided by
approximate information.
Definition: Given some universe of discourse X, a relational database R1 is
defined as pair {t, d}, where t is tuple and d is domain (Table 37).
R1

d1

d2

.

dm

t1

a11

a12

.

a1m

t2

a21

a22

A2m

.

.

.

.

.

tn

a1n

a1n

.

Anm

Table 37.
Relational database.

Price = 0.4/50+0.5/60+07/80+0.8/100
The fuzzy security database of price is given in Table 38.
INo

IName

Price

I005

Benz

0.8

I007

Suzuki

0.4

I004

Toyota

0.7

I008

Skoda

0.5

I009

Benz

0.8

Table 38.
Price fuzzy set.

Demand = 0.4/50+0.5/60+0.7/80+0.8/100
The fuzzy security database of demand is given in Table 39.

INo

IName

Demand

μ

I005

Benz

80

0.7

I007

Suzuki

60

0.5

I004

Toyota

100

0.8

I008

Skoda

50

0.4

I009

Benz

80

0.7

Table 39.
Demand fuzzy set.
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The lossless natural join of demand and price is union and is given in Table 40.

Table 40.
Lossless join.

The actual data has to be disclosed for analysis on the web. There is no need to
disclose the data if the data is inherently define with fuzziness.
“car with fuzziness >07” may defined as follows:
For instance,
XML data may be defined as
<CAR>
<COMPANY>
<NAME> Benz <NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.8 <FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
<COMPANY>
<NAME> Suzuki <NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.9<FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
<COMPANY>
<NAME> Toyoto<NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.6<FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
<COMPANY>
I<NAME> Skoda<NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.7<FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
Xquery may define using projection operator for demand car is given as
Name space default = http:\www.automoble.com/company
Validate <CAR> {
For $name in COMPANY/CAR
where $company/ Max($demand>0.7)}
return <COMPANY> {$company/name, $company/fuzzy}</COMPANY>
</CAR>
The fuzzy reasoning may be applied for fuzzy data mining.
Consider the more demand fuzzy database by decomposition
(Tables 41 and 42).
The fuzzy reasoning [14] may be performed using Zadeh fuzzy conditional
inference
The Zadeh [14] fuzzy conditional inference is given by
if x is P1 and x is P2 … . x is Pn then x is Q =
min 1, {1-min(μP1(x), μP2(x), … , μPn(x)) +μQ(x)}
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INo

IName

Demand

I005

Benz

0.8

I007

Suzuki

0.9

I004

Toyota

0.6

I008

Skoda

0.7

I009

Benz

0.9

Table 41.
Demand.

INo

IName

Price

I005

Benz

0.7

I007

Suzuki

0.4

I004

Toyota

0.6

I008

Skoda

0.5

I009

Benz

0.7

Table 42.
Price.

The Mamdani [7] fuzzy conditional inference s given by
if x is P1 and x is P2 … . x is Pn then x is Q =
min {μP1(x), μP2(x), … , μPn(x) , μQ(x)}
The Reddy [12] fuzzy conditional inference s given by
= min(μP1(x), μP2(x), … , μPn(x))
If x is Demand then x is price
x is more demand
——————————————————————————————————
x is more Demand o (Demand ➔ Price)
x is more Demand o min{1, 1-Demand+Price}Zadeh
x is more Demand o min{Demand, Price} Mamdani
x is more Demand o {Demand} Reddy
“If x is more demand, then x is more prices” is given in Tables 43 and 44.
The inference for price is given in Table 45.
So the business administrator (DA) can take decision to increase the price or not.
INo

IName

More demand

I005

Benz

0.89

I007

Suzuki

0.95

I004

Toyota

0.77

I008

Skoda

0.84

I009

Benz

0.95

Table 43.
More demand.
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INo

IName

Zadeh

Mamdani

Reddy

I005

Benz

0.9

0.7

0.7

I007

Suzuki

0.5

0.4

0.4

I004

Toyota

1,0

0.6

0.6

I008

Skoda

0.8

0.5

0.5

I009

Benz

0.8

0.7

0.7

INo

IName

Zadeh

Mamdani

Reddy

I005

Benz

0.89

0.7

0.7

I007

Suzuki

0.5

0.4

0.4

I004

Toyota

0.77

0.6

0.6

I008

Skoda

0.8

0.5

0.5

I009

Benz

0.8

0.7

0.7

Table 44.
Demand ➔ Price.

Table 45.
Inference price.

7. Web intelligence and fuzzy data mining
Let C and D be the fuzzy rough sets (Tables 46–51).
d1

22

.
.

t1

a11

a12

t2

a21

a22

.

.

.

tn

a1n

a1n

dm

μ

a1m

μd(t1)

A2m

μd(t2)

.

.

.

.

Anm

μd(tn)

Table 46.
Fuzzy database.

INo

IName

Price

μ

I005

Shirt

100

0.8

I007

Dress

50

0.4

I004

Pants

80

0.7

I008

Jacket

60

0.5

I009

Skirt

100

0.8

Table 47.
Price database.

The operations on fuzzy rough set type 2 are given as
1-C= 1- μC(x) Negation
CVD=max{μC(x), μD(x)} Union
CΛD=min{μC(x) , μD(x)} Intersection
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Table 48.
Intersect of demand and price.

INo

IName

Demand

μ

I005

Shirt

80

0.8

I007

Dress

60

0.5

I004

Pants

100

0.8

I008

Jacket

50

0.5

I009

Skirt

80

0.8

Table 49.
Lossless decomposition of demand.

INo

IName

Price

μ

I005

Shirt

100

0.8

I007

Dress

50

0.5

I004

Pants

80

0.8

I108

Jacket

60

0.5

I009

Skirt

100

0.8

Table 50.
Lossless decomposition of price.

Company
IBM

0.8

Microsoft

0.9

Google

0.75

Table 51.
Best software company.

XML data may be defined as
<SOFTWARE>
<COMPANY>
<NAME> IBM <NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.8 <FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
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<COMPANY>
<NAME> Microsoft <NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.9<FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
<COMPANY>
<NAME> Google<NAME>
<FUZZ> 0.75<FUZZ>
</COMPANY>
Xquery may define using projection operator for best software company is
given as
Name space default = http:\www.software.cm/company
Validate <SOFTWARE> {For $name in COMPANY/SOFTWARE where $company/ Max($fuzz)}
return <COMPANY> {$company/name, $company/fuzzy} </COMPANY>
</SOFTWARE>
Similarly, the following problem may be considered for web programming.
Let P is the fuzzy proposition in question-answering system.
P=Which is tallest buildings City?
The answer is “x is the tallest buildings city.”
For instance, the fuzzy set “most tallest buildings city” may defined as
most tallest buildings city = 0.6/Hoang-Kang + 0.6/Dubai + 0.7/New York +0.8/
Taipei+ 0.5/Tokyo
For the above question, output is “tallest buildings city”= 0.8/Taipei by using
projection.
The fuzzy algorithm using FUZZYALGOL is given as follows:
BEGIN
Variable most tallest buildings City = 0.6 / Hoang-Kang + 0.6 / Dubai + 0.7 /
New York + 0.8 / Taipei + 0.5 / Tokyo
most tallest buildings City =0.8 / Taipei
Return URL, fuzziness=Taipei, 0.8
END
The problem is to find “most pdf of type-2 in fuzzy sets”
The Fuzzy algorithm is
Go to most visited fuzzy set cites
Go to most visited fuzzy sets type-2
Go to most visited fuzzy sets type -2 pdf
The web programming gets “the most visited fuzzy sets” and put in order
The web programming than gets “the most visited type-2 in fuzzy sets”
The web programming gets “the most visited pdf in type-2”

8. Conclusion
Data mining may deal with incomplete information. Bayesian theory needs
exponential complexity to combine data. Defining datasets with fuzziness inherently reduce complexity. In this chapter, fuzzy MapReduce algorithms are studied
based on functional dependencies. The fuzzy k-means MapReduce algorithm is
studied using fuzzy functional dependencies. Data mining and fuzzy data mining
are discussed. A brief overview on the work on business intelligence is given as an
example.
Most of the current web programming studies are unable to deal with incomplete information. In this chapter, the web intelligence system is discussed for fuzzy
data mining. In addition, the fuzzy algorithmic language is discussed for design
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fuzzy algorithms for data mining. Web intelligence system for data mining is
discussed. Some examples are given for web intelligence and fuzzy data mining.
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